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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Minimalist Fault-Tolerance Techniques for
Mitigating Single-Event Effects in
Non-Radiation-Hardened Microcontrollers

by

Douglas Wyche Caldwell
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
University of California, Los Angeles, 1998
Professor David A. Rennels, Chair

Commercial microcontrollers − monolithic integrated circuits containing
microprocessor, memory and various peripheral functions − such as are used in
industrial, automotive and military applications, present spacecraft avionics system
designers an appealing mix of higher performance and lower power together with faster
system-development time and lower unit costs. However, these parts are not radiationhardened for application in the space environment and Single-Event Effects (SEE)
caused by high-energy, ionizing radiation present a significant challenge. Mitigating
these effects with techniques which require minimal additional support logic, and
thereby preserve the high functional density of these devices, can allow their benefits to
be realized.

xix

This dissertation uses fault-tolerance to mitigate the transient errors and occasional
latchups that non-hardened microcontrollers can experience in the space radiation
environment.

Space systems requirements and the historical use of fault-tolerant

computers in spacecraft provide context.

Space radiation and its effects in

semiconductors define the fault environment. A reference architecture is presented
which uses two or three microcontrollers with a combination of hardware and software
voting techniques to mitigate SEE.

A prototypical spacecraft function (an inertial

measurement unit) is used to illustrate the techniques and to explore how real application
requirements impact the fault-tolerance approach. Low-cost approaches which leverage
features of existing commercial microcontrollers are analyzed. A high-speed serial bus
is used for voting among redundant devices and a novel wire-OR output voting scheme
exploits the bidirectional controls of I/O pins.
A hardware testbed and prototype software were constructed to evaluate two- and
three-processor configurations. Simulated Single-Event Upsets (SEUs) were injected at
high rates and the response of the system monitored. The resulting statistics were used
to evaluate technical effectiveness. Fault-recovery probabilities (coverages) higher than
99.99% were experimentally demonstrated. The greater than thousand-fold reduction in
observed effects provides performance comparable with SEE tolerance of tested, radhard devices.

Technical results were combined with cost data to assess the cost-

effectiveness of the techniques. It was found that a three-processor system was only
marginally more effective than a two-device system at detecting and recovering from
faults, but consumed substantially more resources, suggesting that simpler configurations
are generally more cost-effective.

xx

1. Introduction
Microcontrollers are highly integrated computer systems on a chip: a processor and
various support functions such as program memory, scratchpad RAM, discrete I/O, A/D
converters, serial ports, and counter/timers. [Intel 95] [Microchip 96] These very
inexpensive, off-the-shelf devices have not been widely used in space applications
because of their low radiation tolerance, due in part to manufacturing processes which
use mixed semiconductor fabrication techniques.
Semiconductors are affected by two broad classes of problems when they are
exposed to the radiation environment of outer space. The first of these, the total ionizing
dose which causes performance degradation and ultimate failure, may be mitigated for
non-hardened parts by screening and shielding; this problem is not addressed herein. The
second class is due to the passage of a single, highly-energetic charged particle through a
semiconductor. These Single-Event Effects (SEE) have many manifestations. The most
frequently-occurring phenomena are Single-Event Upsets (SEU) which are transient bitflips. Less common but more severe are Single-Event Latchups (SEL) which are lowimpedance paths created in a CMOS device by the stimulation of parasitic circuits.
These paths allow potentially destructive high currents to flow and can only be cleared
by power-cycling the device. Both of these types of SEE can be expected to occur
frequently in non-hardened devices in space.
Two approaches can be taken in addressing SEE: using either radiation-hardened
devices or fault-tolerance techniques.

Rad-hard chips are difficult to develop and

therefore costly; functional density must be sacrificed to the design rules of SEE-immune
layout.

Also, because the fabrication technologies required to implement the

commercially-available on-chip functions such as EPROM program memory and A/D
converters are generally incompatible with rad-hard processes, such functions are usually
moved off-chip. Fault-tolerance techniques potentially allow a much wider choice of

1

high performance devices, supported by a wider range of development tools, which
evolve as device families and incorporate the latest software development paradigms.
The search within the aerospace industry to dramatically reduce the cost of highperformance spacecraft makes the use of non-hardened, commercial1 microcontrollers
extremely attractive. Modifying these devices to handle the space radiation environment
is impractical or impossible. Applying fault-tolerance techniques appears to be the only
option available to mitigate SEE their susceptibility. Other fault-tolerance requirements
are economic tradeoffs, insofar as the use of microcontrollers is concerned. If the
surrounding circuitry becomes too complex, the design should probably be done with a
microprocessor (building memory and customized interface circuitry on the outside)
because most of the high functional integration of the microcontroller will be lost. The
goal of this research is to provide as much fault-tolerance as possible with available
devices and few augmentations – thus the notion of “minimalist” indicated by the title.
This is the characteristic that distinguishes this work from most previous research.

1.1 Problem Statement
Compared with their commercial counterparts, microelectronics manufactured for
space applications are exceedingly expensive (by two or more orders of magnitude).
More importantly, the relatively small number of available rad-hard parts restricts a
designer, and the typically long procurement lead-times for such parts result in
significant schedule impacts. But bringing a commercial device up to space standards is
often even more costly.

Fundamental attributes of space missions, especially their

physical and political environments, impose requirements which often far exceed those
of terrestrial applications. In particular, the effects of ionizing radiation are important
1

The terms “commercial” and “non-hardened” are used largely interchangably herein. “Commercial”
refers to all products and processes whose origin is outside the specialized needs of the aerospace industry;
it encompasses “commercial”, “industrial” and “automotive” temperature grades. “Military” grades are
also included because these parts are generally commercial designs with carefully-controlled fabrication.
Such devices do not include consideration of the space radiation environment. Although they may have
acceptable radiation-tolerance, they are not “radiation hardened” (rad-hard) by design. Since all space
designs are expected to incorporate hardening techniques, commercial/non-hardened and space/hardened is

2

factors for space electronics but rarely design considerations for commercial circuits.
Because of the high cost of developing “radiation hardened” devices or the extensive
testing required to screen for “radiation-tolerance”, the pool of acceptable highperformance devices available to the spacecraft avionics designer is relatively small.
This often results in compromises in mass, power, functionality or development
approaches. Of particular concern are compromises made locally which have non-local
effects, thereby simply transferring specific elemental costs to untraceable cost impacts
on the space system.
The subject of “using commercial electronics in space” is enormous, one which is
being addressed on many fronts and one which is well beyond the abilities of any
individual to attack in its entirety. The problem may be substantially narrowed by
focusing on some of the key attributes identified previously. Microcontrollers are used
in terrestrial applications because of their low cost, high functional density and flexible
development tools. They are often enable a system to be partitioned according to a
distributed architecture, thereby substantially simplifying system development and
integration. Since many of the techniques which are applicable to microcontrollers may
be more broadly used, narrowing this work to the use of commercial microcontrollers in
space applications should make the effort tractable while still providing broader insights.

1.2 Objectives
This research seeks techniques which allow non-hardened microcontrollers to be
used cost-effectively in space applications. Specific objectives are:
•

to determine fault-tolerance techniques which are broadly applicable to the use
of microcontrollers in space;

•

to experimentally validate the techniques;

•

to evaluate the effectiveness of the techniques.

a fairly accurate partitioning.
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1.3 Requirements
“Requirements definition” is an important part of any space project and aims to
establish a concise language for expressing objectives. This section seeks to further
clarify the previously-stated objectives. These “requirements” were written and selfimposed relatively early in the research; to a large extent they were met. (See Chapter
7.1 for an assessment of the satisfaction of these requirements.)
1.3.1 Success Metrics
1.1

Techniques shall be broadly applicable to existing microcontrollers (but not
necessarily to all devices).

1.2

Techniques shall be minimally intrusive with respect to single-device
implementations.

1.3

System reliability shall be equivalent to 1998 state-of-the-art solutions which
use radiation-hardened microcontrollers.

1.4

System resources (mass, power, cost, etc.) shall be substantially less than
equivalent state-of-the-art solutions.
The primary system resource which is targeted for minimization by this work is

cost. To the extent that they are related to cost, other resources such as mass and power
should be reduced. However, unlike the thrust of much “advanced technology research”
within the aerospace industry, this research does not attempt to minimize mass or power;
these are considered free variables. Because risk is so difficult to quantify, this work
attempts to sidestep this issue by setting the reliability target equal to the state-of-the-art
(as stated by 1.3). By doing this, reliability becomes a non-contributor to the cost
function and this greatly simplifies the cost-benefit analysis. Finally, the risk of the
unknown, the “pucker factor” associated with anything which has never flown, can only
be mitigated by actually flying a demonstration and, before that time, having very strong
technical arguments and ground-based prototypes and demonstrations.
objective of this research.
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Such is the

1.3.2 Architectural Guidelines
Most of these requirements derive from requirement 1.2:
2.1

Fault-tolerance techniques shall be used to mitigate single-event effects (SEE).

2.2

Microcontroller pins required for fault-tolerance functions shall be minimized.

2.3

Circuitry external to microcontrollers shall be minimized.

2.4

Computation required for fault-tolerance shall consume less than 20% of the
available processor throughput.

2.5

Latency induced by fault-tolerance functions shall be less than 5%.

2.6

Software functions shall make fault-tolerance essentially transparent to
application code programmers.
(The rationale for 20% in 2.4 and 5% in 2.5 is opinion that such numbers are

reasonably small impacts on a typical application.)
The challenge of using off-the-shelf microcontrollers in spacecraft includes the
challenge of being restricted to the functions available on such chips; the choices of both
the designer desiring to use a microcontroller and the architect trying to mitigate the SEE
problems are restricted.

Because the primary value to the designer of using a

microcontroller is its high functional density, the benefits of one would be largely
obviated by the addition of too much external circuitry. Consuming resources which are
needed by an application (e.g., RAM, ROM, or I/O) must be avoided. SEE mitigation
techniques which must be understood by the designer should be relatively simple to
comprehend. Complex functions (such as voting circuits or software functions) should
be generic so as to require minimal customization for each application. An additional
requirement which was originally overlooked but subsequently encountered, was to limit
the amount of program and data memory consumed by the fault-tolerance software.

1.4 Scope
This work addresses only the reliability concerns associated with Single Event
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Effects in commercially-available, non-hardened microcontrollers when used in the
space environment.
This work does not address reliability issues associated with total dose radiation,
with applications in other radiation environments, with the intrinsic failures of integrated
circuits (e.g., those experienced in typical application environments), with the use of
unscreened commercial components (e.g., the perception that these are intrinsically less
reliable than military or space-qualified devices), or with the use of plastic packaging.

1.5 Method
This work is divided into four areas:
•

Understanding the Environment. Space radiation environments and their effects are
generally poorly understood by electronics designers; thus, the first step is to ensure
that the relevant aspects of both are clear.

•

Architecture. An abstract architecture and its implementation (both hardware and
software) are explored. Options are considered in each major architectural area; in
some cases there is a clearly preferred choice while, in others, details of a specific
application will drive a decision. Generally, the approach taken is to start with what
appear to be minimal solutions and add complexity only as necessary to address
weaknesses.

•

Prototype and Experiments. Based on the architectural concepts developed, a testbed
supporting experiments with two or three processors was constructed. A software
prototype supporting two- and three-processor configurations was implemented and
tested. Fault-tolerance was evaluated using software-based fault injection. From the
results of these experiments, various reliability metrics are computed.

•

Cost-Effectiveness.

The benefits realized through the use of commercial

microcontrollers are described and compared with the expected reliability (based on
the experiments and supporting analysis) of the various solutions.
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1.6 Prototypical Example: An Inertial Measurement Unit
In order to force an outcome which is valuable to the spacecraft avionics
community, a representative space system element was used as an example. An Inertial
Measurement Unit was selected because it is sufficiently complex to provide insights
into real problems while sufficiently simple that its implementation did not distract from
the investigation. This example forced many types of I/O requirements to be addressed,
including bi-level and analog voting, pulse train generation, event timing, and serial
communications.
The Inertial Measurement Unit prototype is based on three Northrop GRG5 singleaxis rate gyros obtained on the surplus market. These devices require a 400 Hz motor
drive signal and an 800 Hz to 6.4 kHz sinusoidal excitation signal. The angular rate
modulates the output amplitude. For these devices, full scale magnitude is a rate of
100°/s; the angle random walk component is unknown but estimated to be about 0.5°/√s.
Unfortunately, calibration information was not available.
The “requirements” levied on the IMU are:
•

Three GRG5 rate gyros shall be used to determine inertial rotation rates.

•

Angular rate shall be reported to a precision of 0.1% of full scale (0.2°/s).

•

Angular rate shall be updated at a frequency of 16 Hz.

•

Self-test capabilities and health-indication status shall be provided.

•

Continuous operation with respect to SEE in an ionizing radiation environment shall
be ensured.

The derived requirements are:
•

Function:

A microcontroller shall generate necessary drive and excitation signals.

•

Precision:

Angular rate magnitude shall be reported with at least 12 bits
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resolution.
•

Self-Test:

Motor drive power of each gyro shall be controlled independently.

•

Health:

Motor drive current shall be reported for each gyro.

•

Operation:

Three processors shall be used to ensure operate-through capability.

Key features of the implementation shown in Figure 1 are:
•

Three microcontrollers are used to implement a TMR computing element.

•

Motor drive and excitation signals are generated from one microcontroller output.

•

Motor drive signals for the three motors are phased 120° apart to smooth total motor
drive current.

•

Excitation signal is 13.5 times the motor drive frequency (for ease of generation).

•

Amplitude measurements are performed 220 times per 16 Hz frame (3250 times per
second) per gyro.

•

Individual amplitude measurements have 8-bit resolution.

•

Individual amplitude measurements (220 of them) are accumulated to form one
reported measurement.

•

Reported amplitude measurements have almost 12-bit resolution (0.05%).

•

Motor drive current is measured using microcontroller A/D converter.

•

System interface is asynchronous serial with RS-485 bussing capability.

The Fault-Tolerance features required to meet the above requirements are:
•

Operate-through capability.

•

Multiple-sample accumulation and best-of-three voting with elimination of outliers.
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•

Reliable generation of high-speed timing outputs.

•

Serial port data output consistency.
System
Interface

Gyro Power
Regulation

Motor 1 On Cmd
Motor 2 On Cmd
Motor 3 On Cmd

Motor Drive
Clock Signal
Generation
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Computing
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Generation
(5400 Hz)

to buffer
amps (4)
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Amp and
Filter

Interrupt
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Serial
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Line
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Buffers

Serial
Port
A/D Input

Signal Mux
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Figure 1. IMU Block Diagram.
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Gyro Block 3

1.7 Background
The interplay between spacecraft computing, fault-tolerance research, and
spacecraft systems engineering is complex.

Their practitioners have not always

understood each other or, in some cases, agreed on objectives. This section tries only to
reduce the understanding gap.
This overview starts with basic fault-tolerant computing techniques. Next, an
historical progression of spacecraft computers is presented which illustrates the
evolution of their capabilities and how fault-tolerance has been applied.

More

sophisticated techniques which have been researched but not flown are also discussed.
Finally, the application of microprocessors and microcontrollers in space systems is
discussed.
1.7.1 Basic Fault-Tolerance Techniques
The fundamental attribute of fault-tolerance is that it is the antithesis of fault
avoidance; it is expected that something will fail and that the system must nonetheless
operate. If something will fail, then some form of redundancy must be provided. Faulttolerance techniques are those which apply redundancy to recover from faults and
thereby increase reliability.
The earliest fault-tolerance technique applied in electronics was to use circuit
redundancy. Simple components like resistors, capacitors, diodes and relays were placed
in quadded series-parallel configurations so that, if one failed, the circuit would continue
to operate, though perhaps in a degraded fashion. More complex components can use
parallel redundancy if they can override each other; for instance, the aerodynamic
surfaces of Shuttle are controlled by redundant actuators which have sufficient torque
margin to overpower a failed actuator.
In modern electronic systems, it is often more practical to triplicate the electronics
and then to employ hardware voting circuits which only allow majority opinions to be
propagated beyond the fault-containment boundary. This well-known technique is called
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Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR). When only two identical units execute identical
programs and their outputs are compared to detect errors, a Self-Checking Pair (SCP) is
realized. Although not fault-tolerant with respect to continued operation, it can prevent
incorrect results being propagated. Rollback techniques can also be used to gracefully
recover from transient errors.
If temporal correctness is required, then the system must be capable of operating
through a fault (rather than simply identifying it and restarting). With a TMR system, a
disagreeing member can be restarted while the other two continue. Generally, this is the
minimum configuration which supports operate-through capability. This capability can
also be achieved by combining SCP elements (e.g., creating a dual-SCP configuration).
TMR and SCP are termed static redundancy because of the essentially static
configuration of the system.

Such arrangements achieve high fault-coverage, and

therefore higher instantaneous reliability, at the expense of long life; with more
hardware, there is more chance of multiple failures over the long term.
Long life systems rely on standby redundancy in which replicated units are kept in
reserve as unpowered spares which are switched into operation to replace faulty units.
This technique extends life when unpowered devices are more reliable than powered
ones. A redundant device is switched online to recover from a fault, dynamically
changing the configuration. Finally, “hybrid redundancy” combines static redundancy
and standby redundancy to achieve both high instantaneous reliability and long life.
In practice, long-life systems tend to be built using “block redundancy” wherein
the switched units are large functional blocks of the system, e.g., whole computers.
Higher reliability can be achieved when systems are more finely partitioned. However,
the more common use of block redundancy reflects the tradeoff between reliability and
complexity − highly partitioned redundant systems also tend to be highly complex ones.
Further, the selected level of granularity necessarily reflects the granularity of the
underlying components. If a sophisticated functional block is already available, there is
a very high price to pay for attempting to subdivide that function in an attempt to
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increase its reliability − the first hurdle to be overcome is the decrease in reliability
associated with a brand new design. Modern computers consist of relatively few devices
which are inherently very reliable, so further subdivision offers little gain in reliability.
The most common internal redundancy, and virtually the only one applied
commercially, is the use of various parity codes ranging from simple one-bit parity to
single-error-correcting, double-error-detecting (SECDED) modified Hamming codes
used for error detection and correction (EDAC) in large memory systems.
Another commonly used technique in spacecraft is functional redundancy, wherein
a required element of the system is not replicated but a similar function exists which can
support degraded performance. For examples, if a non-volatile memory unit fails, the
mission can continue as long as power is maintained on the volatile storage; a failed
optical scan platform can be partially accommodated by rotating the entire spacecraft
body. These techniques allow cost-effective backups to exist when replication of the
primary function is impractical. Obviously, such designs can only be addressed at the
system level, not within something like a multiple-processor, internally fault-tolerant
module. However, the host environment is an important consideration for the designer
of such a module. Where functional backups exist or where redundant instruments are
available, the reliability requirements of a subsystem can be reduced.
Although most fault-tolerance discussions focus on hardware replication, temporal
redundancy may also be employed. Particularly when transient errors can corrupt a
computation, repeated execution of an algorithm from some checkpoint can be used to
realize improved reliability.
1.7.2 Real Space Computers
The desire to use fault-tolerance in spacecraft goes back essentially to the
beginning of the U.S. space program. The Ranger project [Hall 77] initially intended to
selectively apply redundancy to critical elements but, because of weight limitations in
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early 19612, none was implemented. Of course, fault-tolerant computing was not one of
the deleted items since Ranger didn’t have even a rudimentary computer, a function
which did not appear until the Viking missions to Mars in 1975.
Before fault-tolerance was used on unmanned spacecraft, the reliability
requirements of the manned space program demanded it. The Saturn V launch vehicle
Instrumentation Unit (IU) was the first application of TMR [Bilstein 80].

Seven

functional sections of the computer were internally triplicated and voted. Six 4096 x 28bit core-memory modules operated as three duplex pairs. Saturn V was also the first
launch vehicle to use “unit logic devices” − integrated circuits. Although the Saturn V
IU used TMR, the Apollo Command Module (CM) and Lunar Module (LM) used
simplex machines since weight was at a premium and the astronauts provided backup.
Skylab was the first spacecraft to use an off-the-shelf computer and the first to use
block-redundant simplex machines (prior redundancy had partitioned the internals of
computers). The use of one of IBM’s 4Pi series of computers (ruggedized System/360
machines) in the Attitude and Pointing Control System (APCS) appears to have been an
early example of trading mass for development cost; costly computer development was
avoided by exploiting the enormous lift capability of the Saturn V. The APCS used one
IBM 4Pi/TC-1 as a prime and one as an active backup, each with 16K words of core
memory. At the beginning of each real-time cycle, each computer ran a self-check.
Either computer which believed itself to be healthy and believed the other machine to be
errant could initiate a reset of its partner. A watchdog timer covered the case where an
errant machine reset the good one.
The fault-tolerance of the Space Shuttle avionics system draws from the Skylab
heritage but is substantially more elaborate and, for that matter, more so than any other
flight computer either before or since.

Five identical, simplex general-purpose

computers (GPCs) comprised of a CPU and an IOP (I/O processor) are configured as a

2

The Atlas-Agena weight limitation given by Lockheed was believed by JPL to be to be erroneous but, by
the time this was demonstrated, it was too late to reinstate any of the desired redundancy.
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quad-modular redundant foursome and an independent fifth member. The IBM 4Pi/AP101B was the original GPC CPU [Sklaroff 76] but, as part of Shuttle upgrades, it has
been replaced by the AP-101S [Jenkins 92]. During critical mission phases such as
launch and re-entry, four GPCs run identical copies of the same software. A faulty unit
is overridden by majority vote but only the crew can eliminate the faulty member and
degrade the system to a TMR configuration.3 If the system has degraded to TMR, a
second failure is handled in the same way as the first thereby degrading the system to a
dual checking configuration (following a command by the crew). Since the probability
of three hardware failures during a single mission is virtually nil, it is assumed that only
a latent software defect can be responsible for the demise of three GPCs. Thus, software
for the fifth computer was written by a different team (Rockwell rather than IBM) using
a different paradigm (time-sliced rather than event-driven); again, it is up to the crew to
command a switchover.
Another notable characteristic of the Shuttle avionics is that the GPCs
communicate among themselves and with the rest of the system using only serial busses;
the I/O processor of each GPC is attached with transformer-isolation to twenty-four 1
Mb/s serial channels. The same basic architecture is also being used on the X-33,
wherein four VME cages play the same role as Shuttle GPCs and all communication is
serial. This approach dramatically simplifies the isolation of a faulty machine.
The first real deep-space computers4 were used on the Viking missions to Mars.
Both the orbiter and lander used block-redundant configurations for the computers. The
3

In many cases, voting is not implemented by electronic voters but directly by effectors. For instance,
aerosurface actuators are internally redundant with four separate servos and a four-element force-summed
actuator. The design can have three channels fail and remain operational. This is an example of parallel
redundancy and, more importantly, of treating fault-tolerance as a system problem, not as a computer
problem.
4
Although the Mariner Mars 1969 (MM’69) spacecraft (Mariners 6 and 7) had a Control Computer and
Sequencer (CC&S), it was really a programmable sequencer which, significantly, could be reprogammed in
flight. This primitive machine had only 128 twenty-two-bit words of plated-wire memory and, with a 2.4
kHz clock, was capable of bit-serial execution of about 100 instructions per second. Redundancy was
provided by making the control “computer” slave to the fixed-program sequencer. MM’71 (Mariners 8
and 9) used the same CC&S with four times the memory, 512 words, which filled out its 9-bit address
space. [Kopf 97, Tomayko 94]
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Viking orbiter (VO) was built by JPL and its Flight Control Processor (FCP) inherited
many ideas from the Mariner ’69 and ’71 programmable sequencers. It had 4 Kwords of
plated-wire memory and performed bit-serial execution of its 18-bit instructions with a
2.4 kHz clock. The Viking lander, built by Martin Marietta was the first deep-space
probe to use an off-the-shelf computer − the Honeywell HDC 402. This 24-bit machine
had 18 Kwords of plated-wire memory and averaged 230 kIPS. [Tomayko 94]
Voyager used three dual-redundant computers. The first two, the Attitude and
Articulation Control Subsystem (AACS) and the Computer Command Subsystem
(CCS), used the Viking Orbiter FCP but ran it at 1.9 MHz. The third, the Flight Data
Subsystem, was a new design − the first flight computer to use CMOS circuits and the
first to use static RAM rather than plated-wire memory. Like the AACS and CCS
machines, the FDS had 4K (16-bit) words of memory, but, at 80 kIPS, its performance
far exceeded theirs. The redundant AACS and CCS computers were used as cold spares
and could be switched into operation to recover from a fault.
The two FDS machines could run simultaneously or with one in cold standby. In
practice, both machines were always on so that the active computer could duplicate its
data in the 2K words of “data memory” of the standby machine, thereby greatly reducing
switchover time. The FDS Built-In Self-Check (BIST) presented an interesting faulttolerance issue. Upon Power Turn-On Initialize (PTOI), BIST would run on each FDS
and clamp the computer’s outputs if it detected an error. The BIST also had visibility
into the other machine and could clamp its outputs. As fate would have it, PTOI would
always result in both units being clamped. Rather than fixing the problem, a workaround was instituted using the “Internal Execution of Self-Check” instruction (IEX).
Successful execution of IEX allowed one I/O operation to occur regardless of whether
the computer’s outputs had been clamped. Thus, every I/O was implemented with IEX.
Fortunately, the I/O requirements were minimal and the very long execution time of this
instruction did not translate into a severe performance penalty.
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The next major JPL spacecraft5, Galileo, presents a very interesting combination of
computers and system architecture. The Command and Data Subsystem (CDS) was
based on the Unified Data System (UDS), a fault-tolerant distributed system architecture
developed at JPL (see the next section).

A simplified version of the UDS was

implemented using six copies of the RCA 1802, the first CMOS microprocessor,
arranged as a pair of High-Level Modules (HLMs) and two pairs of Low-Level Modules
(LLMs). The HLMs with 32 KB each and LLMs with 16 KB each were augmented by a
pair of 16 KB Bulk Memories (BUMs) and a pair of 8 KB Data Bulk Memories
(DBUMs), providing the six processors with a total of 176 KB of CMOS RAM. The
HLMs performed system-level tasks such as command sequencing while the LLMs
provided the interface with spacecraft hardware. The BUMs and DBUMs acted as data
buffers between the LLMs and HLMs.
While the Spacecraft Computers Section was working on the distributed 1802
architecture, the Guidance and Control Section decided that its needs were better served
by a single, high-performance computer. An off-the-shelf naval aircraft computer, the
ATAC-16M (taking its name from Applied Technology Inc. Advanced Computer, 16bit), was selected as the basis for the AACS computer. This bit-sliced computer was
based on the 2901 4-bit ALU and was uprated to a -16MS conduction-cooled, space
version. Two of these were used in a block-redundant configuration. With a pipelined
architecture that executed one integer instruction per 250 ns instruction cycle, it ran ten
times as fast as the official NASA Standard Computer even though its TCM244 rad-hard
static RAMs required seven wait states. This is rather remarkable considering its 1977
technology − performance on par with Cassini’s 1 MIPS EFC which came 15 years later.
In 1982, testing of the 2901 revealed that it was susceptible to SEE and a development
program was undertaken to harden some of the chips. This was performed by Sandia
5

Of course, JPL has not been the only U.S. purveyor of deep-space missions. As already mentioned,
Langley was responsible for Viking program management. Over a longer period, the Ames Research
Center managed the later Pioneer missions with TRW constructing Pioneers 6 through 11 and Hughes
Aircraft fabricating Pioneer Venus Orbiter and Venus Multiprobe (these last two being launched in 1978).
However, all of the Pioneers were spinners and none had more than a sequencer. [NASA SP-491]
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National Laboratory and yielded much lower power CMOS devices as a byproduct
(replacing the low-power Schottky technology). As it turned out, these devices had to be
individually characterized (by serial number) to select for VIH since this parameter had
enough temperature variation to make it incompatible with the original circuits.
A final note on Galileo concerns the “Propulsion Annex.” The grounding of the
Shuttle fleet following the Challenger accident delayed Galileo’s launch. Subsequent
changes in Shuttle policy required that a lower-energy upper stage be used (instead of the
original Centaur) and this necessitated the selection of a new trajectory − one which
brought Galileo significantly closer to the Sun. A sun-shade was added to the spacecraft
and its shadow became a hiding-place at all times during this inner trajectory. However,
the main AACS control loops running on the ATAC could not respond quickly enough
to all possible faults − in particular, those caused by improper main engine firings. To
preclude errant commands passing to the engine valves, the Propulsion Annex was
created. When it was commanded by CDS to protect the spacecraft, it monitored the
state of the main ATAC-controlled valve-control relay and, if it saw a “fire” command,
opened a relay to squelch the valve drive current. (The relays had 1 ms operating times;
the engine’s large valve-solenoid took at least 5 ms to open.)
From the standpoint of fault-tolerance architecture, the JPL deep-space craft after
Galileo are not very interesting. Magellan used the block-redundant Galileo ATAC16MS and CDS architecture. The Cassini Engineering Flight Computer (EFC) was
developed around the GVSC (a MIL-STD-1750A chip set). It was used in a dualredundant configuration in the CDS, AACS and many experiments. Cassini’s data
handling architecture is probably more notable for its extensive use of serial busses (e.g.,
MIL-STD-1553B) for both interprocessor communication and I/O distribution. Mars
Pathfinder and other deep-space spacecraft of the mid-90’s have been extremely costconstrained and, in many cases, have opted for single-string architectures, collecting all
computing into one central machine and having largely centralized I/O.
Today, redundancy is more commonly used than not, and discussions are found in
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any high-level spacecraft-design book (see, for example, [Griffen&French 91],
[Larson&Wertz 92]). However, from the perspective of fault-tolerance, essentially only
block-redundancy and memory EDAC are used. Usually, when redundancy is applied to
computing elements, whole computers and mass-memories are replicated; about the only
internal partitioning seen is in bulk memories with redundant sectors or planes.
1.7.3 High Reliability Computers
The archetypal example of high-reliability computing is the Self-Testing and
Repair (STAR) computer, built at JPL during the latter ’60s, which explored the concept
of standby redundancy wherein some modules are held in cold (powered-off) standby.
The prototype had three of every type of module plus five copies of the Test and Repair
Processor (TARP) which managed the configuration and thereby the system’s reliability.
Three copies of the TARP were powered at all times to determine the health of the other
modules and to replace faulty units with spares. As a computer, STAR ran a 10-clock
machine cycle at 500 kHz, operating byte-serial (4-bit byte) on a 32-bit word, and
achieving about 20 kIPS; the memory complement was 16K x 32 ROM and 4K x 32
RWM. For a two-spare system, STAR’s theoretical reliability at least 0.99982 for 6
months and as high as 0.79 over a ten year period. By comparison, the computed
reliability of the same-vintage MM’69 was 0.928 over 6 months and 0.225 over ten
years. [Avizienis 71]
Following STAR, the Unified Data System (UDS) explored the use of distributed
microprocessors in fault-tolerant systems. The architecture used two types of modules,
Terminal Modules and High-Level Modules.

The TMs were to be embedded in

spacecraft subsystems. HLMs provided overall control of the TMs for commanding and
data collection. Each HLM managed a single data bus so no HLM could bring down the
system. This architecture depended upon the use of self-checking computer modules for
error detection and spare modules were used for error recovery. This work investigated
task specialization and independence of programming to simultaneously increase
performance (through better utilization of processors) and increase reliability. Some of
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the resulting ideas were incorporated into the Galileo CDS. [Rennels 78]
The FTMP and SIFT projects of the mid-1970’s were directed toward the problem
of exceedingly-high reliability over the short time-scales of commercial aviation − a
target probability of failure of less than 10-9 per hour for 10 hours. The FTMP (FaultTolerant Multiprocessor) effort at the Draper Labs approached this by using “ParallelHybrid redundancy, in which any major module can substitute for any other module of
the same type.” [Hopkins 78] The SIFT (Software-Implemented Fault-Tolerance) effort
at SRI approached this problem with multiple independent computers which exchanged
results and voted on an outcome. [Wensley&Lamport 78]

This work was largely

responsible for the exploration of the notion of “Byzantine” behavior and the proof that
four voting members are required to operate correctly in the presence of such behavior.
1.7.4 Microprocessors in Space
In the early years, the Apollo program consumed half of all integrated circuit
production (for the 5000 NOR gates required for each computer) [Tomayko 94]. As
noted earlier, there has been a continuous progression toward more off-the-shelf
solutions and today almost all flight computers are designed around microprocessors
whose instruction sets were designed for terrestrial applications − non-fault-tolerant
ones. As one example of the proliferation of microprocessors and microcontrollers in
spacecraft, the DS1 spacecraft has ten processors, almost all different, as shown in Table
1. Because throughput is notoriously difficult to portray accurately, the figures presented
in the table are for comparative value only. (Also, there are many more “processors”
when special-purpose functions, like PEPE’s dedicated data compression function
implemented in a Xilinx FPGA, are considered; this table lists only general-purpose
processors.)
Table 1. DS1 Computers.
Spacecraft Element

Processor and Approximate
Throughput (MIPS)
LMFS RAD6000
20
IDT R3081
30 ?

Mars Pathfinder Flight Computer (MFC)
Stellar Reference Unit (SRU)

19

Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)
PEPE Particle Experiment
Ion Engine Diagnostic Sensors Electronics Unit
(DSEU)
Ion Engine Digital Control Interface Unit (DCIU)
Ion Engine Remote Sensor Unit (RSU)
1553 Interface Board
Small Deep Space Transponder (SDST)
Multi-Functional Structure (MFS) Experiment

T.I. TMS320C26
Harris RTX2010RH
SGS Thompson 68T020

15
10 ?
4

80C86
T.I. TMS320C50
Pace 1750A
80C51
Intel 87C51

0.5 ?
24
1.3
0.1
0.1

1.7.4.1 Leveraging Commercial Development
A powerful, direct leveraging of commercial technology is the current practice of
porting existing chip designs to rad-hard foundries. This approach exploits the very
large commercial investments in silicon development and debug, test processes, and
software tools.

In the simplest case, photolithography masks are used without

modification. This dramatically shortens the porting process and guarantees that the
resulting device will have exactly the same footprint as the original. However, only the
fabrication process is changed; oxide layers are hardened by carefully controlling their
purity and dopant levels may also be modified. The active regions can be built on an
epitaxial layer to reduce SEL susceptiblity but SEL and SEU immunity requires design
changes at the cell or even the transistor level. To completely SEU-harden a commercial
design, the hardware definition language (HDL) description must be recompiled using
appropriate rules and macrocells.
A good example of this process has been the successful development of the
RAD6000 microprocessor from the Risc6000. Initially, the IBM Risc6000 masks were
used directly on the Manassas6 fabrication lines and only process changes were made.
The resulting devices were very hard (2 Mrad) with respect to total dose but still
susceptible to SEU. The TID-hard devices were demonstrated in 1995; modifying the
6

“Federal Systems Division” was originally part of IBM in Manassas, VA. In 1993, it was sold to Loral
which was subsequently bought by Lockheed-Martin in 1996. Various licensing agreements gave Loral
(and LM) access to IBM technology for a transition period. The resulting “Lockheed-Martin Federal
Systems Company” (LMFS) is essentially the same organization. When discussing historical progressions,
this entity is referred to as “Manassas” so that the reader need not track multiple corporate identities.
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circuit design to make the devices immune to SEE took an additional two years.
One flaw in this progression is that the macrocells which effect SEE immunity are
intrinsically larger than their unhardened counterparts and the design rules imposed for a
rad-hard foundry also result in larger features. Thus, when the HDL is recompiled, the
chip is larger. This effect may be sufficiently pronounced that the chip can no longer fit
the original package and the goal of pin-for-pin compatibility cannot be met.
Alternatively, the foundry must wait a fabrication generation until the more complex
device can fit in a newer technology − another delay in the development cycle.
Another problem arises from the incompatibility of some commercial processes
with rad-hard ones.

For instance, it is commonplace to mix technologies in a

commercial device (e.g., BiCMOS and analog in a microcontroller) but rad-hard process
rules may preclude fabrication of the device as a monolithic entity. Instead, the design
may have to be partitioned along process lines into two or more chips. The porting effort
will take longer (because more work is required to partition the design) and the result
will have lower functional density than the original.
In general, the progression from a commercial device to rad-hard silicon has
various intrinsic delays. A high-performance processor, for instance, will push the
existing commercial fabrication technology. Porting it must await rad-hard processes
which can achieve the same density because timing is dependent on layout (and thus the
desired speed cannot be accommodated if the design is partitioned). This delay is on the
order of two years. During this time, intellectual property licenses can be acquired and
porting the design can commence as soon as process rules are defined. Depending on
chip complexity, an additional one to two years are required to implement the port.
The PowerPC illustrates the less-than-perfect side of this progression.

The

PowerPC was available commercially in 1993 and by 1995 two vendors had conductioncooled VME boards ruggedized for military applications. Although there has been great
interest in moving the PowerPC through the Manassas process, the PowerPC is owned
by a consortium (of Apple, IBM and Motorola) and so is not accessible to LMFS.
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Licensing the design from the consortium has become a stumbling block − one which
will cost between $2M and $5M to overcome (the most typical guess being about $4M).
Once a license agreement can be reached, the design will be ported to a hard process. It
is estimated [Marshall 1997] that this will take about two years. (Specifically, that if the
task had been commenced in April 1997 then parts would be available sometime in
1999.) Reasonable estimates of such a porting process vary between $2M and $5M.
Thus, a rad-hard PowerPC would be available at least six years after its commercial
introduction at a cost of $5M to $10M. Assuming (optimistically) a demand for 50 to
100 devices yields an amortized device cost of around $100k.
1.7.4.2 Using Commercial Devices Directly
Few off-the-shelf microprocessors are used in spacecraft because of the myriad
problems, both real and perceived. Those which have been used are found primarily in
very cost-constrained projects and their use has not been well-documented in the
literature. A relatively high-performance example and one which used fault-tolerance
was the Japanese Hiten which used a TMR set of commercial MC68020. [Takano 91]
The Transputer has found acceptance, particularly within the European space
community, because of its high performance and reasonable TID hardness. The HighEnergy Transient Experiment (HETE) spacecraft used a multicomputing configuration of
four computing nodes, each containing a Transputer and two DSP chips.

The

architecture (Figure 2) provides an interesting alternative to the centralized computing or
heterogeneous multicomputing architectures found on most spacecraft. [Caldwell 93]
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Figure 2. HETE Electronic System Block Diagram.

1.7.5 Microcontrollers
Unlike a general-purpose computer (e.g., workstation), the computing element of
an embedded control application is buried within and integral to the operation of the
circuitry of the application. The user of the product is aware only of the functions and
high-level command interface provided (e.g., controlling cooking time using a keypad or
propulsion feed solenoids using a serial interface). To reduce the cost of embedded
computing applications, semiconductor vendors have integrated processing elements
with necessary memory and I/O functions such as program memory, scratchpad RAM,
discrete I/O, A/D converters, serial communications, counter/timers, and watchdog
timers (WDT). The resulting devices are referred to as microcontrollers. They are used
in vast numbers in toasters, microwave ovens, telephones, answering machines, printers,
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automobile engine controllers, and antilock braking systems.
The earliest devices were either factory programmable (mask ROM) or had no
program memory at all. Later, windowed EPROM versions were introduced but these
were intended primarily for application development. Today, many devices are available
only with EPROM encapsulated in plastic packages yielding a “One-Time
Programmable” (OTP) device. Most can be programmed in-circuit. The functionality
and convenience offered by these devices is attractive both in the mass-production of
consumer electronics and to the limited-production (or one-off) designs of the aerospace
industry.
1.7.5.1 Relative Performance
One of the intriguing aspects of microcontrollers their computational efficiency. A
general-purpose 32-bit computer like the MFC delivers about 20 MIPS (at 20 MHz) and
consumes 7.5W − an efficiency of about 3 MIPS/W. The 16-bit 80C196CA delivers one
to two MIPS7 (at 20 MHz) while consuming 375 mW yielding 2 to 5 MIPS/W; roughly
equivalent to the MFC when considering the types of code which are likely to be
implemented on the 196. A perhaps more startling example is the 8-bit PIC16C77 which
delivers 5 MIPS (at 20 MHz) at about 60 mW (typical) for a whopping 80 MIPS/W! For
a large class of applications, this processor is far more efficient than a central computer.
This comparison is tabulated in Table 2.
It might be argued that this is not a fair comparison because a spacecraft computer
like the MFC has far more capability than a microcontroller. However, both the MFC
and any microcontroller have all the attributes of a “computer” and anything which can
be computed on the microcontroller can certainly be computed on the central machine.
Thus, from the perspective of computations on sensor or actuator data, processing by the

7

The MFC RAD6000 and the PIC microcontroller are both RISC machines, thus the reported values are
relatively accurate. The 8xC196 family has a CISC instruction set which is much more difficult to analyze,
with instruction execution varying between 3 and 33 state times. The given figure is an estimate based on
based on assuming that the compiler will emit predominately the simpler instructions, as is predicted by the
RISC paradigm. A figure of 2 MIPS corresponds to an average of 5 state times at 20 MHz.
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microcontroller is directly comparable to that performed centrally.
The central, general-purpose does have some attributes which the microcontroller
solution will not. Although in-flight software upgradability has been implemented for
distributed computational elements, this generally detracts from the functional density of
the microcontroller node.

More often, the microcontroller memory will not be

upgradable during flight and, because it may be a one-time programmable device, even
software upgrades on the ground after development may be inconvenient.

LMFS
Intel
Dallas
Microchip

MFC
87C196CA
DS87C520
PIC16C73A

[bits]
32
16
8
8

[MHz] [MIPS]
20
22
20
1.7
33
8.3
20
5

[W]
7.5
0.375
0.150
0.060

Computational
Efficiency, typ.

Power, max.

Power, typ.

Throughput

Computer

Clock Freq.

Manufacturer

Word Size

Table 2. Computational Efficiency of Various Computers.

[W] [MIPS/W]
9.5
3
0.500
4
55
0.160
83

1.7.5.2 Typical Microcontrollers
Table 3 presents a minuscule sampling of the microcontrollers available today.
Industry magazines periodically produce far more compete tables, but even these fall
short due to the huge number of products and the frequency with which new products are
introduced and old ones obsoleted.
1.7.5.3 Selected Microcontroller
The device selected for the testbed, the PIC16C77, is a representative
microcontroller. While its functionality was sufficient to implement the example IMU
application, its limitations provided an environment which forced a very frugal approach
to fault-tolerance − it would have been very easy to use all the I/O pins just
implementing fault-tolerance. Because this microcontroller family does not provide
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access to its internal address and data busses (unlike other devices), any temptation to
use too much I/O and then reconstruct it externally was removed. From a practical
perspective, the development environment is very inexpensive; at $20 for windowed
(erasable) devices, $200 for a device programmer, and $200 for a C-compiler, it’s hard to
beat for the researcher on a shoestring budget.

Table 3. Typical Microcontrollers.
Part

ROM
[KB]

RAM
[B]
128
128

I/O
[pins]

Clock
[MHz]
33
33

Typical
Functions
Package
LCC44
UART, 2 timers
LCC44
UART, 2 timers

80C31
80C51/
87C51

0
4
(MASK/OTP)

87C524
87C528
87C552

16 (OTP)
32 (OTP)
8 (OTP)

512
512
256

20
20
16

LCC44
LCC44
LCC68

87C558
87C592
87C598

32 (FLASH)
16 (OTP)
32 (OTP)

1024
512
512

16
16
16

QFP80
QFP80
QFP80

87C196CA

32 (OTP)

87C196CB

56 (OTP)

PIC16C54
PIC16C57
PIC16C63

2

UART, 3 timers, WDT, bit I C
2
UART, 3 timers, WDT, bit I C
UART, 2 timers (C&C), 2 PWM, 8 10-bit
2
ADC, byte I C
8xC552 + auto-scan ADC
2
8xC552 + CAN (no I C)
2
8xC552 + CAN (no I C)

1024 +
256
(code)
1536 +
512
(code)

38

20

LCC68

UART, 2 timers, 6 EPA, synch serial, CAN, 6
channel 10-bit ADC

56

20

LCC84

UART, 2 timers, 10 EPA, synch serial, CAN,
8 channel 10-bit ADC

0.5 (OTP)
2 (EPROM)
4 (EPROM
or OTP)
4 (EPROM
or OTP)

25
72
192

12
20
22

20
20
20

SOIC18
SOIC28
SOIC28

192

22

20

SOIC28

PIC16C74A

4 (EPROM
or OTP)

192

33

20

PLCC44
QFP44

PIC16C76

8 (EPROM
or OTP)

384

22

20

SOIC28

PIC16C77

8 (EPROM
or OTP)

384

33

20

PLCC44
QFP44

timer, WDT
timer, WDT
3 timers, 2 capture/compare/PWM, WDT,
synch serial, asynch serial
3 timers, 2 capture/compare/PWM, WDT,
synch serial, asynch serial, 5 channel 8-bit
ADC
3 timers, 2 capture/compare/PWM, WDT,
synch serial, asynch serial, 8 channel 8-bit
ADC, parallel slave port
3 timers, 2 capture/compare/PWM, WDT,
synch serial, asynch serial, 5 channel 8-bit
ADC
3 timers, 2 capture/compare/PWM, WDT,
synch serial, asynch serial, 8 channel 8-bit
ADC, parallel slave port

PIC16C73A

The Microchip PIC family has the following general characteristics:
•

RISC-like instruction set including efficient bit manipulation

•

20 MHz maximum clock speed
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•

5 native MIPS throughput (200 ns instruction cycle at 20 MHz)

•

Windowed ceramic DIP packages with EPROM, plastic packages with OTP EPROM
The PIC16C77 has the following specific attributes:

•

Mid-Range PIC Family Member

•

8 Kword (14-bit instruction) EPROM (OTP in plastic packages)

•

368 x 8 RAM

•

33 I/O Pins

•

5 A/D Channels

•

3 Timers (one 8-bit, one 16-bit)

•

2 Capture/Compare/PWM modules

•

Serial Communications Interface (SCI) provides USART

•

Synchronous Serial Port (SSP) provides SPI and I2C interfaces

•

Hardware Stack (8 level)

•

Watchdog Timer

•

Low Current (13.5 mA typ, 30 mA max at 20 MHz; scales linearly with clock speed)

•

Sleep-Mode for power saving (40 µA max with WDT enabled)

•

Commercial (0 to +70°C), Industrial (-40 to +85), Automotive (-40 to +125) Grades

•

Low Cost ($16, quantity one, Industrial Temperature)
This device was not selected based on any known radiation properties; all analysis

performed herein is thus based on worst-case approaches.
1.7.5.4 Microcontroller Application Characteristics
It is useful to examine the real-time (RT) processing paradigm which is typical for
microcontroller applications. Most microcontroller applications are designed to execute
some real-time task frequently and periodically. Figure 3 illustrates the various states
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which are typical in an embedded, real-time application. From an initially idle state, the
controller receives some stimulus (by interrupt or by polling), either from the external
environment or from an internal source such as a real-time interrupt (RTI). Before
entering the idle state, the system had some prior state which is represented internally as
a state vector. After the stimulus, this internal state vector plus various external inputs
are used to compute a new system state vector. This system state vector is comprised of
the internal state, which must be propagated through the next idle state, plus some
actions taken by the microcontroller which affect the state of the system that lies beyond
the controller. The system then returns to its quiescent state.

REAL-TIME APPLICATION

RESET and
INITIALIZATION

IDLE

Stimulus

GET INTERNAL
STATE VECTOR

CAPTURE INPUT
STATE VECTOR

COMPUTE NEW
SYSTEM STATE

SAVE INTERNAL
STATE VECTOR

EFFECT OUTPUT
STATE VECTOR

Figure 3. Real-Time Application, Top-Level State Diagram.

1.7.6 Summary
In most fields, the primary mechanism for advancement of the state-of-the-art is
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evolution, not revolution. The previous sections have described the evolution from
sequencers and custom, bit-serial machines (1960s) to upgraded military computers
(1970s - 1980s) and now to rad-hardened microprocessors (1980s - 1990s). During this
time, functional and performance requirements forced technical advancements but risk
management at many levels prevented many ideas from being implemented. This is the
perpetual conflict between “better” and “good enough.”
Today, total life-cycle costs have become the predominant consideration in
decision-making processes. As many of the spacecraft examples show, simultaneous
performance and cost objectives have been met in the past by using commercial devices,
adapting them only as necessary. While research and development in the military and
aerospace sectors of the electronics industry have been hit hard by shrinking federal
budgets, the commercial sector has driven computing technology toward higher
performance (for desktop applications) and lower power (for portables). Thus, it is
appears likely that there will be increasing desire to address cost requirements by using
more off-the-shelf devices.
Fault-tolerance techniques can facilitate this trend but only inasmuch as they
support the underlying cost objectives. Thus, the research described herein is not really
about fault-tolerance. Rather, fault-tolerance is a tool, used to achieve a desired result in
concert with many other requirements. Finally, because the intrinsic failure rates of
semiconductor devices have continually diminished, the only faults addressed herein are
those which result from purely transient behavior. Specifically, radiation-induced singleevent effects create a transient fault environment which is essentially unique to space
applications. This environment and its effects are described in the next chapter.
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2. Radiation Environments and Effects
The physical space environment is markedly different from those to which typical
terrestrial applications are exposed. Existing launch vehicles subject their payloads to
severe acceleration, vibration and acoustics. Pyrotechnic devices used by the launcher
and spacecraft for various purposes produce very high shock spectra. The lack of an
atmosphere creates thermal problems. Exposure to the hard vacuum of space causes
volatile materials to outgas. Micrometeoriod impacts can destroy whole assemblies.
However, it is the presence of ionizing radiation, and its effect on semiconductors,
that creates a fault environment which is unique to space applications and which
dominates electronic circuit reliability. This is the environment that will primarily affect
the commercial microcontrollers which are the focus of this dissertation. This chapter
describes the space radiation environment that pertains to semiconductors, and the
primary effects of ionizing radiation on them.

2.1 The Space Radiation Environment
The space radiation environment is a complex system of high-energy ion sources,
magnetic fields, and plasma interactions. This section provides an overview of the
environment; more complete discussions may be found in [Holmes-Siedle 93] and
[Messenger&Ash 92].
2.1.1 Ionizing Radiation Sources
Unlike terrestrial environments, space is permeated by ionizing radiation, most of
which affects semiconductor devices.

The natural radiation environment includes

highly-energetic electrons, protons and heavier ions from various sources:
•

Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR) are highly-energetic ions originating outside the solar
system which provide a continuous, low-flux, isotropically-distributed component of
the radiation environment. About 85% of these particles are protons, 14% are alphas,
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and 1% are heavier ions. [Holmes-Siedle 93] Significantly, these ions move at
relativistic speeds, yielding energies of hundreds of MeV/amu(8). Consequently, they
have extremely long ranges in materials and showers of particles are usually created
from secondary collisions. The lowest-energy part of the spectrum is attenuated by
the first few tens of mils of aluminum but further shielding is ineffective; no practical
amount of shielding can protect spacecraft avionics from the high energy part of the
GCR spectrum.
•

Solar Cosmic Rays are produced by the sun; they are similar to GCRs but have lower
energies and their mass distribution is skewed toward lower-mass ions.

Large

fluences are experienced during solar proton events which result from Coronal Mass
Ejections9. Additionally, the solar material ejected by the CME interacts with the
Earth’s geomagnetic environment and substantially lowers the “geomagnetic
shielding” afforded by the Earth.

Because of their lower energy distribution,

spacecraft mass provides flux attenuation (shielding) of four to eight orders of
magnitude relative to the flux in free space.
•

Secondary Cosmic Rays or “Terrestrial” cosmic rays are formed through collisions of
primary cosmic rays (galactic and solar) with the upper atmosphere. The particles
resulting from these interactions are the “cosmic rays” observed at sea-level and are
relevant in aircraft avionics.

•

Radiation Belts surround each of the planets possessing a significant magnetic field
(Earth, Jupiter, Saturn). In regions where the magnetic field lines are closed, the
charged particles become trapped in the magnetosphere. In the Earth’s Van Allen
Belts, electrons having energies up to 7 MeV and protons up to several hundred MeV
are trapped from 1000 km to about three Earth radii.

•

The Solar Wind provides a constant flux of relatively low-energy electrons and

8

Atomic mass unit.
Solar proton events are sometime erroneously called “solar flares.” Although CMEs may occur at the
same time as solar flares, this is not always the case and it is the CME which is the causative agent.

9
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protons. These have very little penetrating ability and thus affect only exposed
surfaces of spacecraft (e.g., thermal protection, solar panel cover glasses, and optical
elements).
Man-made sources of radiation in space include power generators, nuclear
weapons blasts, and device packaging. This work does not address the unique aspects of
these environments.
•

Radioisotope Thermal Generators (RTGs) use plutonium decay to produce heat
which is then converted by thermocouples into electricity. Radioisotope Heater
Units (RHUs) are similar but are used to provide local heating rather than electricity.
The decay products include gamma rays and neutrons, both of which deposit TID in
semiconductor devices; neutrons also create displacement damage (disruption of the
semiconductor lattice structure). These devices are primarily used on outer-planet
missions because power production from solar energy is impractical beyond about 2
A.U. (Mars’ orbit is about 1.6 A.U.) Because of cost and public safety concerns, the
use of plutonium-based power sources has become politically undesirable. Since this
work intends to address 90% solutions, no consideration is given herein toward the
environments created by the use of these devices. Nuclear reactors provide the same
type of environment (only harsher) but are not currently used in space applications.

•

Weapons Environments create very high dose rate neutron, X-ray and gamma ray
fluxes.

Most of the work toward the understanding of radiation effects on

semiconductors originated in the 1950’s to support nuclear weapons systems
development. As the work described herein is targeted toward civil applications, no
consideration is given to weapons-related issues.
•

Semiconductor Device Packaging provides a very low-level but non-negligible
radiation environment. Device geometries have decreased to the point where alpha
particles in ceramic packaging material can deposit sufficient charge in a circuit to
cause upsets. This effect was first observed in DRAMs as these have the highest
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circuit density and therefore the lowest critical charge. Semiconductor manufacturers
have dealt with this issue by selecting packaging materials having very low emissions
and by passivating chip surfaces to stop the very low-energy alphas.

Since

manufacturers have already dealt with this issue to make devices usable in terrestrial
applications, no additional consideration for space applications is warranted.
2.1.2 Energy Deposition: Linear Energy Transfer
Each component of the space radiation environment is typically described by a
spectrum, which is a function of both particle species and energy. For SEE studies, it is
more useful to represent flux as a function of Linear Energy Transfer. When LET is the
independent variable, fluxes of all species can be combined by summation into a single
spectrum; this composite spectrum is called a Heinrich flux.
LET expresses the relevant characteristic of a particle’s passage through material:
it gives up energy as a function of the distance it travels through the material and the
density of the material. The units appropriate for this usage are energy per unit track
length per unit mass density. In the units usually used in this field, this would be written
(MeV/cm) / (mg/cm3) but is simplified to MeV⋅cm2/mg (although a number of
misleading or erroneous notations occur in the literature10). From the perspective of
SEE, the passing particle deposits energy by creating electron-hole pairs in silicon and
thus a charge is created along the track; for this usage of LET, units of pC/µm are
appropriate. An energy loss of 3.6 MeV produces 0.16 pC of charge in silicon.
Finally, a sensitive circuit element will exhibit SEE whenever impinging particles
exceed an element-specific threshold value. Thus, instead of presenting a differential
spectrum where flux is a function of energy (or LET), the integral spectrum is more
closely related to the physical phenomenology of SEE. An integral spectrum such as
shown in Figure 4 presents, for a given LET (on the abscissa), the flux of all particles

10

LET is sometimes presented with units written as MeV per mg/cm2 or, worse, MeV/mg/cm2. Even
[Holmes-Siedle & Adams 93] incorrectly gives units of MeV g-1 cm-2 while defining LET (p 78) but uses
correct units elsewhere.
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having greater LET. [Ratliff 92b]
2.1.3 Environmental Models
2.1.3.1 Galactic Cosmic Ray Background
The Galactic Cosmic Ray (GCR) spectrum shown in Figure 4 is the irreducible,
very-high energy particle flux to which all avionics are exposed in interplanetary space.
This flux is irreducible because particle energies are sufficiently high that it is essentially
impossible to provide attenuation with on-board shielding. Due to its extra-solar origins,
the flux is fundamentally isotropic and uniform. As a GCR is a moving charged particle,
it is deflected by a magnetic field with a force F = qv × B, where q is the particle’s
charge, v its velocity, and B the magnetic field vector. Planetary magnetic fields such as
are found around Earth, Jupiter and Saturn can significantly focus or diffuse the flux,
thereby substantially increasing or decreasing the flux seen by an orbiting spacecraft. In
the South Atlantic Anomaly the Earth’s magnetic field is distorted and cosmic rays which
normally would be deflected can penetrate to very low altitudes. Satellites in LEO
experience substantially higher upset rates while passing through the SAA.

Also,

temporal variations of the sun’s magnetic field during the solar cycle and its spatial
variation within the solar system lead to temporal and spatial variations of the GCR flux
at all points within the solar system.
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Figure 4. Integral LET Spectra in Deep-Space at 1 AU.

2.1.3.2 Solar Background and Solar Events
Of course, the temporal variation of the sun affects more than the GCR flux. Solar
proton events add two to six orders of magnitude to the basic background flux of the
solar wind. These events result from Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs, which may or may
not be associated with solar flares) and occur randomly but almost exclusively during
“solar maximum,” about seven years of the eleven year solar cycle. A typical event may
be modeled as an instantaneous peak with an exponential decay, having a time constant
of 1.2 days [Ratliff 92b]:
Φ(t) = Φpeak e-1.2 t / day
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where Φ is the particle flux11,12 and t is the time since the start of the event. From this, it
can be seen that that the flux has dropped to less than 1% of its peak value after 4 days.
The total fluence after time t is
φ(t) = 0.83 Φpeak [1 - e-1.2 t / day]
and the average flux for some period, t, after the start of the event is
Φavg(t) = φ(t) / t
The integral spectrum of Φpeak for a “Design Case Flare” (DCF) behind various
thicknesses of aluminum shielding is shown in Figure 4. (Of course, as previously
noted, “flare” is a misnomer but DCF is nonetheless the accepted term.)
The solar particle flux is a function of position as well as time. Solar proton events
can be highly directional; some points in the solar system are subject to the full force of
the event while others are completely bypassed. However, from a statistical perspective
for missions profiles lying generally within the ecliptic, the flux may be considered to be
isotropic. The flux of particles radiating from the Sun spiral outward around magnetic
field lines and thus diminish as R-2. However, the most current interplanetary proton
model [Feynman 93] adopts this only for solar distances greater than 1 AU; for distances
less than 1 AU an R-3 relationship is recommended due to an additional diffusion
contribution. Thus,
ΦSun(X, t) = ΦSun(R, t) = { ΦSun(1 AU, t) / R2, R >= 1; ΦSun(1 AU, t) / R3, R < 1 }
Table 4 shows values of φ(t) and Φavg(t) for various times after the start of an
event, normalized to Φpeak = 1.

In most scientific literature, flux is denoted as Φ and its integral, fluence, is of little consequence; this is
true even within the radiation effects field, such as [Holmes-Siedle & Adams 93]. [Messenger & Ash 92]
uses Φ for fluence and φ for flux; however, while appealing from the perspective of using the capitalized Φ
to denote the integral of its lower-case counterpart, φ (i.e., Φ = ∫ φ dt), this leads to Φ representing the
integral of its usage in other fields.
12
The symbol J is also used to denote flux.
11
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Table 4. Normalized Fluences and Average Fluxes for Solar Events.
Time
Period
2
4
8
12
1
2
3
4

Fluence φ(t),
Φ peak = 1

Average Flux,
Φ peak = 1

[#]
0.08
0.15
0.27
0.38
0.58
0.76
0.81
0.83

[#/day]
0.95
0.91
0.82
0.75
0.58
0.38
0.27
0.21

hr
hr
hr
hr
day
day
day
day

2.1.3.3 Composite Space
In interplanetary space, the composite heavy ion environment formed by the GCR
background and the solar particle flux is essentially the linear sum of the GCR and solar
components. Although this is a simplification, it is accurate to within the uncertainties
of presently available data.
The environment near solar system bodies can be very complex. Planets with
magnetic fields trap charged particles (primarily electrons and protons) in radiation belts
and the radiation in these environments can be quite substantial. The environment
experienced by a spacecraft orbiting such a body is very dependent on the particular orbit
and the determination of the various component contributions can be quite complex.
Many tools have been developed to model such environments but details are beyond the
scope of this work.

2.2 Space Radiation Effects in Semiconductors
Although the effects of space radiation on electronic parts are, to first order,
beyond the scope of most electronics designers or computer system architects, these
effects and their mitigation is the focus of this work. This section provides an overview
of these effects.
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2.2.1 Total Ionizing Dose
Total Ionizing Dose, TID, is the energy deposited in material by ionizing radiation.
It is traditionally expressed in units of rad(Si) where the parenthetical indicates the
material, silicon. Use of the SI unit, the gray, is not widespread and the traditional unit is
adopted herein. The practical unit is a krad(Si) which equals 103 rad(Si) or 10 milligray.
The material characteristics of the insulating oxide layers of a MOS device in
combination with the applied electrical fields are the primary parameters in TID effects
in CMOS devices. The primary degradation mechanism in natural space environments is
the creation of electron-hole pairs by ionizing particles passing through the SiO2 layers
which provide insulation both for transistor gates and for interconnect metallization.
Many of these pairs recombine (either with themselves or other “pairs”) but some diffuse
through the material and build up charge.
Oxide trapped charge arises as impurities in the oxide act as hole traps, allowing
electrons to be swept to an electrode but generating a charge buildup as holes remain
behind in the lattice. Interface trapped charge is the charge buildup at the interface
between active silicon and the insulating oxide layers. These trapped charges change
transistor thresholds and lead to increased leakage currents, both in individual transistors
and in the bulk semiconductor covered by “field oxide.” Generally, the first degradation
mechanism seen in commercial devices is a significant increase in the quiescent supply
current caused by the increased leakage. This effect is typically seen anywhere from 2
krad to 20 krad. At higher doses, switching speed is affected and finally the device fails
to function.
For illustrative purposes, the flux seen by an electronic component in a space
environment ranges from less than one krad(Si)/yr (equatorial LEO with reasonable
shielding or interplanetary at solar minimum), to 5 krad(Si)/yr (LEO with minimal
shielding or interplanetary at solar maximum), and 20 krad(Si)/yr (GEO).
Because dose is absorbed due to the sweeping of electrons away from the electronhole formation region, the accumulation of dose is also dependent on the bias voltages
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within the chip.

Additionally, when a device is unbiased, radiation-induced

photoelectrons can recombine with trapped holes thus annealing out some of the damage.
The remaining zero-bias dose effects are due to electron diffusion out of the oxides.
Intermittent biasing has been used to extend useful environmental dwell time. However,
although intermittent bias methods may be advantageous (especially for cold-sparing of
susceptible circuits), this is not a widely accepted practice; TID is usually treated as a
common-mode environmental stress which exists whether circuits are powered or not.
Devices which are to be used in designs exploiting this property should be tested in a
representative fashion. The accepted, MIL-STD, testing procedures require worst-case
bias conditions and the results may be grossly pessimistic.
The use of commercial devices is complicated by subtle manufacturing process
variations which can have significant effects on TID-tolerance. In particular, TID test
results for one device are usually extended to other devices in the same wafer-processing
lot but no further. This problem is further aggravated by the fact that the “lot number”
designation on commercial devices often refers to a packaging lot and has no traceability
back to wafer fabrication batches. In fact, dice within the same “lot” have been known
to be produced in different factories in different countries! These issues force additional
caution when truly commercial devices are used.
2.2.2 Single-Event Effects
Single-Event Effects (SEE) are faults which result when a single charged particle
passes through a circuit, depositing energy and leaving charge in its wake. Various types
of SEE are discussed in the literature, the most common being Single-Event Upset
(SEU) and Single-Event Latchup (SEL).
An SEU or “soft error” is said to occur when a particle results in an erroneous
logical state but the circuit is otherwise unharmed. The erroneous state may result from
sufficient charge being deposited in a transistor to change the state of a flip-flop and, as
this is the most commonly identifiable effect, the term “bit flip” is often used
interchangeably with “SEU.” Charge deposited in a combinational circuit can result in
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faulty input being clocked into a storage element but the temporal requirements for such
an event make its occurrence rare.
SEL is classically defined as the stimulation of parasitic NPN-PNP transistors in
CMOS structures such that abnormally high currents flow in what is effectively a
parasitic SCR (silicon controlled rectifier). So ingrained is the expectation of high
currents, that SEL is considered to have occurred in tests only when abnormally high
currents are observed. However, the parasitic SCR can have relatively high resistance
and thus allow only a small current to flow while nonetheless disabling the device. The
most important attribute of latchup and SEL in particular is that the latched state (of the
SCR) can only be released by turning off the device. When the device is again powered,
it may exhibit complete recovery; however, if significant currents flowed in the affected
regions, the device may be irreparably damaged (or severely stressed and its lifetime
significantly shortened).
Various other types of SEE have been described in the literature, including:
•

Single-Event Gate Rupture (SEGR) occurs when the charge particle creates a
conductive path through the gate oxide of a power MOSFET and thereby allows
current to flow from the gate to the channel, punching through the gate oxide and
destroying the device. Reducing the voltage (field strength) across the gate dielectric
reduces the likelihood of this effect.

•

Single-Event Burnout (SEB) is essentially SEGR which occurs in logic circuits.

•

Single-Event Functional Interrupt (SEFI) occurs when an SEE results in a device
ceasing its proper operation.

One such effect described in the literature is the

triggering of built-in test functions which take a device off-line. However, since this
is based on observation of behavior, it is not always possible to determine whether
the triggering event was an SEU or an SEL.
In fact, the physical effect resulting from the SEE is largely immaterial to the
system designer; only the outward manifestations of a fault can be observed and
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therefore these form a more meaningful taxonomy. Such a taxonomy is shown in Figure
5.

Single-Event
Effects

Non-Destructive
SEE

Destructive
SEE

SEE Requiring
Internal Action

SEE Requiring
External Action

SEE Requiring
Power Cycling

Destruction by
Thermal Effects

SEU

"Test Mode"
SEFI

Non-Destructive
SEL

Destructive
SEL
(Low Speed)

Destruction by
Discharge
Effects

Destructive
SEL
(High Speed)

SEGR

SEB

SEL, All Macroscopic Behaviors

Figure 5. SEE Taxonomy.

2.2.3 SEE Susceptibility
The susceptibility of a device to SEE is represented as an LET cross-section, σL, a
term taken from nuclear physics which is the measure of probability of occurrence of an
effect − single-events in this case. Equivalently, it may be viewed as the effective
sensitive area presented by the chip to a particle. The cross-section may be determined
analytically from device characteristics (see, for instance [Messenger&Ash] section 8.3)
but, within the space community, experimental results are greatly preferred. The crosssection is a function of LET and is defined as:
σL(L) = lim Er(t) / Φa(L,t)
t→∞

where Er(t) is the number of events under an accelerator flux, Φa(L), of monoenergetic
particles. From an experimental perspective, σL(L) is generally determined as
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σL(L) ≅ Eobs / ∫ Φa(L,t) dt;

∫ Φa(L,t) dt = 10

6

ions/cm2.

where Eobs is the number of SEE observed during a period during which 106 ions/cm2 of
LET L are directed toward the target. The quantity 106 is the accepted number density
required to provide a statistically valid measure of σL. Note that although σL has units of
cm2 and is truly a figure of merit of the device, its experimental source is as a beam
parameter, not a target parameter. This is consistent with its use as a multiplier of the
space environment particle flux, Φe, which has units of particles/cm2/unit-time.
However, since it is associated with a real device, it cannot be larger than the sensitive
area of the device. Thus, an upper bound of σL is twice the chip area (since cosmic rays
can penetrate from both the top and bottom of the chip).
The value of σL(L) where SEE probability becomes independent of LET is called
the “saturation cross-section” and is denoted σSAT. The minimum LET value at which
the SEE occurs is called the “threshold LET”, Lth (sometimes written LETth). It is
usually defined as the LET below which no SEE are observed at a fluence of 106
ions/cm2 although it is sometimes taken to be the LET where σL has 1% of the value of
σSAT.
SEE rates are determined by evaluating the integral
⌠∞
Er = σ(L) ⋅ ϕe(L) dL
⌡0
where the error rate, Er, is a function of the sensitive cross section, σ, and the differential
particle flux, ϕ, both of which are functions of LET, L. The sensitive cross section is
usually in units of cm2, and flux is in units of particles/cm2/s; thus, the error rate has
units of events/s. The functions σ and ϕ are experimentally derived, so the integral has
no closed-form solution; it can only be evaluated numerically. A conservative upper
bound often used for convenience is computed by taking σ to be a step-function which is
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zero for LETs less than the threshold, Lth, and is equal to the saturated cross-section,
σSAT, for values greater than Lth. the integral is simply:

Er-bound = σSAT ⋅ Φe(Lth);

⌠∞
Φe(L) =  ϕ e(λ) dλ
⌡L

where the integral fluence, Φe(Lth), is easily determined from a table or figure such as
Figure 4.
However, σth is often orders of magnitude lower than σSAT (and exactly two orders
of magnitude lower if the 1% definition is used). Also, for many parts Lth is much lower
than LSAT, corresponding to very large differences between Φe(Lth) and the Φe which is
representative of σSAT, as can be seen in Figure 4. When both conditions are true (as is
often the case), the simple step-function approximation is exceedingly conservative,
taking the product of two worst-case numbers which are actually inversely correlated.
Thus, although an upper bound, this value is often conservative by orders of magnitude.
Higher fidelity models approximate σ(L) with exponential or Weibull functions.
The highest fidelity models tend to be step-wise response curves which more accurately
represent the physical processes wherein different structures within the chip have
individual responses and the σ(L) of the chip is the composite of these responses.
2.2.4 SEE Testing
The most primitive physical device for injecting SEE-producing energy into a chip
is to simply expose it to a xenon photoflash lamp. If the device is a windowed EPROM
device, the cost is essentially zero. The value of the test is also almost zero. The lamp
essentially floods the device with photocurrents and these not only induce all manner of
SEE but also dissipate the worst charges since the entire device is conducting.
A common low-end test configuration uses a californium-252 source which emits a
low flux of fission fragments with a mean LET of 43 MeV⋅cm2/mg [Holmes-Siedle 93].
However, relatively little material is required to significantly attenuate the emitted
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spectrum; the large fission fragments do no penetrate very deeply and, consequently, may
not reveal responses which would be observed in a higher energy environment. As a
result, for many devices, an LET on the order of 20 to 25 MeV⋅cm2/mg is a more
realistic expectation.

Because the spectrum is strongly dependent on intervening

materials, quantitative determination of the fluence is very difficult to ascertain.
Additionally, the use of increasingly many metallization layers in high-performance
devices further diminishes the value of this approach. The low flux of these tests
generally requires many hours or days of exposure to generate meaningful statistics.
Generally, high-energy particle accelerators such as the Tandem van de Graaf
Generator at Brookhaven National Laboratory are considered to be the highest fidelity
test facilities. These can generate approximately monoenergetic beams with sufficiently
high energies to penetrate the active regions of most test chips. Such testing is not
cheap; test preparation and transportation to and from the facility combine with “beam
time” costing (at BNL) about $400/hr to yield test costs of $10,000 to $25,000 depending
on the complexity of the device.
Recently, lasers have become accepted for SEE testing. Since SEE result from
charge deposition and high-intensity light can create electron-hole pairs, very similar
results can be achieved. Advantages of this technique include the ability to probe
specific areas of the chip and the lessened dependence on the large particle accelerator
facilities.
2.2.5 SEE Estimation
In order to judge the effectiveness of the architecture and implementation, some
estimate of the expected fault rate must be obtained. Unfortunately, it is unwise to
extrapolate too far, if at all, from existing test data to unknown devices. The behavior of
a particular device cannot be accurately estimated with confidence prior to testing.
However, an idea of the range of expected behaviors can be gleaned from existing
databases.
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Table 5 presents SEU susceptibility test data for a number microcontrollers and
microprocessors. This table lists all the CMOS microcontrollers and microprocessors in
the JPL RADATA SEE Compendium (January 1996) for which both an effective SEU
threshold LET and limiting cross-section are reported. They are presented in an a
graphical form in Figure 6. Where a threshold LET is shown as “less than,” a value of
one less than the reported value is plotted (e.g., “<3” is plotted as “2”). It must be
recognized that this transformation is 100% arbitrary; this plot must be used for
qualitative purposes only. If there is any justification in this method, it is that it seems
preferable to apply some artifice than to eliminate the data from consideration.

Table 5. SEU Susceptibility for Various CMOS Processors.
Processor

Class

80C31L
RH80C51FC
80C86
80C86
80C86
80C86RH
80C186
80C286
80386DX, 80386-20
80486D2-66
80486DX-33
68T020
R3000
R3000A
R3000A
R3000A
R3000A
R3000A
PR3400
PR3400A
R33000HC
T414

uC
uC
uP
uP
uP
uP
uP
uP
uP
uP
uP
uP
uP
uP
uP
uP
uP
uP
uP
uP
uP
uP

WordType
Size
[bit]
8
CISC
8
CISC
16
CISC
16
CISC
16
CISC
16
CISC
16
CISC
16
CISC
32
CISC
32
CISC
32
CISC
32
CISC
32
RISC
32
RISC
32
RISC
32
RISC
32
RISC
32
RISC
32
RISC
32
RISC
32
RISC
32
Transputer

Technology
CMOS/epi
CMOS/epi
CMOS/bulk
CMOS/epi
CMOS/epi
CMOS/epi
CHMOSIII
CMOS
CHMOS IV
CHMOS V - 0.8 um
CHMOS IV - 1.0 um
CMOS-SOI-0.8 um
Adv. CMOS
CMOS -- 0.7 um
CMOS PACE III--0.6 um
CMOS
CMOS
CMOS 6-- 0.8 um
CMOS PACE III--0.6 um
CMOS PACE II--0.7 um
CMOS -- 1.0 um
CMOS/bulk
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Mfr
MTA
UTMC
Harris
Intel
Harris
Harris
Intel
Harris
Intel
Intel
Intel
TMS
PFS
LSI
PFS
SIE
NEC
IDT
PFS
PFS
LSI
ISM

Effective SEU
Threshold LET
[MeV*cm2/mg]
~3
20
<5
1
~1
3
~9
12
3.4
~5
~3
7
<3.4
<2.8
<3
4
3
~5
<3
<3
3
3

Limiting SEU
Cross Section
[cm2/device]
2.0E-3
1.0E-4
6.0E-2
4.0E-3
2.4E-3
1.7E-3
1.0E-3
1.0E-3
1.0E-3
2.0E-4
2.0E-4
2.4E-3
1.0E-3
2.0E-3
2.0E-3
2.0E-3
1.0E-3
1.0E-3
1.0E-3
1.0E-3
5.0E-3
2.0E-1

SEU Limiting Cross Section [cm^2/device]

1e+0
1e0

1e-1

100 DCF
SEU/device/hr

1e-1

1e-2

1e-2
1e-3
10

Device Test Data
GCR SEU Rates
DCF SEU Rates (100 mil)

1e-3
1

1e-4 GCR SEU/device/day

0.1

1e-4
1

10
SEU Threshold LET [MeV*cm^2/mg]

100

Figure 6. SEU Susceptibility for Various CMOS Processors.

A number of observations can be made from these data:
•

“Radiation Hard” (as usually designated by RH) does not imply SEU-hard. The
Harris 80C86RH device, with a threshold LET of 3 MeV⋅cm2/mg and a cross-section
of 1.7E-3 cm2, would generally be considered to be SEU-soft.

•

Although higher-density, higher-performance devices are usually expected also to be
more sensitive, this is not always true. The 80486D2-66 has a higher LET threshold
(5 MeV⋅cm2/mg) than its slower, previous-generation counterpart (the 33 MHz part
at 3 MeV⋅cm2/mg).

•

No device has a threshold below 1 MeV⋅cm2/mg. This is a “reasonable” lower
bound for the purposes of this research but cannot be taken to be a worst case. Only
device testing can determine the how bad a device is.

•

Limiting cross sections tend to be less than 1% of chip area but can be substantially
higher. Again, only device testing can determine the how bad a device is.
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By taking particularly bad values of threshold LET and limiting cross-section, a
pseudo-worst-case behavior can be calculated based on the equations of the last section.
In section 5.6, this approach is used to evaluate the effectiveness of the implemented
prototype.

2.3 Radiation Hardening and Space Qualification
Building a semiconductor device that has very low susceptibility to ionizing
radiation is called “radiation hardening.” It is a non-trivial process involving both design
techniques, fabrication processes and process control.
All radiation hardening processes start by making a device hard with respect to
TID and the primary technique for achieving this requires very tight control of oxide
thicknesses and purity.

SEU hardening includes flip-flop designs which dissipate

deposited charges. SEL hardening often starts with the use of an insulator such as an
epitaxial layer (“epi”) or sapphire and may require CMOS transistors to be placed in
special wells (“tubs”) to eliminate the parasitic bipolar devices which cause latchup.
Through these techniques (and many more) total dose hardness of well in excess of 1
Mrad with essentially zero susceptibility to SEE can be achieved. Unfortunately, as the
80C86RH example of the previous section illustrates, not all devices which are
“radiation hardened” are also “SEE hardened”.
A device which has not been intentionally hardened may nonetheless display good
radiation performance during testing, where “good” is a mission-dependent term but is
generally taken to be 30 to 100 krad. These devices are often referred to as “radiation
tolerant.” Additional tolerance can often be achieved with spot-shielding or special
packaging (such as is commercially available as a “Radpack” from Space Electronics,
Inc.)
Confusing the nomenclature is the very common term “rad hard.” This can be
used as shorthand for “radiation hardened” or as meaning “very good radiation hardness”
(which might apply either to a “hardened” part or a “tolerant” part). Of course, if there
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are “hard” parts, there must be “soft” parts thus leading to the more ambiguous second
meaning.
Although often used synonymously, “space qualification” and “radiation hard” are
quite different.

Space qualification generally involves many additional reliability

requirements such as intrinsic reliability, hermeticity, traceability, etc. There are very
radiation-tolerant parts which most space projects would consider not qualified and there
are qualified parts with relatively poor radiation performance.
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3. A Fault-Tolerant Architecture
Available microcontrollers provide little support for detecting or recovering from
errors of any kind, much less the strange behaviors which can result from SEE; an
independent watchdog timer (WDT) is generally their only concession to fault-tolerance.
Therefore, some form of replication is required to attain acceptable fault-coverage. This
chapter presents the hardware and software architectures employed, followed by more
detailed descriptions of techniques which support these.

3.1 General Issues
The redundant configuration required to implement a highly reliable computational
element depends on the relative importance of operational correctness, long life and cost.
Operational correctness generally requires multiple devices to be simultaneously on-line;
long-life generally requires unpowered spares to be available. Both of these must be
weighed against the mass, power, real estate, and other costs of multiple devices.
As described earlier, the primary goal of this research is to determine an
architecture which protects against the expected high rate of transient errors and potential
latchups that are expected in the space radiation environment. It is expected that the
intrinsic reliability of the microcontrollers is adequate and that, therefore, extremely long
life is not one of the design requirements. Thus, the primary attribute of the architecture
is that it must support rapid transient error fault-recovery but not cold-sparing of devices.
The simplest form of replicated-hardware fault-tolerance is a Self-Checking Pair
(SCP) wherein the results from two devices are compared. This configuration can only
detect errors; it cannot correct them because there is no way to resolve a disagreement in
favor of one unit or the other. This configuration is only fail safe. The system can
ensure that no bad output is generated but its only recourse upon detecting an error is to
restart both processors, a process which takes the devices off-line for some duration.
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When non-stop functionality is required, an error must be detected and resolved
without resetting every device. A system applying Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR)
uses three processors so that, when an error occurs, the offending device can be
identified and restarted without affecting the other two. Sometimes high fault rates
dictate even higher coverage and four processors might be used: Quad Modular
Redundant (QMR). Although four processors are generally more costly to support than
three, an attractive alternative to TMR is to use two SCPs; when the primary pair
disagrees, it fails safely and hands primacy to the second pair which, presumably, has
been performing the same computation and is not in error at the same time. This is a
Dual Self-Checking Pair.
A dual-SCP configuration may provide some desired attributes more easily than a
QMR system. For example, when fail-safe operation is paramount (e.g., a power and
pyro switching unit), it may be advantageous for a checking backup to immediately
generate a reset (which presumably has been designed to initialize to a safe state) of both
itself and the prime rather than incur delays complaining to an external agent. This may
imply that it is better for a checking backup pair to act as a deadman monitor of the
active pair rather than using the second pair as a hot backup. Here, the tradeoff is
between operate-through versus fail-safe operation. Note that this is not an either-or
situation; fail-safe operation may be required during pre-launch operations, operatethrough may be preferred during critical flight maneuvers, and single-pair operation may
be desired to save power (or extend backup pair life) during routine operations. All of
these options are available if the node is designed with this functionality in mind.
It is not always required to use replicated hardware to achieve higher reliability.
Repeated computations based on the same inputs can be used to achieve, using only
software, the same types of fault-tolerance just described − dual or triple computations
with voting of the result. The primary disadvantage of this Temporally-Redundant
Computation is that single errors may act as common-mode failures, thereby obviating
the benefit desired. Thus, this type of fault-tolerance was not considered.
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This work experimentally investigated the use of microcontrollers in both duplex
and TMR configurations in order to explore the benefits (and costs) of different forms of
redundancy. Many of the concepts described herein can be extended to higher degrees of
redundancy (e.g., QMR or dual-SCP), but experimentally validating such extensions was
considered to be outside the scope of this work.
Table 6. Hardware Configurations for Operational Correctness.
µC
1
2
3
4
4

Operating Configuration
Temporally-Redundant Computation
SCP (Self-Checking Pair)
TMR (Triple Modular Redundant)
QMR (Quadruple Modular Redundant)
Dual-SCP

Objective
Low-cost SEU-tolerance.
Fail-Safe.
Operate-Through.
Operate-Through, Extended-Life.
Operate-Through.

3.2 Hardware Architecture
It is often asked why this problem cannot be solved by simply slaving the
microcontrollers to a common clock to keep them in lock-step synchronization, and then
voting their outputs on a cycle-by-cycle basis using a majority voting circuit. The
answer is that the nature of microcontrollers precludes this approach. Input source noise,
especially on analog inputs, virtually guarantees that, even during correction operation,
observable differences will occur which invalidate the notion of equality-based majority
voting. Also, the integrated microcontroller presents the problem of restarting it to the
state which is consistent with the rest of the system. After a single device is reset to
rectify an error, its state data can only be loaded into RAM by software. To load
memory, the sender and receiver will necessarily execute different software, thereby
nullifying any notion of lock-step synchronization. For these reasons, a loosely-coupled
system of microcontrollers using software-implemented fault-tolerance is pursued.
Figure 7 depicts the block diagram of a spacecraft functional element (e.g., an
IMU) containing a fault-tolerant group of microcontrollers (also interchangeably called
“processors” hereinafter). At the top of the figure, the system to which the functional
element is attached is shown simply as a source of power and communications.
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Application-specific functions such as I/O buffers, power control and so forth lie outside
the “fault containment region” and thus are expected to be protected from the effects of
SEE on the microcontrollers.
Most of the I/O of the multiple processors is bussed together − corresponding pins
are connected to a common circuit node through isolation elements which allow
processors to be powered-down independently; only the signals associated with external
conflict resolution are unique to each processor.

This approach simplifies

interconnection and makes the architecture easily extensible.

Some of the

microcontroller I/O pins are consumed implementing the “Check I/O” necessary for
fault-tolerance; the remainder are available to the application as “Normal I/O”. Common
I/O isolation defines the limits of the fault containment region. The Check I/O pins
provide three functions supporting fault-tolerance: 1) a Master Channel for primary data
communications between processors, 2) an Operating Mode Channel to allow each
processor to broadcast one of three operating modes, and 3) four External Resolver
control signals from each microcontroller to request recovery actions. Additionally, pins
are used to assign each processor a unique identifier (1 to n).
During normal operation, one microcontroller is the Master of the system, while
the others provide redundant computation and voting opinions by operating as Checkers.
The Master and Checkers are loosely synchronized and execute identical application
programs. Fault-tolerance is provided by periodic calls to a function which exchanges
data between devices and eliminates disagreement between peers. During initialization
and as part of some fault-recovery operations, a device is Offline.

Although the

application code executes identically on both Master and Checkers, the fault-tolerance
function acts differently, with the Master coordinating fault-tolerance among the one or
more Checkers. If a microcontroller disagrees with its peers, it can be commanded
Offline and brought back as a Checker. When the Master is corrupted, it must be reset
and its responsibilities must migrate to another processor.
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Figure 7. Physical Architecture.
The External Conflict Resolution (or simply the “Resolver”) block of Figure 7
provides an independent means for establishing a valid configuration when normal
communications and recovery techniques using the Master Channel fail. Finally, a
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Microcontroller Power Control block allows the devices to be power-cycled by the
Resolver and also provides some SEL mitigation functions.

3.3 Functional and Software Architectures
In addition to hardware replication, it is necessary to support error detection and
fault recovery algorithms with software, and a means to guarantee interactive consistency
of data in the processors. When data are gathered from the environment, various error
sources (e.g., timing variations, sampling accuracy, calibration and noise) limit the
degree to which the inputs can be expected to be consistent. These must be validated
before propagating a new system state; without validation and coordination of state
vectors, the processors will diverge.
Figure 8 expresses system behavior in a statechart containing four parallel state
machines. The SYSTEM_STATE represents the state of the system as a whole and is
determined by very similar state machines (PROCESSOR_n_STATE) representing each
microcontroller’s state. Initially OFF, the system transitions to a RESET state as soon as
any processor is powered. Processors automatically transition from their individual
PROCESSOR_RESET and begin executing code, first initializing the microcontroller
fault-tolerance

(MFT)

functions

and

then

application-specific

requirements.

Initialization of the MFT functions includes selecting a processor as Master and
configuring Master Channel communication. After the user application starts, periodic
calls are made to the MFT functions which implement the fault-detection and recovery
functions.
Fault-detection and recovery are primarily the responsibility of softwareimplemented voting algorithms.

In voting events (implemented in the function

mft_check()), the Master requests data from each Checker which, being roughly
synchronized and thus at the same point in the application code, expects to transmit a
check-packet on the Master Channel. Following collection and internal voting, the
Master distributes to the Checkers what it considers to be valid data. Each Checker
compares the data received from the Master with its own; if no errors are detected, the
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Checker accepts the Master’s version, the processors are resynchronized at the end of the
check function, and the application continues.
Errors may be detected by the Master upon receipt of Checker data, by Checkers
upon receipt of Master data, or by timeouts that signal control errors in the system, either
due to the Master or Checkers. When a processor detects an error, it signals to the
Resolver its vote for a system reconfiguration. Upon the receipt of two such votes, the
Resolver will restart a processor. When a Checker is restarted, processing continues and
the Checker is resynchronized as part of the MFT checking function. If a Master is
restarted, Checkers must quickly detect the corresponding change in the Operating Mode
Channel, and one of the Checkers must become the new Master to prevent disruption.
One reason that the Master may go Offline is that current-sensing hardware in the
external power control can detect an SEL in the Master at any time and then immediately
power-cycle the Master to clear the latchup. Because the Master is the sole generator of
some outputs (e.g., high-speed clocks), an output glitch will occur if the application
waits until the next cooperative voting point to deal with the error. Thus, the system
must identify this case, select a new Master, and the new Master must reconfigure its
outputs to fill the void.
If all the processors are simultaneously restarted, reversion to checkpointed data
can avoid some loss of state data. Checkpoint and rollback functions are provided by the
MFT library and are discussed later in this chapter.
The lower part of Figure 8 shows the state machines which determine operating
mode. Each microcontroller leaves reset in the Offline state. If it is Master-capable and
no Master exists, it will try to become Master (while handling the race condition between
multiple devices); in a TMR system there need be only two Master-capable devices and
in an SCP there is only one. During normal operation, all processors operate as either
Master or Checker. A Master can revert to Offline if it is reset, thereby leaving the
system Master-less; a Checker may become Master if it detects this condition.
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Figure 8. System-Level Statechart.
Figure 9 shows a software architecture which supports the desired hardware
architecture and functional behavior.

The application software for a typical

microcontroller application will generally have a main() function (using the C-language
name of the primary user-application entry-point) which executes various initialization
functions and then periodically executes some primary function which may depend on
various interrupt service routines. Periodic output may be loosely classed as “low speed”
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and “high speed” where these are defined to be those functions which can be protected
by microcontroller fault-tolerance techniques and those which cannot (a distinction
which will be discussed subsequently).
Application Software
main()

Primary Periodic
Service Function

Initialization Functions

High-Speed Output
Functions

mft_init()

Interrupt Service
Routines

Low-Speed
Output Functions

mft_checkpoint()

mft_check()
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Manager

FaultIdentification
Functions

Fault-Recovery
Manager

Master Channel
Manager

Fault-Injection
Functions (Test)

External Resolver
Device Interface

MFT Internal Support Functions
Microcontroller Fault-Tolerance
Software Support

Figure 9. Software Architecture.
The application software functions call a library of microcontroller fault-tolerance
functions, the MFT functions. The user interface to the MFT library consists of very few
functions. A single call to mft_init() performs various device and library initializations.
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One function, mft_check(), supports all functionality related to fault-detection, faultrecovery and system (re)synchronization. Checkpointing functions establish a consistent
state and allow rollback to it when a system reset occurs. Finally, a pair of output
functions support the analog-voted discrete output technique described in section 3.9.
The objective of these functions is to provide the user with a relatively non-intrusive set
of functions which can be easily added to an appropriately-structured application.
The MFT user-interface functions are supported by various modules which support
fault-detection and recovery, which create the abstractions of the Master Channel and
Operating Mode Channel, and which manage the hardware resources and the hardware
interface to the External Resolver. Additionally, a test function (indicated by the dashed
line) allows fault-injection capability.

3.4 Communications between Peer Processors
Two groups of signals are used to pass data between the processors to support the
fault-tolerance functions. The Master Channel provides a conduit for relatively large
amounts of data. The Operating Mode Channel communicates the basic operating state
of the system indicating which device controls the Master Channel (by definition the
Master) and which are otherwise participating or not.
3.4.1 Master Channel
The Master Channel is the primary data path for communications between the
Master and others. It is used by the software fault-tolerance functions to exchange the
user’s data that is being checked and a small number of control commands.
There are few requirements on the implementation of the Master Channel; it can be
serial or parallel, bussed or point-to-point, abstract or very low-level.

Generally,

hardware resources and execution time considerations will favor a serial interface which
has some degree of microcontroller hardware support, e.g., asynchronous serial, I2C or
SPI. However, the same architecture could be used with more sophisticated computing
nodes and a more classical multi-processor communications fabric might then be
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preferred (e.g., Ethernet or VME).
The strongest consideration for the Master Channel in a TMR system is that a reset
processor should not interfere with communications between two online members of the
system. This is desirable for a bus but it is not really a requirement. Under the
assumption that resets are generated to clear transient behavior, a restarted processor
which starts in an interfering mode but quickly configures itself to be non-interfering
might be acceptable.

Clearly, a point-to-point communications fabric meets this

requirement but is not necessary; most I/O pins on microcontrollers are initialized to a
high-impedance state and thus are probably benign with respect to bus implementations.
The other main consideration is a straightforward tradeoff between available
resources and the relative benefits they provide either to the application’s needs or to the
fault-tolerance implementation. Which resources are the designer willing to sacrifice to
the fault-tolerance functions? Are pins more important than speed, thus justifying a
serial protocol?

Is there an on-chip peripheral which can allow fairly high speed

communications but is not needed by the application?
As an example of the decision process, the prototype uses only two pins for the
Master Channel; it is implemented using the I2C serial bus protocol which was designed
for chip-to-chip interfacing and is available as a hardware peripheral block (the Serial
Communications Interface or SCI) in the PIC microcontroller. The same peripheral
block can be configured as a much higher speed synchronous, point-to-point interface
but this was not chosen because the single point-to-point connection could not support
the three processor configuration. If, instead, a self-checking pair had been prototyped,
the higher-speed interface would have been very attractive (and probably would have
required less software support).
One common fault-tolerance feature which is not required is intrinsic reliability of
the communications channel.

Communications errors are manifested as either data

content errors or as some form of formatting or control errors. Normally, some form of
error detection (e.g., parity or checksum) is used to cover data content errors. But these
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are indistinguishable from data errors which occur either in the user application or during
data handling by the MFT functions. Since the MFT functions must handle these data
errors, covering the communications channel with a traditional error detection method
would provide no appreciable benefit while probably significantly increasing complexity.
Similar arguments hold for protocol and control errors.
3.4.2 Operating Mode Channel
Each microcontroller generates a two-bit quasi-static Operating Mode signal
indicating to its peers its level of participation in the system as defined in Table 7.

Table 7. Operating Mode Definition.
MASTER CHECKER
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

Operating Mode
Offline: off, resetting, initializing, or standing-by.
Checker.
Master.
Illegal.

When the processor is restarted, the MFT initialization process first checks
whether a Master is present. No action is required if one is already present; the processor
remains Offline until the Master commands it to join the ensemble. If there is no Master
and the device is Master-capable, it will attempt to claim membership. A potential race
condition exists between Master-capable devices so an additional step reverts to
Checkers those peers with lower priority than that of the highest priority Masterclaimant. Once a Master has been selected, it begins transmitting its system state to
Offline members and follows the data with “join” commands. If a peer is ready, it will
accept the incoming state data and become a Checker when it sees the join command.
An example timeline of this process is shown in Table 8. It also includes the case where
a restarted checker is brought back on-line.
In the SCP configuration, the Operating Mode Channel, the Master selection
process, and the joining of Offline members are entirely unnecessary; one processor is
always the Master and the other processor is always the Checker. No negotiation is
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required and no join commands are issued; the processors are either synchronized or an
error requires that both be reset.
Note that when a Master goes offline, the system may not operate non-stop. The
Mastership selection process takes a few microseconds (e.g., 25 µs in the prototype) and
glitches may be observed on Master-only high-speed outputs as the responsibility for
their generation shifts from the old Master to the new one. Any deleterious effects of
this outage must be dealt with at the application level, e.g., by using a phase-locked loop
to fill in gaps in a high-speed clock output.

Table 8. Master Selection Process Timeline.
Conditions or Event
Initial condition after system reset.
Two Master-capable processors reach Master selection and claim
Mastership.
Second processor observes a higher priority Master (P1) and
relinquishes its claim.
Third processor (P3) initializes; sees Master; takes no action.
Master (P1) transmits state data to Offline peers.
Master sends “join” command to peers; they do so.
--- Arbitrary time passes. System operates nominally. --P2 is taken offline; system is unaffected.
--- P2 reset occurs; one real-time frame passes --Master sends state data to P2, requests that it rejoin as Checker.
--- Arbitrary time passes. System operates nominally. --P1, the Master, taken offline; system has no Master.
P2, a Master-capable Checker, observes the Master-less system,
claims Mastership, and reconfigures its outputs as Master.
--- P1 reset occurs; one real-time frame passes --Master sends state data to P1, requests that it rejoin as Checker.

Operating Mode
P1
P2
P3
o
o
o
M
M
o
M

o

o

M
M
M

o
o
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o
o
C

M

o

C

M

C

C

o
o

C
M

C
C

C

M

C

3.5 Reconfiguration, Recovery and the External Resolver
Following the detection of a fault (discussed in the next section), reconfiguration
and recovery may be initiated using the Master Channel. However, in many cases the
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fault may have caused the Master Channel to be inoperative. Additionally, even with an
incorruptible Master Channel (e.g., one consisting of point-to-point links), elimination of
participants should be reliable to avoid false elimination by errant devices. Some form
of processor-independent voting is required. The Resolver provides this function.
As indicated by Figure 7, the Resolver can force a hard reset of any processor or
can signal the power control element to power cycle any processor. In a TMR system,
processors use two Action Request and two Device Select lines to request actions but the
Resolver votes the requests to determine whether or not to take action. These functional
interfaces of the Resolver are shown in Figure 10.

{ Action Request,
Device Select }

4

{ Power ISOFF }

1

{ Action Request,
Device Select }

4

2

Processor 1
{ RESET, ON/OFF }

2

Processor 2
{ RESET, ON/OFF }

2

Processor 3
{ RESET, ON/OFF }

P1

Resolver

P2
{ Power ISOFF }

1

{ Action Request,
Device Select }

4

{ Power ISOFF }

1

P3

Figure 10. External Resolver Functional Interface.
The Resolver is not necessary for a self-checking pair; the only actions a processor
can request are to reset or power-cycle both members of the pair. In such a case, the
“Resolver” is nothing more than a single transistor to effect power-cycling of both
members and a wire-OR connection to its gate (or base); a second similar circuit would
allows simultaneous resets.
A Resolver which must effect voting between peers and has various possible
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actions (reset or power-cycle, one or three processors) is significantly more complex.
The remainder of this section describes the Resolver for a TMR system.
3.5.1 Control Signals
In a TMR system, two 2-bit control signals (four lines total) are used by each
microcontroller to communicate with the Resolver, the Action Request and the Device
Selection lines which are enumerated in Table 9 and Table 10. Only two actions are
taken by the Resolver − to reset one or all microcontrollers, or to power-cycle one or all.
A “go” signal must accompany or be implied by the desired action. Additionally, there
needs to be some indication that a microcontroller is offline and not expected to
participate in votes.
The Action Request bits indicate either the state of the microcontroller or that an
action request is being made. The (0,0) state is assigned to Idle Offline since this is the
state of the outputs of either an unpowered chip or of a resetting chip when its outputs
are tri-stated but pulled-down externally. When active but not requesting that an action
be taken, the microcontroller indicates that it is Online but not making a recovery action
request. The other two patterns request restart actions. When an action is requested, the
Device Select bits specify the microcontroller(s) to be acted upon; these bits are relative
addresses with each member of the TMR system being considered part of a ring and thus
having a “right” and a “left” peer. An action request by a microcontroller directed at
itself or at all members is immediately taken, but action requests directed at other
microcontrollers must be concurred by a peer for the requested action to be taken.
The “reset self” combination of Action Request and Device Select is not required,
since this action can be taken by any device without the aid of the Resolver. Thus, this
input combination is redefined to mean “reset all.”

In a classical fault-tolerant

architecture such a unilateral authority would not be acceptable because it would be
considered dangerous to give a single processor such control; if one processor goes
berserk, it could repeatedly issue such a command and thereby disable the entire system.
However, in this system it is assumed that the processors are fundamentally OK and that
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only transient SEE affect them. In this case, seemingly pathological behavior can persist
for only one such cycle; the “berserk” processor will also be reset by its action and then
revert to normal operation. Thus, the worst behavior associated with such unilateral
control is that a somewhat higher incidence of system resets will be observed. In return
for this “bad” behavior, decision-making software is greatly simplified; rather than trying
to anticipate every possible combination of good and failed processors, a bottom-level
action can trap all unmodelled behavior with a system reset. With the automatic retry
scheme described shortly, this action is not even particularly noticeable.

Table 9. Resolver Action Requests.
RESET# CYCLE#
0
1
0
1

0
1
1
0

Requested of State or Action
Idle Offline. Unpowered or not voting. No action requested.
Idle Online. Expected to vote but no action requested.
Vote to Initiate Resetting.
Vote to Initiate Power-Cycling.

Table 10. Resolver Device Selection.
DevSel1

DevSel0

TMR Usage

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

Self (Cycle) or All (Reset)
Right
Left
Both Peers

As would be expected, increasingly higher levels of fault-tolerance require more
resources (microcontroller pins). The “Resolver” for a self-checking pair is trivially
implemented since the actions always apply to both devices. Two transistors suffice
(one for resetting both devices, one for power-cycling both) and only two pins per
microcontroller are required. The TMR Resolver must combine three sets of four signals
and produce signals which control six independent actions. The next section describes
the state machine necessary to control these actions.
3.5.2 State Machine for TMR Resolver
The Resolver required by the TMR system is a state machine made up of three
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identical sub-machines, one for each processor, each with the structure shown in Figure
11. A processor is either on or off; if it is on, it is either running or being reset. When a
processor is running, it signals the Resolver to indicate whether it is Online or Offline.
(Note that RESETTING in this context is a state of the Resolver, not of the processor;
clearly, the processor will go through its own post-reset actions before going “offline”.
The RESETTING state is simply the state during which the Resolver emits reset pulses.)
The GO_RESET condition exists (and the transition to the RESETTING state is
made) when the Resolver is in the RUNNING state (either Offline or Online) and one of
three conditions is true: the processor requests a self-reset, both of its peers vote to reset
it, or either peer requests a system reset. Additionally, if the processor is Offline, it
cannot be expected to be voting; thus, if one device requests a peer-reset while only a
single peer is Online, then all three devices are reset.
The GO_CYCLE condition is defined similarly. However, instead of generating a
single-pulse reset, the Resolver must positively power-cycle the device and this requires
that the PROCESSOR_OFF exit condition includes a test for whether the device was
actually turned off. This additional input to the Resolver is provided by an external
current measurement which flags ISOFF when the current drops below a preset
threshold.
The implemented Resolver is a synchronous state machine, so the Action Requests
are input conditions, not events. These must be held by the processor until the action
completes, as determined either by monitoring for some desired system condition or by
waiting until a timer expires. A “desired system condition” is generally one which
indicates that the configuration is different from the faulted one; the Operating Mode
Channel provides such information. In the case of a Self-Cycle, the requested action
terminates as soon as the device is powered down since its output lines will transition to
a low state and the Offline condition will thus be seen by the Resolver.
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Figure 11. External Resolver Statechart, One Processor.
A very low probability of metastability exists in this definition of request states
and this is impossible to eliminate with only two bits. The Online (idle) request state is
reachable from any of the three other states, so with only two bits there will be one
transition which has both bits changing state simultaneously. Because the Resolver runs
asynchronously to the microcontrollers, it is possible for the two-bit transition to be seen
as either of two other legitimate transitions. With these definitions, one of the two bits
signaling the transition from Offline to Online could be not seen and either Initiate
Resetting or Initiate Cycling would be seen instead.

Since the Offline to Online

transition should be initiated with the Device Selection bits indicating “Self”, this
unlikely event will simply result in the device being reset or power cycled unnecessarily.
This choice is preferable to any other because the other transitions will occur in
combination with other Device Selection bits; the result of incorrectly interpreting the
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request for a reset or power cycle of some other device is probably undesirable and
certainly not pleasant to analyze.

3.6 Fault Detection and Recovery
The fault detection, reconfiguration and recovery process begins with software
voting. Following fault detection, the system is reconfigured if necessary by taking the
faulted device Offline using the Resolver (thereby logically isolating it from the rest of
the system) and possibly selecting a new Master. The system recovers by restarting and
then rejoining in a synchronized state.
3.6.1 Data-Only Errors
During normal operation, processors are loosely synchronized. The application
code running on each voting processor reaches a checking function at approximately the
same time as its peers. The Master manages the voting process by requesting and
receiving data from each Checker, voting the received data, then sending its estimate of
correct data back to the Checkers. Each Checker receives these data and checks them
against its own version, accepting the Master’s data only if the check passes. The most
benign faults detected are those which occur only in the data being checked.
3.6.1.1 Voting by Exact Match
The simplest voting algorithm is to exchange data and check for equality. The
Master receives data vectors from both Checkers and compares them for equality,
element by element. If at least two vectors are identical, the vote is successful and the
vector may be returned to the Checkers. If one Checker’s contribution disagrees, the
Master will request the other Checker to participate in voting the errant one out (using
the Resolver). If the Master finds itself to be in error but the peers agree, it will reset
itself. When the Checkers receive data from the Master, they compare for equality with
their own data, voting for a reset if they disagree.
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3.6.1.2 Inexact Inputs
For data which are derived directly from noisy sources, an equality test is
inappropriate. Data from A/D converters are intrinsically noisy. Even data sampled
from discrete (binary) inputs contain noise due to voltage threshold and sampling-time
differences. It is important to reach a consistent value of these independently-sampled
inputs so that the Master and Checkers can use the same values – otherwise, their
computations will diverge. The simplest way to do this is analogous to exact voting: the
Master receives data from the Checkers and if they lie within some acceptable tolerance,
the Master sends its version to the Checkers for their use or disapproval.
Other algorithms may be desirable. Greater accuracy can be obtained for analog
values by selecting the middle value as the best or by computing an average after
discarding outliers. In computing an average, the accuracy gained also helps compensate
for the resources consumed by using Checkers, e.g., power and real-estate.
3.6.1.3 Byzantine Behavior or Lack Thereof
The potential for so-called Byzantine behavior exists when an agent is capable of
portraying some reality to one peer in a multimodule system and a different “reality” to
another peer, in a sense “lying” about its own state. Such behavior is often portrayed as
malicious but it need not be.
With a master-slave Master Channel such as I2C, the Master completely controls
the serialized (non-broadcast) transactions. Multiple transactions are required to transmit
Master data to Checkers, and Checkers are unable to broadcast information for universal
consumption. Dependence on this channel, with the data exchange protocol previously
described, leaves the system vulnerable. The Master will transmit different state vectors
if it sends data from a buffer to one Checker and then gets an SEU in that buffer before
sending its contents to the other Checker. The error will appear to the second Checker as
an errant Master and the Checker will vote to reset the Master. Failing in this attempt
(since the other Checker would not concur), the Checker will reset itself. On the next
vote, the Master and the non-reset Checker will disagree and reset the entire system.
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The window of vulnerability is proportional to the time between successive
transmissions (which is proportional to the size of the data vector) and the frequency of
such transmissions. In the prototype software running on the testbed, an 18 byte vector
sent at approximately 10 kB/s every 100 ms results in each byte being vulnerable about
2% of the time. The 18 bytes represents about 5% of total RAM so the combined
effective increase in SEU cross-section is about 0.1%. Such behavior could be addressed
by adding additional information to the check packets and forwarding them to all
participants. However, this substantially increases all communications overhead in order
to fix a very low-probability event. Since the primary goal of this system is recovery
from transient errors, Byzantine behavior much less important than achieving a stable
working state, and it should be acceptable to incur an extra reset to get to such a state.
3.6.1.4 “Meta-Measurements”
In microcontroller applications, it is common to perform some simple processing
on a large number of samples. For example, the reported angular rate of a gyro may be
the normalized average of many rate measurements. In the IMU application, three gyros
are sampled at 10.8 kHz, and 220 sample values from each gyro are aggregated to form a
reported angular rate; the rate is reported to the host system 16 times a second. In this
case, it is completely impractical to vote each individual sample and it is unnecessary;
the aggregated value is essentially a single measurement from an abstract input device.
Because the values are simply summed and averaged, the resulting averages can be dealt
with by inexact voting as described above.
The many simple measurements may be combined by summing a sequence
(accumulation), determining maximum and minimum values, or counting occurrences
for statistical purposes (e.g., “binning”).

A constraint on such processing is that

conditional branches must not be made which result in non-local control flow changes.
Such changes can result in divergent behavior which causes the voting microcontrollers
to reach their check functions outside allocated time windows.
Such a constraint might require accounting for processing subtleties to ensure that
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local conditional branches do not produce significant timing variations. Consider the
following code which counts the occurrences of low, medium and high sample values:
if (sample < threshold_low)
++ count[0];
else if (sample > threshold_high)
++ count[2];
else
++ count[1];

Although a “natural” solution, it has undesirable timing uncertainty. A signal
which lies right on the low threshold will sometimes take the shortest path through the
code and sometimes the longest. If two microcontrollers have slightly different A/D
voltage references, one device could consistently take the shorter path while the other
takes the longer. Over many such samples, the difference in execution time could result
in a loss of synchronization.
Unfortunately, eliminating this problem may be difficult or result in very unnatural
code; generally, it requires a good understanding of the compiler. An example attempt at
constant-time execution could be written (less naturally and statistically slower, but
somewhat clearer):
if (sample < threshold_low)
++ count[0];
if (sample >= threshold_low &&
++ count[1];
if (sample > threshold_high)
++ count[2];

sample <= threshold_high)

However, this attempt fails because C defines the evaluation of the second
conditional expression as only “half” evaluated if the first part of the expression is false
(0). The following code illustrates how this function could be written to make execution
time constant − and the obscurity which results:
bin = ((sample >= threshold_low) << 1) + (sample > threshold_high);
++ count[bin];

Of course, this might still result in different execution times. If, for instance, the
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integer type of the count array is larger than what is natively supported by the machine,
the compiler will probably implement the increment operator (++) with conditionals to
handle internal overflows.
In practice, the timing variation of many conditional constructs can be ignored
because the variation is on the order of a few instructions (and therefore only a few
microseconds) and the synchronization between the processors must accommodate such
variations for many other reasons, such as interrupt processing.
However, even “simple” constructs like multiplication may be problematic since
compiler-emitted code can include complex conditionals rather than treating all operands
identically (e.g., to speed-up trivial operations like multiplication by zero or one).
Indeed, after the previous sentence was written, this particular example was experienced
in the testbed − with a timing variation of 100 µs between floating-point multiplication
by zero versus non-zero!
3.6.2 Control Errors in Checkers
Data-only upsets are fairly benign. More significant is an upset that causes a
processor control error, e.g., causing it to jump erroneously or get locked up looping on
completely invalid data. A significant effect on a Checker is for it to not reach its next
voting point, thereby precluding the Master from exchanging data with it. Timeouts are
used by the Master to diagnose this condition.
During voting, communications timeout durations are set to accommodate the
maximum expected clock skew between processors, the additional delay which results
from application interrupt processing (e.g., handling real-time tasks), and the differences
between Master and Checker fault-tolerance functions.

If a Checker fails to

communicate within the allocated time, either the Checker has failed or neither Checker
was expecting to communicate with the Master, in which case the latter is probably in
error. If only one Checker is bad, the Master can communicate with the functioning
Checker and the data to be checked can still be tested for validity (as a self-checking
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pair). Additionally, the Master will request that the functioning Checker participate in
voting the failed Checker to the Offline state using the External Resolver.
3.6.3 Control Errors in the Master
Just as a Checker may get lost, so may the Master. The process for dealing with an
errant Master is necessarily quite different because the cooperative process of asking for
help cannot be effected without the control of the Master; the Checkers are on their own.
Just as the Master sets communication timeouts, so do the Checkers. If the Master
fails to contact a Checker and the Checker believes itself to be healthy, it must conclude
that the Master is in error. Without waiting for some confirmation of this fault, it signals
to the Resolver its desire to reset the Master. If the other Checker observes the same
phenomenon, it will vote for an external reset and the Resolver will reset the Master.
When the Master is reset or power-cycled, its Operating Mode bits will go tri-state
and be pulled down to (0, 0). This transition indicates a Master-less system and must be
identified by the Checkers. A new Master must immediately be selected and its outputs
must be configured to generate any outputs that are generated solely by the Master. To
reduce response latency, the no-Master condition should be detected with an interrupt.
Microcontrollers which can generate interrupts when an input port pin changes can
eliminate the need for external detection hardware. The PIC16C7x, for example, can
generate an interrupt upon the change of any of the high-order four bits of port B.
3.6.4 Corrupted Master Channel
The most severe fault is one which renders the Master Channel inoperative. A
“babbling” device may cause this but this is fairly unlikely. The simplest way for a
Checker to cause conflict is to set one of its Master Channel I/O lines to an interfering
state (e.g., in an I2C bus by dragging either clock or data to an active low state).
Although the Master Channel could be designed to preclude (with high
probability) that Checkers cannot take it down, the complexity required to both preclude
bad behavior but allow all devices to be Master-capable will probably violate any notion
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of minimality (unless a multichannel point-to-point interface exists on the
microcontroller). It must be assumed that there is a non-negligible probability that either
the Master or a Checker can make the Master Channel inoperative.
If any processor sees that the Master Channel is inoperative, it cannot know which
peer is at fault so it requests a reset of both of its peers. In reality, this condition is
indistinguishable from a failed Master as seen by the Checkers. If the two correctlyfunctioning processors identify this condition and assert “Reset Both Peers,” the errant
processor will be reset by the Resolver. But only if the two correctly-functioning devices
are the first ones to command the Resolver.
However, if the processor which caused the error has also commanded the
Resolver to reset its peers, then, when the first correctly-functioning processor requests
that the Resolver reset both peers, the other correctly-functioning processor will wrongly
be reset (since the Resolver will have received two votes). The one remaining good
processor will then observe a device going Offline and expect communication over the
Master Channel, either transmitting as the Master or receiving as a Checker. Since this
operation will fail, the good processor requests that the Resolver restart all three
processors. Because this design is only intended to mitigate transient faults, the full
restart will clear whatever fault initiated the entire chain. In this worst case, the system
will go Offline for a short period of time, but it will not permit bad data from being
propagated beyond the fault-containment boundary.
The previous algorithm is conservative and stable; the system reverts to a clean
state regardless of whether the “correct” action was taken. It might appear desirable for
processors to try to make better guesses about how to restore the system. For instance, if
the Master cannot communicate with a Checker, it could assume that there is a higher
likelihood that that device is errant than the other one and target only that one for reset
by the Resolver. Unfortunately, implementing such logic is tedious and guaranteed to be
imperfect; given a minimalist hardware implementation, there is little information to use
for decision-making. With imperfect assertions, the system can get into a deadlocked,
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finger-pointing mode. Such a system may have better overall coverage but would
require something like a watchdog to clear deadlocks.

This refinement was not

investigated in the testbed.
3.6.5 Processors at Different Checking Points
Generally, there are many calls to the mft_check() entry point in the application
code, any one of which can potentially detect an error and result in a processor reset.
Only one of these will be the first to be executed by the newly-reset processor. Thus, it
is likely that a failed check will result in some processor trying to participate from the
wrong location in the application code. The standard checking algorithm will detect this
condition, but relying on this approach does not guarantee stability. When the system
identifies an error and ejects a member to reconfigure, it expects to be able to retry the
failed check and then continue. It should be a rare occurrence for the two recovering
processors to immediately encounter another error, one sufficiently rare that a system
restart is justified as a way of guaranteeing stability. But if a restarted device has a high
probability of causing a “second” error by participating from the wrong point, such an
assumption is invalidated.
This problem is solved by labeling each entry point and communicating that data
on the Master Channel. In the prototype, the check I.D. is a 5-bit subfield of the 8-bit
command word. This provides adequate range for the expected number of checking calls
in user code. An Offline device which receives a check_id field differing from that
which is expected, it immediately resets itself and thereby prevents the rest of the
operational system from being affected. A Checker which receives a differing check_id
initiates a normal Resolver-arbitrated reset request. Again, this is a feature which is
unnecessary for an SCP implementation.

3.7 Checkpointing and Rollback
When all the microcontrollers are reset, it is far preferable to roll back to a
previously validated state (a checkpoint) rather than reverting to a freshly-initialized
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state. Since most microcontrollers do not lose their RAM contents when they are reset,
such a capability can be readily implemented. However, the additional memory required
to save the checkpointed data can be a significant burden in a small microcontroller.
The previously-described voting scheme elegantly supports an automatic retry
following a system restart using only one byte of RAM. Following a cold boot, the
Master’s mft_check() function sends state data to its Offline peers. However, if the
reason for a system restart was a control error or an incorrect diagnosis of system state, it
may well be the case that the user’s data is still valid − at least on enough of the
processors that it is still usable.
A three-state variable, mft_checkpoint_status, is used to track the potential validity
of the user’s state. Initially the checkpoint status indicates Invalid, indicating that data
cannot be expected to be valid and should be set to a pre-determined initial state.
Following validation of user state data (using mft_check()), the checkpoint status is set
to Valid.
When the MFT library is initialized (by mft_init()), the checkpoint status is tested.
If it is Valid, it is downgraded to Questionable; if the checkpoint status is not Valid, it is
set to Invalid. Both Valid and Questionable are considered to be “OK”; they indicate
that it is worth trying to use the user’s state data. Following reset, if there are no
Checkers it is a good indication that all processors were simultaneously reset. In this
case, if the checkpoint status is OK non-Master devices immediately assert that they are
Checkers. When the first mft_check() is executed, there will be no Offline devices and
operation will continue as though nothing had happened; the user’s data will be
exchanged and tested for validity.

If the check fails for a second time then the

Questionable checkpoint status will be downgraded to Invalid and the normal
initialization process will reset the user’s state variables.
With this technique, coverage is significantly increased with almost no overhead.
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3.8 Single-Event Latchup Mitigation
SEL mitigation deserves a separate section because of its severity and because it is
unlike any other problem faced in terrestrial applications. This is not the latchup of I/O
circuits which are protected by using standard techniques (e.g., clamping diodes, input
resistors); latchup induced by charged-particle impingement can occur anywhere in a
circuit and the resulting high local current density can destroy it very quickly. Clearing
SEL requires the ability to turn off a microcontroller.

To support operate-through

capability, this must be done while others devices remain operational.

When an

unpowered device is then powered, it will go through a hard reset and its I/O pins will
revert to high impedance inputs. The importance of solving the SEL, sparing and reset
problems are significant drivers of the I/O circuits and must be considered as part of the
architecture, not as an afterthought.
3.8.1 Damage Prevention
The first priority of SEL mitigation is to protect the device from damage or
destruction so that some recovery technique can return it to the operational system.
3.8.1.1 Current Limiting
The most basic current limiter uses some linear device13 such as a resistor. Figure
12a shows an abstraction of such a limiter. Figure 12b shows a “circuit breaker”
approach, sensing circuit current and breaking its flow if a preset threshold is exceeded.
This approach presents a low impedance source until an over-current condition is
detected at which time the switch (transistor) is opened. This approach is simple to
implement but suffers from its static nature. The threshold must be set sufficiently high
to accommodate variations in device operating current due to operating conditions (e.g.,
code execution, temperature, or total dose radiation effects) or parts selection (e.g., due
to manufacturing processes).

However, setting the threshold too high risks not

identifying latchups when the circuit is in a very low-current operating mode. With
13

The term “linear” as used here as it applies to so-called linear integrated circuits; the behavior of the
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complex devices like microcontrollers which have widely varying operating currents, it
may be impossible to find an acceptable threshold.
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Figure 12. Typical Current Limiting Options.

3.8.1.2 Health Metrics for Latchup Detection
Figure 12c shows an alternate way of implementing the circuit breaker. Instead of
detecting SEL by the rise in current associated with a latchup, this method attempts to
determine the health of the circuit and cut power if basic health cannot be ascertained.
Such a health signal might be as simple as a timer in the protected circuit with a time-out
one-shot to judge health. More sophisticated measures can be as complex as the checks
of typical built-in-test (BIT) functions. At least one designer has used a periodic BIT
signal emanating from a commercial device to indicate health for SEL detection.
The sophistication of the test can increase when timeliness requirements decrease.
In one example, a memory device latched-up on a cell-by-cell basis14; the remainder of
the device was unaffected and EDAC circuits ensured data integrity. Here, current
increase due to individual latchups was lost in the noise of natural variability of supply

circuit may be mathematically non-linear but it has continuous rather than discrete behavior.
14
This phenomenon is sometimes call “micro-latchup.”
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current; only a health monitor which scanned the entire device for EDAC syndromes
could detect such faults. In this case, the SEL were non-damaging and the memory
returned to operation after power-cycling it. As another example, (one variety of) the
Intel 80386 processor is known to SEL in such a way that its power consumption
remains constant or even drops because the normally dominant CV2f power component
vanishes when the chip ceases proper operation. Again, device operation is a better
detector than current measurement.
Few (if any) microcontrollers have hardware BIT which can be used during
operation to effect the type of health determination required. Instead, this function must
be implemented as a combination of software and hardware resources. The simplest
(and by far the most common) health indicator is the periodic reset of a watchdog timer
by software. Most microcontrollers have built-in watchdog timers but these will only
generate an internal reset, not a power-cycle; to effect the necessary circuit-breaking, an
external timer would be required.
When health tests are implemented in software, detection latency (between the
latchup event and any functional deviation) must be traded against performance
(processor throughput) and fault coverage.

If the health check software routine is

executed more frequently, less time will pass before the check occurs but more processor
cycles will be expended as a result. Similarly, more code execution is required as the
tested fraction of the chip increases. Moreover, many parts of the chip are difficult (or
impossible) to test without affecting required functionality; for example, it is probably
undesirable to frequently toggle an I/O pin to determine whether it is still functional.
Of course, the more catastrophic an SEL is, the more likely it is to halt proper
operation immediately. Thus, a reasonable compromise might be to execute a very
simple test at high frequency and a more comprehensive test at substantially lower
frequency. In the limiting case, the low-frequency test need not be explicitly performed;
an SEL which renders a small portion of a chip inoperable without causing observable
current variations either will be detected as a general algorithmic failure when the
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affected chip function is required or will never be detected because the user’s algorithm
does not require it.

Although a simple approach, fault detection latency may be

unacceptable if it impairs recovery and thereby reduces reliability. Some low-priority
scrubbing function is probably required. The high-frequency test must detect anomalies
which are likely to damage the device but must minimally impact processor resources.
3.8.1.3 Artifacts of the Use of Health Determination for SEL Mitigation
It is difficult (or impossible) to select a health metric which can identify SEL and
differentiate it from SEU. Thus, it is likely that some (or many) types of upsets result in
failures of the SEL health test metric and, consequently, take an overly-harsh action to
clear the (incorrectly diagnosed) “SEL.”
From one perspective, this artifact might be useful − a single mechanism can detect
both SEU and SEL. However, fault detection latency and coverage issues again arise.
An SEU may not diverge sufficiently rapidly to be detected by the SEL mitigation
mechanism and, if an SEU-induced fault results in a complete power cycling, the device
is off-line longer than might otherwise be necessary, thereby increasing the duration of
uncovered operation.

Because of this, explicit SEU detection approaches must be

employed at sufficiently high frequency as to guarantee coverage commensurate with
system reliability requirements.
3.8.2 Power Cycling and Device Isolation
The only way to return an undamaged, latched-up device to operation is to remove
power; as long as current flows in the parasitic SCR, it will remain in its “on” state.
Obviously, the previous examples of “circuit breaker” approaches show how power may
be removed from the circuit. However, in order to power-cycle individual portions of an
electronic system, they must generally be isolated from other system elements − a nontrivial problem.
3.8.2.1 Isolation Impediments
In the case of CMOS devices, input protection circuits which shunt static charges
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to Vcc or ground also provide a sneak path for powering the device − often referred to as
“backpowering”.

Figure 13a shows the relevant part of the input circuit of the

80C196CA (as taken from the 80C196KR User’s Guide). By biasing the input control
low, a pullup resistor is created; a high-impedance input is created by biasing the input
control to Vcc. When this is done, the input is electrically equivalent to Figure 13b; the
diodes act to short potentially damaging voltages to either Vcc or ground. This will
occur when the input voltage rises (falls) more than 0.5V above Vcc (below ground) and
is typically reflected in device DC electrical characteristics as shown in Table 11.
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Figure 13. 80C196KR Pin-Input Circuit and Equivalent.
Table 11. DC Input Limits.
Symbol
VIL
VIH

Parameter
Voltage, Input Low
Voltage, Input High

Min
-0.5V
(device specific data)

Max
(device specific data)
Vcc + 0.5V

The unfortunate consequence of the input protection diodes is that power can be
provided to a CMOS device through the sneak path even when there is no applied
voltage on Vcc. Worse, if Vcc is shorted to ground, as will be discussed in Section
3.8.2.6, potentially-destructive currents can flow through the input protection. If the
purpose of removing Vcc is to remove all power so as to clear latchups, the inputs cannot
provide sufficient current to maintain the latchup; they must be isolated or substantially
current-limited.
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3.8.2.2 Current Limiting Options, Digital Inputs
Complete electrical isolation requires separate grounds and therefore that
information transfer be effected using non-electrical methods, e.g., light (opto-isolators)
or magnetism (transformers). If these methods are used extensively, the high mass and
power penalties associated with these methods will quickly cancel any of the
microcontroller’s benefits.

However, complete isolation is not required; it is only

necessary to limit the current into the microcontroller to levels substantially below those
required to sustain the latchup condition. The following options present themselves:
•

Resistive (High Impedance) “Isolation”. A large input resistance can be placed
in series with the input to limit the input current. For the 80C196CA, standard
inputs are specified at 10 µA max input leakage current (see Table 12).
Picking (rather arbitrarily) 50 µA input capability to ensure proper input levels
implies that, at 5V, a 100 kΩ input resistor would be adequate. With an input
capacitance of 10 pF, the input resistance would create a 1 µs time constant
which would generally be acceptable for low-speed applications.

•

Diode Isolation. Allowing the external world (from which isolation is desired)
to only draw current out can be achieved with diodes. Pullups from the input
pins to the local (switched) Vcc provide appropriate logic levels but are
immediately unbiased when power is removed. Input current is limited to the
reverse leakage current of the diodes. Power consumption during normal
operation is somewhat higher due to the pullup resistor.

•

Capacitive Isolation. Switching edges can be passed through a capacitor. The
physical size of capacitors and the complexity of the signal buffering and state
maintenance (if levels are desired rather than just edges) precludes further
consideration of this approach.

•

Tri-State Isolation.

Digital inputs can be protected by placing three-state

buffers between them and the external world, and then quickly putting them in
the high-impedance state for SEL-induced chip resets. The maximum output
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leakage current (IOL) of the HC/HCT245A under high-impedance output
conditions is ±0.5 µA assuming the output is shorted to Vcc or ground. In this
case, 20 active pins would draw 10 µA. This input current could be effectively
eliminated by pulling the floating inputs to ground via resistors. A 10 µA
(single pin) input leakage current corresponds to a 500 kΩ effective input
impedance. Using a 50 kΩ pulldown would add 0.1 mA of active current per
pin or about 1 mA on average for the 20 input pins (half of which have highlevel inputs). This configuration is shown in Figure 14. Using a device such
as the HC/HCT245A adds some risk due to its own SEE susceptibility.
However, these devices have relatively large feature sizes and are readily
available in radiation-tolerant form from several vendors.

Table 12. Representative Input Leakage Currents (87C196CA/CB).
Symbol
ILI
ILI0

Parameter
Input Leakage Current,
Standard Inputs
Input Leakage Current,
Port 0 (Analog Inputs)

to other
buffers

Conditions
Vss < Vin < Vcc

Max
±10 µA

Vss < Vin < Vref

CA: ±1.5 µA
CB: ±1.0 µA

Vcc

Vcc

Data Input
To Input Circuitry

47k

150

Enable

74HC/HCT244A
Single Buffer

80C196KA
Input Circuit

Figure 14. HC/HCT244A Output to 196KA Input Circuits.
3.8.2.3 Current Limiting Options, Digital Outputs
The current limiting options for digital outputs are essentially the same as for
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inputs. Diode-isolated outputs which can only source current can be used to prevent
current from flowing into the microcontroller. Backpowering current is limited to the
reverse leakage current of the diodes. Power consumption during normal operation is
somewhat higher due to the pullup resistor.
3.8.2.4 Current Limiting Options, Bi-Directional Pins
For a bi-directional I/O pin, a resistor or transmission gate provides a workable
solution; a diode plus a parallel resistor will also work. Digital logic solutions are
complex if not impossible; for example, a data bus whose direction is controlled
internally by the microcontroller cannot be actively buffered because it is impossible to
know which direction to drive the bus. (Schemes for actively sensing the drive direction
of data busses and automatically configuring the drive direction do exist but their
complexity usually exceeds any that would be justifiable in these applications.)
3.8.2.5 Current Limiting Options, Analog Inputs
Most of the approaches discussed for digital inputs are not practical for analog
ones. Diode and capacitive isolation are completely inappropriate because of their effect
on the input signal. Three-state digital buffers are obviously excluded. Analog switches
and resistive current limiters present the following options:
•

Analog Switches. Instead of using three-state digital buffers, analog switches
may be used in a similar fashion. Devices parameter which change due to TID
are not likely to have a significant effect in this application since the resistance
of analog switches is generally low with respect to the input impedance
requirements of the sampling input. Unlike three-state buffers, analog switches
are not presently available in octal configurations. Quad packages can be used
but the areal density will suffer.

•

Resistive Limiters. The characteristics of the analog input circuits (leakage
current, input resistance, sampling capacitor, etc.) preclude the use of source
resistances higher than about 1 kΩ. It is generally the case that an external
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low-pass input filter is provided on A/D inputs to band-limit the sampled data
system. In this case, a higher resistance may be placed at the input pin as part
of the filter since the capacitor presents the device with a very low (<< 1 kΩ)
impedance. Note that charge on the external capacitor will be bled to ground
via Vcc during power cycling. This approach is virtually “free” since the input
filter is generally required for band limiting.
•

Analog Multiplexers. It is possible that (1) the low-pass input filters just
described will be inadequate and that analog switches are undesirable, or that
(2) the application requires more analog ports than the small number provided
by the microcontroller. In these cases, an analog multiplexer could be used or
is required. If so, the mux will provide the effect of isolation switches if its
chip-enable pin is attached to the reset circuitry.

The simplest apparent solution is to “stack” three input filters as shown in Figure
15. The effective filter capacitance, 3•Cf1, is sufficiently large with respect to Cs (to
ensure that the sampled charge does not affect the voltage by more than half an LSB) to
accommodate the multiple devices which must draw charge from the same source.
However, isolation is not achieved; a single unpowered device will drag down the
voltage on Cf1 and render the other analog inputs useless.
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Figure 15. Low-Pass Filter Network for Analog Inputs − Unworkable Approach.
Figure 16 rectifies this previous problem by providing a separate capacitor for each
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analog input. Figure 17 shows an approach which mirrors the resistor-isolated digital
solution − drive the common input node with a very low impedance source which, in this
case, has a low pass filter included.
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Figure 16. Low-Pass Filter Network for Analog Inputs − Better Approach.
Both of these cases illustrate one of the limitations of the simple resistive voting
approach. In Figure 16, the solution differs topologically from the digital solution; in
Figure 17, the Rin may need to have lower values than generally desired (for current
limiting) to match the analog I/O characteristics (pin, mux, and A/D converter), e.g., 1
kΩ maximum for 87C196CA analog pins versus the desire to use 10 kΩ per pin for
current limiting. While not materially affecting the implementation of a discrete design,
variance from a single approach for all I/O pins precludes a solution which allows
volume production of a widely-applicable, integrated package.
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Figure 17. Low-Pass Filter Network for Analog Inputs − Best Approach.
3.8.2.6 Equipotential Forcing Mechanisms
Section 3.8.2.1 somewhat oversimplifies the issue of current flowing into input
pins. A more complete statement of the requirement would be: “The aggregate current
flowing into all pins when Vcc is allowed to float must be lower than the minimum
current which can maintain a latchup OR Vcc must be grounded to provide a path for all
such aggregate current.”
The significant aspect of this restatement is that the “minimum current” in the first
half of the condition cannot be easily determined; elaborate SEE testing is required to
determine such a parameter. Thus, the aggregate current must be zero or provided a lowimpedance path to ground.

Since high-resistance “isolation” is desirable for its

simplicity, it follows that the power-off circuit must provide such a ground path. A
passive solution using a resistor is unworkable. Assuming 20 protected I/O pins, each
with a 10 kΩ series resistor, and the need to reduce Vcc to below 0.5 V to clear an SEL
yields the need for a 50 Ω resistor from the switched Vcc to ground − a 100 mA
quiescent current!
The more general approach is to pair a PFET “circuit breaking” power switch with
an NFET “SEL draining” shunt to ground, in effect creating a relatively high power
CMOS drive stage (inverter). Figure 18 shows these two transistors (Q1 and Q2)
together with the current-sense resistor, Rsense. Resistors R1 and R2 plus the parasitic
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gate capacitances of Q1 and Q2 slow turn-on times to limit current transients in Q1 and
Q2; D1 speeds the turn-off of Q2 (since R2 >> R1) to prevent both transistors from
conducting simultaneously and damaging them. When the microcontroller is turned off,
charge is drained from Cb (a power supply bypass capacitor) and any current flowing into
I/O pins, Iiop, has a low impedance path to ground rather than supplying power to the
chip’s internal Vcc rail. While this approach is more complex than passive solutions, the
increase due to Q2, R2 and D2 is trivial, but it essentially eliminates the need for chipspecific knowledge and provides the fastest possible drainage of damaging charge (e.g.,
stored in Cb). Instead of R1, R2 and D2, the sequencing of Q1 and Q2 can be provided
by logic circuits such as the Resolver.
5V
R1
33 Ω

"On"

to Current Sense

5V

Q1

Iiop
Vcc

D2

Vcc to All Circuits

Rsense
Q2

R2
3300 Ω
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I/O Pin

Gnd

Power Switching Circuit

Typical External Circuits
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To Input Circuitry

Gnd to All Circuits

Microcontroller
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Figure 18. Power Switching for SEL Mitigation.
Table 13 shows an example calculation for set of component values for Figure 18.
In the implemented testbed, Q1 and Q2 are part of a National Semiconductor
NDM3000CT complementary N-P channel 3-phase motor driver in an SO-16 package to
conserve real-estate. Their maximum continuous ratings of 3.4A for both channels
provide substantial derating margins.
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Table 13. Power Switching Component Values.
Symbol
Vcc
Cb
Rlim
Imax

Parameter
Supply Voltage
Bypass Capacitor
Current-Limit Resistor
Instantaneous Current, Q2-On

τoff
VSELmin
τSELclear

Turn-Off Time Constant
SEL Clearing Voltage
SEL Clearing Time

Value
5.0
0.047
50
100

Units
V
µF
Ω
mA

2
0.5
5

µs
V
µs

3.9 Fault-Masking with “Analog-Voting”
As discussed in the last section, each microcontroller must be isolated from its
peers for two reasons.

Firstly, SEL mitigation requires the ability to power-cycle

devices; supporting non-stop operation requires being able to cycle one without cycling
others. Secondly, some form of output voting is required. Although the Master will
ascertain from the Checkers whether its computed results are correct, it cannot be the
sole generator of outputs because its output port flip-flops are susceptible to upset.
Instead, both the Master and its Checkers must output their versions of truth and these
must be combined externally.
A straightforward approach would be to use active isolation and digital voting
circuits, but this solution consumes significant real-estate and does not allow ports to be
bidirectional.

A simple solution exists which uses resistors as desired for current

limiting and which is tolerant to SEU-induced bit flips in the output port. This scheme is
called “analog voting.”
As already discussed, the simplicity of using resistors for current limiting is
attractive. Combining multiple microcontrollers at a common node results in an output
having the general structure shown in Figure 19. In the absence of the pullup and
pulldown resistors, Rh and Rl, Vout is the average of the voltages V1, V2 and V3
(assuming that the output impedance of the three microcontrollers is low compared with
the current-limiting resistors R1, R2 and R3).
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Figure 19. Bilevel Output, Analog Voting Network.
Clearly, this analog circuit can implement a majority voter since V1, V2 and V3 are
all either at ground or Vcc and the majority will drive Vout above or below the midpoint
voltage. But this threshold is not compatible with standard logic families. A single
output fault in a three-processor system will generate a voltage which is either 1/3 or 2/3
of VCC; a single fault in a four-processor system will generate either 1/4 or 3/4 VCC.
Although 2/3 of a standard 5V supply (even at 4.5V) is a legitimate TTL logic high, no
logic family considers 1/3 or even 1/4 of VCC to be a legal low. A comparator could
determine whether Vout should be interpreted as a one or a zero but using discrete
comparators and the need for a separate reference voltage is unappealing.
The threshold problem may be better addressed by exploiting a feature found in the
I/O port structure of almost every microcontroller. Usually, two bits are used to define a
single port pin and these two bits may be used to make it difficult to inadvertently
generate an active “1”; then, favoring the hard-to-generate “1” bits, the so-generated
outputs from each processor are isolated with current-limiting resistors and combined
with a logical OR.
For most devices, I/O pins are bidirectional and it takes two conditions to output a
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high level on an I/O pin; the output flip-flop must be a “1” and the I/O pin must be
configured as an output. There are three other state pairs which do not result in an active
high level being output. One of these states satisfies neither of the conditions for a
“high”: the output flip-flop contains a “0” and the I/O pin is configured as an input. This
point lies Hamming distance two away from the active-one state; if the correct output is
zero, two flip-flops of one device must be incorrect to generate an active high. If an
external resistor (Rl in Figure 19) is used to weakly pull the combined output down when
the pin is in the {output=0, direction=input} state, then the only legal high state lies two
faults away from a legitimate low state. By always using this combination of bits to
generate a zero, the desired property of “hard-to-generate ones” is achieved since it will
then take two upsets to generate a “1”.
Table 14 shows the four possible combinations; diagonal entries have a Hamming
distance of two. As noted in italics, the solution does not preclude illegal outputs from a
single processor. With probability 0.25, a single bit error can result in an active low
output. Also, an unpowered device will sink current through its input protection circuits.
In either of these cases, correct peer outputs will drag the signal to an identifiable “high”
of at least 2/3 VCC. However, this voltage is not necessarily compatible with an arbitrary
logic family. The lower voltage can be sensed by low-threshold input devices (e.g., the
TTL-compatible inputs of the PIC microcontrollers or the HCT family, both with VIH =
2.0 V). Alternately, diodes which prevent current from flowing into port pins (but
thereby precluding bidirectional operation) can avoid the active-low problem altogether.
Essentially, the two register bits of the output port redundantly encode a single
output, thereby protecting it. If any of these protected outputs generates an active “one”,
it determines the output value for the wire-ORed ensemble. A side-effect of the activehigh dominance is that the resulting output will be high from the time that the first
device outputs a high until the last device releases it. A pulse widening equal to the
maximum clock skew between any two processors occurs which is significant for highspeed outputs such as clocks.
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Table 14. I/O Pin States for SEU-Tolerance with Active One.
Output
Value

Tri-State Enable Bit (PIC Microcontroller Interpretation)
1 (Configure as Input)

0 (Configure as Output)

Valid State: 0.
Output = hi-Z.

Invalid State.
Output = low-Z, logic-zero voltage.

External pull-down yields a “zero.”

If fault is incorrect I/O configuration state, low
voltage output matches desired state (helps the
external pull-down).
If fault is incorrect output bit, a majority is
generating low-Z, logic-one voltage; a pushpull conflict exists. “Voted” node state
depends on logic thresholds (high and low)
of receiver.

0

Invalid State.
Output = hi-Z.

Valid State: 1.
Output = low-Z, logic-one voltage.

Fault is either incorrect I/O configuration
or incorrect output bit; output is tri-state.
Correct state of the voted node will be
forced by other microcontrollers and the
external pull-down.

1

Output overrides external pull-down.
(But an output-bit fault in another
microcontroller results in a push-pull conflict.)

3.9.1 Coverage Limitations
This masking technique relies on it being impossible for a single error in an output
port to result in an active-high fault, thus any active high is assumed to be correct. This
only protects the output port bits after an output has been generated; it does not prevent a
processor from driving both output port bits to a bad state (e.g., as the result of an
incorrect computation). If the correct output value is a zero but a single device decides
to output a low-impedance “1”, that output will override any number of high-impedance
zeroes. This common-mode failure must be addressed by the software-implemented
fault-tolerance functions which use the Master Channel. However, single-bit errors
occurring in the short window after software voting, but before port output, remain
uncovered.
Latent faults in port registers can lead to double-bit errors and these static outputs
are vulnerable 100% of operating time. Periodic scrubbing can be used to detect errors
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but the error rate can be reduced only so far; scrubbing too frequently increases the
probability of introducing a common-mode “double-bit error” (as noted previously) as a
result of a single-bit error during the scrubbing computation. The additional information
about correctness required for scrubbing may be stored redundantly in RAM or
determined by reading the port bits directly. The latter approach requires that the output
and configuration bits be independently readable, a feature which is also valuable for
validation experiments to determine the likelihood of I/O port flip-flop upset. The PIC
microcontrollers [Microchip 96] have this capability, as do the Intel 87C196Kx, Jx and
CA [Intel 95]; many older parts do not.
If the expected error rate after scrubbing is still too high (e.g., for safety-critical
functions), hardware interlocks should be used wherein a critical function must be
enabled by an independent control signal. Interlocks are particularly valuable in a selfchecking pair configuration since a single-bit error will always result in ambiguity if only
two devices are voted. An I/O pin on each microcontroller used as an interlock will
result in the equivalent of four microcontrollers participating in the output state vote.
3.9.2 Uncoverable Outputs
Some outputs cannot be covered by the analog-voting mechanism. Consider a
high-speed output peripheral block, one which might generate a pulse-width modulated
signal. The non-lockstep synchronization between processors makes it impossible to
synchronize the peripherals better than the skew between instruction streams; because a
single high level will override two lows, high outputs are stretched. In the case of a
PWM signal, the skew between processors directly results an output error: the duty cycle
is changed by the stretched “1”.
3.9.2.1 High-Speed I/O
In the limiting case, the skew can change not only the waveform of the signal but
may render it as a DC level. Consider a 250 kHz square-wave output: high for 2 µs and
low for 2 µs. A three-processor system of PIC microcontrollers running at 20 MHz (5
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MIPS) with one processor running (“only”) five instructions faster than the mean and
one five instructions running slower than it would always have one of the three clocks
high and therefore the merged output would be perceived as never changing, i.e., a DC
level. This shortcoming may be covered by an external circuit which implements a
majority voter, either digitally or using a comparator to detect transitions through the
midpoint voltage (thus implementing a true analog voter rather than the described selfchecking/masking analog voter). Alternatively, the signal could be generated only by the
Master if the consequent lack of coverage is acceptable.
3.9.2.2 Uncontrollable Peripheral State Machines
An unexpected effect, discovered in the testbed, was the difficulty in covering the
RS-232 serial communications. It would appear that, relative to the 25 µs skew between
microcontrollers, the low speed of a 9600 baud serial interface would allow the analog
voting scheme to be used. As it turns out, the baud rate generator effectively works to
amplify this difference into as much as a one-bit delay between processors. There are
probably other examples of high-speed internal state machines whose lack of
synchronization leads to large observable skew between processors.
In this case, a simple work-around was to allow the Master to be the sole generator
of the serial bit stream but to cover its transmission with a checksum which was
concurred by all members of the voting ensemble. Such a communications checksum is
generally desirable so the additional burden placed on the receiver is negligible.
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4. Implementation and Debugging
The aim of the previous chapter was to present architectural concepts which are
independent of their realization. This chapter presents the implementation of a hardware
testbed and software prototype which lend credibility to the architecture by allowing
experimentation with variants of it.
A hardware testbed was built based on the PIC16C77 microcontroller which
supports both SCP and TMR configurations.

A software prototype consisting of

approximately 4000 lines of C code was written and then debugged on the testbed.
Finally, support software was written to inject faults into the implemented system and
observe its response. This chapter presents the hardware and software implementations
to a reasonable level of detail. Where appropriate, phenomena, features and flaws are
discussed. The last section presents the lessons learned during debug and test. Detailed
analyses of the test results are presented in Chapter 5.

4.1 Hardware Testbed Implementation
The original plan was to implement one or two application examples (like the
IMU) with appropriate levels of built-in fault-tolerance. This idea was abandoned in
favor of a more general-purpose testbed, one which could be used to explore multiple
configurations and support many more than one or two applications.

Since this

description loosely fits that of an in-circuit emulator, it was decided to make the testbed
mimic an emulator; that is, the testbed has a ribbon cable interface (like an emulator)
which plugs into the microcontroller socket of a target system and replicates the
functionality of all the microcontroller’s pins. For both an emulator and the testbed, the
target system shouldn’t know that there is a simulation plugged into it rather than a real
device. (Of course, there are always limitations to this ideal but the goal is to get as
close as practicable.)
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4.1.1 Microcontroller Selection and Functional Partitioning
The 28-pin PIC16C73 was selected for the IMU application example because it
seemed adequate for the task and, as previously noted, its supporting CCS C compiler
and ICEPIC emulator were inexpensive. As the architecture was being solidified, it
became apparent that the 28-pin PIC was not going to have enough I/O to support both
the full TMR fault-tolerance and the needs of the IMU − so the testbed was based on the
40-pin PIC16C74. Since the 16C74 is a superset of the ’73, its use would be transparent
to the IMU. Later, the memory provided by the 73/74 was found to be insufficient;
fortunately, between the initial selection of the ’74 and encountering its memory
limitations during software development about nine months later, Microchip released the
pin-compatible ’76 and ’77 parts which doubled both RAM and ROM space. These
comparisons are summarized in Table 15.

Table 15. Microchip PIC Comparison.
PIC
16C73
16C74
16C76
16C77

Pins
28
40
28
40

I/O Pins
22
33
22
33

RAM bytes
192
192
368
368

ROM words
4K
4K
8K
8K

Of the 33 I/O pins provided by the 16C77, 14 pins are consumed supporting the
fault-tolerance architecture, 16 are routed to the target connector as Normal I/O (as
discussed in section 3.2), and 3 were used for debug LEDs. Table 16 details the I/O pin
utilization of the testbed.
When it came time to lay out the printed circuit boards, more confidence was
placed in the correctness of the resistive-isolation and analog-voting techniques than in
the Resolver; it seemed not unlikely that a significant revision might be required as more
was learned about the Resolver. Thus, the design was partitioned into two printed circuit
boards. The three microcontrollers, their resistive isolation, analog-voting buffers and
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the target system connector were placed on a 5” x 7” circuit board; the Resolver and
power switching capability were designed onto a small daughter-card which plugs into
the larger board.

Table 16. Testbed Processor I/O Pin Utilization.
Port
A[0..5]
B[0..1]
B[2..7]
C[0..2]
C[3..4]
C[5..7]
D[0..1]
D[2..3]
D[4..5]
D[6..7]
E[0..2]
All

Pins
6
2
6
3
2
3
2
2
2
2
3
33

Testbed Assignment
Normal I/O (0,1,2,3 and 5 are analog inputs)
Normal I/O
Operating Mode Channel
Normal I/O (all serve on-chip peripherals)
I2C Master Channel
Normal I/O (all serve on-chip peripherals)
Resolver Action Requests
Resolver Device Selects
not used
Static ID
Debug display (LEDs)
(total pins available on PIC16C74/77)

A reset button, LEDs to indicate the Operating Mode of each processor, and three
LEDs for each processor to help trace execution were added as afterthoughts to aid
debugging.

Modifications were also made to support the external state-monitoring

software as described in section 5.2.

Also, in lieu of using the IMU for most

development and debug, a Microchip evaluation board was used which provided 8 LEDs
for port B output, a pot and switches for simple inputs, RS-232 level conversion, and a
prototyping area.
Figure 20 shows a block diagram of the prototype hardware. Figure 21 is a picture
of the complete testbed including the three emulators. Without support equipment like
PCs and test gear, the entire testbed measures 22” x 30”.
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Figure 20. Testbed Block Diagram.
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Figure 21. The Testbed.

4.1.2 External Resolver
The External Resolver described in section 3.5 and detailed in Figure 10 and
Figure 11 was implemented as three state machines in separate PLDs, one for reset and
two for power cycling. The External Resolver - Reset (ERR) state machine has only two
states for each microcontroller and the single register bit representing this state is tied
directly to the device’s reset pin (the PIC’s Master Clear, MCLR#). The External
Resolver - Power Cycling (ERP) state machine similarly has only two states; its output
signals whether the microcontroller’s power is to be on or off. A separate FET control
PLD ensures that the power-switching totem-pole N-channel and P-channel FETs are not
turned on simultaneously.
The resetting state machine (ERR) outputs a reset pulse that satisfies the timing
requirements of the target processor. For the PIC16C73A and 74A, the minimum is 1
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µs; for the PIC16C76 and 77, the minimum is 2 µs. The implemented Resolver has a
500 kHz clock so that the RESETTING state can be implemented with a single bit and
satisfy the minimum duration requirement. The Resolver must guarantee the minimum
duration, independent of the initiating request. This is because, when a microcontroller
demands a reset-all, its Action Request bits will drop to their inactive state (along with
all its other I/O) within 100 ns. Combinational logic based on the Action Request lines
thus cannot satisfy the minimum reset hold time.
The power-cycling state machine (ERP) is similar to the ERR machine except that
it awaits positive confirmation of the desired effect. By monitoring the ISOFF signal,
which indicates that the microcontroller current has dropped below a hardware-set
threshold, closed-loop control is implemented which obviates the need for precise
control of the state machine’s clock frequency. The FET drive PLD was implemented
and tested. The ERP was not because the emulators cannot be power-cycled.
4.1.3 Power-Off Isolation and I/O Buffering
With the exception of power, ground, crystal oscillator and master clear (MCLR)
connections, each pin of each microcontroller was provided with a pad for a surface
mount resistor (or diode) which can link it to a common node with its counterparts.
Even pins which were nominally dedicated as point-to-point signals to the Resolver were
provided with these pads to allow flexibility. By tailoring the resistor to be open,
shorted, 1 kΩ or 10 kΩ many specific configurations could easily be accommodated with
a standard layout.
For most I/O pins, power-off isolation was supported with 10 kΩ series resistors.
For most of the pins which were application outputs, the analog-voting scheme was
implemented using the 10 kΩ resistors with 100 kΩ common pulldowns. The output
fall-time was relatively poor and applications requiring higher speed should use
somewhat lower isolation resistors. The two application-specific high-speed outputs for
serial data transmit and for the 270 kHz gyro excitation signal, both of which are
switched as described in the next section, also had the 10 kΩ isolation resistors and
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buffers. An I/O configuration jumper area allows each of the 16 Normal I/O signals to
be individually configured with or without the analog-voting capability and buffering.
One oversight was corrected after fabricating the breadboard. As designed, the
microcontrollers were directly connected to the Resolver. However, a microcontroller in
the reset state tri-states its I/O pins and this creates ambiguity on the Resolver input pins.
This was solved by adding pulldown resistors to these signals.
The two I2C signals (clock and data) could not be resistively isolated because these
are bidirectional and require low impedance drive. The bus is instead isolated from each
device by the use of analog switches which are active only when the device is powered.
4.1.4 High-Speed Outputs
The two high-speed outputs had to be treated differently due to the inability to
perfectly synchronize the three processors. In the case of the 270 kHz excitation signal,
the processors would have had to be synchronized within about 1 µs to get a clean signal
and it was never believed that this could be possible.
The 9600 baud serial transmit signal appeared to be of sufficiently low speed that
the analog voting technique would be applicable. However, even at much slower data
rates, the waveform was very ragged; the processors were behaving as though they were
synchronized to no better than 1 ms when other data showed the actual synchronization
to be on the order of 20 µs! The problem was ultimately traced to the interaction
between the serial baud rate generator and the transmit buffer. A bit begins shifting out
of the transmit register when the baud rate generator reaches a bit boundary. However,
as the microcontrollers are running effectively asynchronously with respect to the baud
rate generator, the bit time constraint essentially magnifies any uncertainties to the
magnitude of a bit time − and statistically introduces about half of one bit-time as
processor-to-processor skew, independent of the actual baud rate.
In both cases, the expedient solution was to select only the Master’s version as
truth. Clearly, this creates other problems, but they are more easily addressed than the
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original one. In the case of the 270 kHz signal, a 75 µs dropout is experienced when the
ensemble is reset − but such a dropout is unavoidable if no processor exists to generate
the signal. The switchover dropout when one Master goes Offline is about 50 µs (as its
alternate becomes Master) due to interrupt response latency. This is equivalent to about
thirteen 270 kHz pulses or 25% of the duration of the 5400 Hz excitation signal.
Although imperfect, this is acceptable for the IMU application.
In the case of the serial transmit line, the use of a single Master-derived signal is
subject to corruption of the Master. This is solved by software means. Before sending a
data packet, all the processors generate and include a checksum in the packet, then vote
the result. If the vote is successful, the entire packet (including its checksum) is valid.
The Master can now send the packet and the checksum will provide error-detection
coverage from the time the vote succeeded to the time the packet is received. Corruption
from any cause will be identified.
The switchover circuit is shown in Figure 22.
4.1.5 Unimplemented and Unsupported Features
The power-cycling part of the Resolver was not implemented because of time
limitations, primarily related to the need to program (and erase for reprogramming) three
EPROM devices at a time. Since the power-cycling part of the Resolver is essentially
identical to the reset part, the logic should be straightforward. Although the emulators
cannot be power-cycled during operation (since the ROM is emulated with static
memory), they were variously powered off during tests, thus supporting the notion that
the analog voting approach does serve to isolate unpowered devices from the system.
The most noticeable unsupported feature of the PIC (and therefore of the
breadboard) is the inability to expand memory, either RAM or ROM. Initially, this
appeared to be a “good” idea because it would force minimalist thinking. It did. It also
created a fair amount of grief when the basic MFT functionality turned out to require
much more memory than anticipated. Perhaps this is a lesson that should have been
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obvious without re-learning, but it also had the silver lining of rather dramatically
illustrating the cost of such functionality.
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Figure 22. High-Speed I/O Implementation

4.2 Software Prototype Implementation
This section describes the software prototype: the implementation (development)
environment, the functions presented to the user, the underlying support functions, and
the lessons learned during debugging.
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4.2.1 Implementation Environment
The compiler used was the Custom Computer Services PCM (PIC C, Midrange) C
cross-compiler in a Windows 95 environment. Specific references to the compiler are
made when implementation details depended on unique characteristics of the compiler.
“Features” of the compiler which are atypical include:
•

Lack of a parameter stack. The PIC has only a call stack for return addresses, so
there is no place to push function parameters or to place temporary variables. The
compiler statically allocates memory to functions (as was done by early FORTRAN
compilers) and reuses registers based on call tree analysis (which it does well). A
non-impacting artifact is that recursion is disallowed. A more serious limitation is
that functions shared by top-level code and interrupt service routines can conflict.
The compiler does pretty well at managing this but the programmer must be aware.

•

No support for pointers to functions. While it is not easy in the PIC architecture to
use pointers to call functions, it is possible. However, the CCS compiler does not
support this standard C construct and this affects portability.

•

Implementation of constant arrays as functions. An artifact of the PIC’s Harvard
architecture is that ROM code space cannot be accessed as data by the instruction set.
Although the code generated which performs references to constant arrays is very
efficient, the inability to reference the “array” is non-standard.

•

The implementation of the C “int” type as an unsigned 8-bit quantity. The 8-bit
length is strange but complies with the C convention that “int” refers to the natural
word size of the processor. This is primarily a problem in that a “long” is only 16
bits. The default “unsigned” characteristic is quite non-standard but, while irritating,
turns out to be less of a problem than might be imagined (since the MFT functions
are essentially O/S code and thus don’t really need negative numbers). [K&R, 1978]

•

Built-in functions which are compiled in and which cannot be redefined. It is not
possible, for instance, for the user to define a puts() function because the compiler
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will complain (obscurely) that the function already exists.
•

Non-support for independent compilation of object modules. The compiler only
knows about code which is contained in the top-level file being compiled and in the
files which it includes (either directly or indirectly). Thus, the only way to gain
modularity is by including source (*.c) files. This violates convention and also
makes it impossible to force module-only (file-only) scope for variables (using the
“static” modifier). This results in odd-looking code and impacts portability.
A standard compiler feature, provided at no extra charge, is the presence of bugs.

4.2.2 User Interface Functions
The user interface to the Microcontroller Fault Tolerance (MFT) functions consists
of only a handful of functions which are called by the user and two support functions
which must be defined by the user for use by the MFT functions. The entry-point
functions provide initialization, fault detection, recovery and checkpointing as well as
the analog-voted output coverage. The two user functions allow the user to tailor the
comparison and response behaviors of the system.
4.2.2.1 Typical Application Code Structure
The code fragment shown in Figure 23 gives a general idea of how the user-level
interface functions would be used in an application program.
The user data to be covered by the software voting functions is assembled in a data
structure so that its address may be passed to the MFT functions. The user also defines a
function that initializes microcontroller functions which are to be only run on the Master,
such as high-speed outputs. The application main() initializes the MFT functions by
calling mft_init() (which, if there is no Master, will select one), then its own internals. If
previously-checkpointed data appears valid, a rollback is initiated.
The checking of user data and the maintenance of processor synchronization is the
responsibility of the mft_check() function, which communicates between the
participating microcontrollers and votes their data. When the Master calls mft_check(),
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it receives data from all Checkers and votes them; it then distributes what it considers to
be the best state estimate both to Checkers and to Offline devices. Checkers test the
received data and Offline devices become Checkers when so commanded.
Aside from periodically calling this function and the consequent performance
impact, the MFT functionality is transparent to the user. The next sections describe the
user functions in more detail.

void
main( void )
{
/* Perform the requisite initializations: high-speed
*
Master-only I/O first, then MFT init, then
*
application-specific inits. Finally, initiate a
*
rollback if a previously-valid state exists.
*/
imu_excitation_init();
mft_init( sizeof(imu_output), NULL );
application_init();
application_rollback();
for (;;)
{
/* Check the user's data, establish a checkpoint,
*
and generate application outputs.
*/
application_data_check();
application_checkpoint();
application_output_data();
/* Perform all the input sensing and computation
*
for the next period of operation.
*/
application_input_computation();
}
}

Figure 23. Top-Level Application Code Example.
4.2.2.2 Initialization: mft_init()
Initialization of the MFT functionality is accomplished by calling the function:
void

mft_init( int max_message_size,
PTR_VOID_FN_t master_responsibilities )

The first parameter specifies the maximum length of any message which will be
checked by the mft_check() function. Two buffers of this length are required by the
MFT functions to hold communications messages from peer processors.
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If the C

compiler supports a memory allocation function (e.g., malloc()), then mft_init() will
dynamically allocate these buffers. If not, as with the CCS C compiler, a static buffer is
defined of some fixed length and max_message_size is used only as a bounds check.
The second parameter, master_responsibilities, specifies a function which is to be
called when the device assumes Mastership. This is required to support high-speed
functions which cannot be covered by the MFT software voting process or the analogvoted outputs. The user function pointed to by master_responsibilities is executed by
MFT when the operating mode changes and the device becomes Master. Because the
CCS C compiler does not support pointers to functions, this is implemented in the
prototype as a user-defined macro.
Execution of mft_init() allocates the message buffers, initializes I/O to read the
static ID, initializes I/O to control the External Resolver, establishes an operating mode,
and finally initializes Master Channel communications. If the device is Master-capable
and no Master exists it will try to become the Master, otherwise (or if unsuccessful at
claiming Mastership) it will stay Offline.
4.2.2.3 Synchronization, Fault Detection and Recovery: mft_check()
This is the workhorse function of the system. Data validation, fault detection and
recovery are accomplished through periodic calls to:
void

mft_check( char *data, int n,
int check_id, int comparison_id,
int join_reqd, UINT16 resynch_wait_max_ms )

The first two parameters specify the data location and number of bytes to be
checked. The next parameter is the unique location identifier described in section 3.6.5.
The fourth parameter should be a pointer to a comparison function (described in
the next section) or NULL if the built-in equality comparison is to be used. The CCS C
compiler does not support pointers to functions, so this identifier is passed to the userdefined comparison function to allow it to support different comparisons at different
points in the user code. If comparison_id is zero, a built-in equality comparison is used.
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The fifth and sixth parameters indicate whether an offline peer should join at the
end of this check and what is the maximum time that such a peer should be expected to
wait without being asked to join (after which it will force a system reset).
Because the mft_check() function relies on a Master Channel implemented using
the I2C serial bus support of the PIC microcontroller which does not support the limited
broadcast capability of the I2C protocol, communications with Checkers are serialized.
A communications ordering choice must be made. One option is for the Master to send
its data to the Checkers and then receive their opinions about its correctness.
Alternatively, the Master can receive data from the Checkers and the send them its
opinion about their correctness.

The former method may provide slightly greater

robustness with respect to Byzantine behavior by the Master. However, such behavior is
unlikely and the latter approach is required to support analog voting wherein inexact
matches are OK but the outcome must be distributed to the participants. Thus, gatherand-distribute is the chosen approach.
Figure 24 shows the Master Channel communications phases during one check for
each of three processors: the Master (M) and two Checkers (C1 and C2). During the
preparation phase (P) at the beginning of mft_check(), various overhead computations
are performed such as the maximum time that n bytes should take to transmit over the
Master Channel. The Master then initiates a Master Channel receive-from-Checker (by
calling mft_mc_master_recv_from_checker()) while C1 responds with a transmit-toMaster operation (by calling mft_mc_checker_xmit_to_master()). These occur during
the period C1-M (C1 to M) in Figure 24. During this time, C2 monitors the bus (calling
mft_mc_checker_wait_for_message_to_peer()) as shown by the hashed waveform in
Figure 24. This communication is repeated to get data from the other Checker (C2-M).
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Figure 24. Master Channel Communications During mft_check(), TMR Case.
Following the “gathering” operation, the Master tests (in phase “MT”) the validity
of the data. Depending on the value of the comparison ID parameter, the Master
executes either the MFT-supplied mft_compare_equality() or the user-supplied
comparison function.

The result indicates which members of the system are in

agreement. During this time, the Checkers perform the same test, using it as a dummy
operation to approximate the time required by the Master and thus maintain
synchronization.
If the Master finds itself disagreeing with both Checkers, it either resets itself if the
Checkers agree with each other, or resets the whole system if nothing agrees. Note that
“agreement” is defined as the outcome of the comparison function which can define such
agreement almost arbitrarily (as discussed in the next section). The comparison function
may also modify the Master’s data such as to implement a best-of-three-with-thresholds
comparison.
Following the comparison, the Master transmits its results to the Checkers (phases
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M-C1 and M-C2 in Figure 24). During this time, the Master also signals the Checkers to
perform supportive tasks. For instance, if the Master believes a Checker to be in
disagreement, it commands the other Checker to signal the External Resolver with a vote
for resetting its peers. The Master can then simultaneously so vote and the disagreeing
Checker will be reset. Alternately, the commanded Checker may disagree with the
Master and vote to reset it instead.
A Checker will have an opinion about the Master (such as in the above example)
after it tests its data against the data transmitted by Master. In Figure 24, this occurs in
phase CT (Checkers testing). Finally, the Master issues a synchronization signal (phase
S) while the Checkers monitor the bus for it. On the trailing edge of the synch signal, the
Master and both Checkers exit the mft_check() function and are loosely synchronized at
that point. In the prototype, synchronization to about 10 µs (1σ) was achieved.
During the mft_check() function, significant attention was given to the integrity of
the checking operation.

The use of bus monitors (a Checker waiting for Master

communication with the peer Checker) and the execution of dummy comparisons is done
to maintain synchronization between the processors so that timeouts are meaningful.
Each interaction with peer devices is covered by timeouts in order to prevent infinite
waits when a peer is unresponsive. Such interactions occur in the Master Channel
module (which communicates data and synchronization information between peers) and
in the fault recovery module (which monitors for operating mode status changes).
When Master Channel timeouts are detected or when data mismatches occur, a
request for fault recovery is made. When the fault recovery module initiates a trivial
operation (self-reset or unilateral system reset), the action is immediate and no further
action can be taken since the processor immediately resets. When the recovery requested
is non-trivial, the External Resolver expects concurrence from two peers and this is an
implicit interaction between two processors. Thus, this process is covered by a timeout;
if no change is observed on the Operating Mode Channel within an allocated time, the
recovery module concludes that no agreement is forthcoming and instead resets itself.
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When Opmode changes are detected, the current checking cycle is aborted and
restarted, possibly with a new Master. In this way, mft_check() will either exit with
agreement between a (possibly-reduced) set of processors or exit by reset.
The force_result flag is used to signal to the Checkers that they should accept the
data transmitted by the Master, replacing the data passed to the mft_check() function.
This is used primarily to support inexact-match comparison algorithms where the
Checker does not have sufficient visibility of its peer Checker to autonomously make the
decision.

Of course, the comparison algorithm should include some form of

reasonability check on the data. The force_result feature may also be used to potentially
reduce the invasiveness of processor restarts.
4.2.2.4 Built-In and User-Supplied Comparison Functions
Data validity determination is supported by a “comparison function” which
executes independently of other processors. The MFT functionality includes one built-in
comparison function, mft_compare_equality(), and the user can supply other such
functions which have the same parameter list:
void

mft_compare_equality(
int comparison_id,
flag *master_agrees, byte *master_data, int n,
flag *right_agrees, flag right_online, byte *right_data,
flag *left_agrees, flag left_online, byte *left_data,
flag *peers_agree, int dest, flag *dest_valid )

The comparison_id is simply a pass-through from the mft_check() function call to
identify the source of the call in the user’s code. For mft_compare_equality(), the
comparison_id is zero and for user-defined comparison functions it is non-zero.
The master_data, right_data and left_data are the three sources of comparison data,
each of which is n bytes long. The flags right_online and left_online indicate which of
the peers is participating in the comparison and therefore whether the right_data or
left_data should be considered valid.
The flags master_agrees, right_agrees, left_agrees and peers_agree signal the
outcome of the function. Respectively, these are TRUE if the Master agrees with at least
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one Checker, if the “right” Checker agrees with the Master, if the “left” Checker agrees
with the Master, and if the peer Checkers agree.
Finally, the results of a vote are placed in the destination indicated by “dest” which
is 1 to indicate placing it in master_data or 2 to indicate placing it in “right_data”. This
is used for non-equality comparisons where the result may not be equal to any of the
inputs, e.g., a midpoint-selection algorithm. If a good result was placed in the specified
destination, then *dest_valid is set to TRUE.
During mft_check(), the specified comparison function is executed once as a
timing dummy to maintain synchronization between the participants, so it is called twice
for each invocation of mft_check().
4.2.2.5 Analog-Voted Output
To implement the analog-voted output functionality described in section 3.9, two
output functions are defined:
void
void

mft_output_analog_voted_1bit( PIC_PIN_t pin, int value )
mft_output_analog_voted_0bit( PIC_PIN_t pin, int value )

The first function supports an active high, passive low analog-voted output; the
second supports an active low, passive high. These have the same structure as the CCS
C compiler built-in function output_bit(); the parameter “pin” is a logical address
comprised of five bits of output port address (the PIC16C7x family uses addresses 0x05
to 0x09 for output port data and 0x85 to 0x89 for associated tri-state control) and three
bits of bit position (0 to 7). The “value” is either zero or one.
4.2.3 Checkpoints
Three user functions are provided which support application-level checkpointing
of data for automatic retry:
void
void
void

mft_checkpoint_make_valid( void )
mft_checkpoint_is_valid( void )
mft_checkpoint_is_ok( void )
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4.2.4 Software Architecture and Code Structure
The user functions described in the previous section are implemented in about
125,000 bytes of source code structured as shown in Figure 25. The already-described
user functions (except the analog voted output functions) are implemented in a machineindependent fashion by abstracting the functionality of the Master Channel, the
Operating Mode Channel and the fault recovery process.
This section describes each of these modules.
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Figure 25. MFT Code Calling-Tree Structure.

4.2.4.1 Operating Mode Channel Module: mft-opmo.c
As would be expected in the asymmetrical Master/Checker architecture and as
indicated in Figure 25, the Operating Mode plays a role in almost every process. The
module is initialized using the functions:
void
void

mft_opmode_init( PTR_VOID_FN_t master_responsibilities )
mft_opmode_become_checker( void )

The initialization function, mft_opmode_init() takes and saves a pointer to a user
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function which initializes the Master-only I/O functions as described in section 4.1.4. It
also initializes the microcontroller outputs used by the Operating Mode Channel and
attempts to become Master if there is no Master and the device is Master-capable. If it
does not assume Mastership, then it exits Offline. Later, the mft_check() function will
invoke mft_opmode_become_checker() to bring the device online.
This module provides a number of functions to query a device’s mode without
knowing how such information is determined:
boolean
boolean
boolean
boolean
boolean
boolean
boolean
boolean
boolean

mft_opmode_self_is_checker( void )
mft_opmode_self_is_master( void )
mft_opmode_self_is_offline( void )
mft_opmode_right_is_checker( void )
mft_opmode_right_is_master( void )
mft_opmode_right_is_offline( void )
mft_opmode_left_is_checker( void )
mft_opmode_left_is_master( void )
mft_opmode_left_is_offline( void )

boolean
boolean
boolean

mft_opmode_master_exists( void )
mft_opmode_peer_checker_exists( void )
mft_opmode_sys_is_tmr( void )

An early implementation kept two global variables, mft_opmode_is_master and
mft_opmode_is_checker, to allow conditionals to quickly determine whether a device
was a Master or a Checker. This had the undesirable side-effect of allowing upsets to
change either the externally visible Opmode Channel or its internally visible
representation without a concurrent change to the other, thereby causing divergence
between the representations. It is better to go all the way down to the output port to
determine the state being broadcast, and the penalty for doing this every time it is needed
is small.
These functions use the interrupt-on-change feature of port B to monitor for
changes of Mastership.
4.2.4.2 Master Channel Module: mft-mc.c
Master Channel (MC) management is abstracted by the module mft-mc.c. The
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data-passing functions of the Master Channel are:
void

void

void
void

mft_mc_master_recv_from_checker( MFT_STATUS_t *status,
int static_id,
byte *data, int n )
mft_mc_master_xmit_to_checker( MFT_STATUS_t *status,
int static_id,
byte *data, int n )
mft_mc_checker_xmit_to_master( MFT_STATUS_t *status,
byte *data, int n )
mft_mc_checker_recv_from_master( MFT_STATUS_t *status,
byte *data, int n )

These functions transmit n bytes of data between Master and Checker and abstract
that communication from the details of how Master Channel communication is
implemented. An artifact of the master/slave, point-to-point nature is evident in the
static_id parameter which is used only by the Master to address a Checker but not vice
versa. The status parameter returns the outcome of the transaction (indicating success or
some form of failure and a recommended resolution) and, when the Master transmits to a
Checker, a single command byte.
Figure 25 shows that the Master Channel module does not call the recovery
functions, but this is somewhat misleading. Although strictly true, failures on the Master
Channel signaled to the caller (mft_check()) with the status structure indicating how the
problem should be resolved. For instance, the most common failure of the MC, the bus
locked by a hung participant, is impossible for the Master Channel module code to
diagnose, so it returns the status MFT_Status_Fail_Peers to the caller. Certainly, this is a
non-trivial coupling between MC and recovery functionality not shown in Figure 25.
The general form of a Master Channel message is: 8-bit address, 8-bit command
(optional), and n bytes of data. Although this is specific to the I2C implementation, other
serial protocols would likely implement a similar structure.
In order to support peer-Checker synchronization, a monitoring function is
provided:
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void

mft_mc_checker_wait_for_message_to_peer(
MFT_STATUS_t *status,
BFTUS_t max_bftu )

where max_bftu specifies the maximum time to wait for a message traffic completion
and a BFTU, or Binary Fine Timing Unit, is equal to 2-16 seconds (defined in btime.h).
The Master Channel also provides synchronization communications as supported
by the functions:
void
void
void

mft_mc_synch_master_start( void )
mft_mc_synch_master_end( void )
mft_mc_synch_checker( MFT_STATUS_t *status,
BFTUS_t max_bftu, flag opmode_change_ok )

The Master initiates a synchronization with mft_mc_synch_master_start() and
terminates it with mft_mc_synch_master_end(). Checkers monitor the Master Channel
for the synch signal by calling mft_mc_synch_checker() which will time out if a synch is
not received within the allocated time (max_bftu). Also, although all the previouslydescribed functions can abort if they observe an Operating Mode change, this function
includes a flag to ignore such changes. This is used while synchronization is occurring;
the Opmode of a joining device will change (from Offline to Checker) and it is bad form
to abort an operation for an expected behavior.
All the above functions that return status are susceptible to a locked bus or
otherwise uncommunicative participants and must be able to recover gracefully from this
condition. Largely due to the details of the I2C protocol and its implementation both in
the PIC hardware and in the i2c-intr.c software, this is necessarily implemented through
the extensive use of timeouts.
4.2.4.3 Recovery: mft-rcvr.c
The recovery process is initiated by a single function:
void

mft_recover( MFT_STATUS_t *status, UINT16 maxtime_us )

which usually attempts the recovery action recommended by the status parameter.
However, the requested action will not necessarily succeed; a vote to reset a peer will
only succeed if another agrees. Thus, mft_recover() will wait up to the maximum time
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specified (in microseconds), monitoring the Operating Mode Channel for a change that
is presumably attributable to the recovery action. If such a change is not observed within
the specified time, the device assumes that its diagnosis was incorrect and resets itself.
The mft_recover() will not necessarily attempt the recommended action at all. If,
for instance, the recommended action was “MFT_Status_Fail_Peer_Checker” but only
two processors are running, then a system reset is forced. The actual resetting action is
implemented by the External Resolver interface functions.
4.2.4.4 External Resolver Interface: mft-rslv.c
The External Resolver interface module is a set of cover functions which abstract
the physical interface to the External Resolver described in sections 3.5 and 4.1.2. There
is a one-to-one correspondence between the following functions and those provided by
the External Resolver:
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void

mft_resolver_go_offline( void )
mft_resolver_go_online( void )
mft_resolver_reset_self( void )
mft_resolver_reset_all( void )
mft_resolver_reset_left_peer( void )
mft_resolver_reset_right_peer( void )
mft_resolver_reset_both_peers( void )
mft_resolver_cycle_self( void )
mft_resolver_cycle_all( void )
mft_resolver_cycle_left_peer( void )
mft_resolver_cycle_right_peer( void )
mft_resolver_cycle_both_peers( void )

Additionally, the following two functions provide relative name access to the
External Resolver:
void
void

mft_resolver_reset_master( void )
mft_resolver_reset_peer_checker( void )

This module uses four I/O pins, defining bits 0-3 of port D as output.
4.2.4.5 Static ID: mft-id.c
The Static ID of a processor is defined and abstracted by mft-id.c.
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The

initialization function
void

mft_static_id_init( void )

uses two I/O pins, defining bits 6-7 of port D as input. The value of this two-bit
variable is hardwired externally and is read directly by
int

mft_static_id_self( void ).

Two functions are defined which support relative references to the other processors
rather than the absolute addresses defined for each processor. These functions base the
relative addressing on a modulo-3 ring so that each processor has a right and a left peer:
int
int

mft_static_id_right( void )
mft_static_id_left( void )

(The notions of “right” and “left” are only convenient names; there is nothing in the
physical layout which depends on physical right- or leftness.)
4.2.4.6 I2C Communications: i2c.h, i2c-intr.c
The I2C Communications module provides software-implemented I2C master
functionality and hardware-augmented I2C slave functionality. Although the CCS C
compiler ostensibly provides built-in library support for both I2C masters and slaves, the
implementation is wholly inadequate.
4.2.4.6.1 I2C Master Communications
Basic I2C master-transmission communications are provided by cover functions:
void
void
void

i2c_master_xmit_stop( void )
i2c_master_xmit_start( void )
i2c_master_xmit_byte( byte b )

which are simply cover functions for the CCS functions which were deemed
adequate for this application:
i2c_stop( void )
i2c_start( void )
i2c_write( byte b )

The CCS i2c_write() is not exactly I2C compliant. The PIC16C17x family does
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not support I2C master operations in hardware, so these must be implemented in software
and there is a consequent dependence on processor throughput. In particular, while the
I2C protocol is defined for 100 kb/s and 400 kb/s operation, it is difficult to accurately
achieve this in software. In fact, the CCS i2c_write() function, when properly specified
on a 10 MHz PIC16C77, achieves only 80 kb/s. Fortunately, since I2C is a synchronous
(clocked) protocol, it really doesn’t matter.
More significantly, the I2C protocol allows a slave to hold the clock low during
reception of a byte, thereby “stretching” it and allowing the slave extra time to service
the byte. Also, an unacknowledged byte is supposed to terminate transmission. The
CCS i2c_write() function supports neither of these features; it blindly clocks bytes out
and assumes that they are received correctly. A side-effect of this is that the MFT
Master cannot get hung by an unresponsive Checker.
The CCS built-in function i2c_read() was completely inadequate for this
application, primarily because there is no limit on how long it can wait for a response.
Thus, this function had to be implemented from scratch:
flag

i2c_master_recv_byte( byte *b, int ack, unsigned long time )

where ack is a flag signaling whether or not to acknowledge the reception and
time

is the maximum number of microseconds to wait for a response.
The Master Channel uses back-to-back start and stop conditions as the

synchronization signal.
4.2.4.6.2 I2C Slave Communications
Supporting the I2C slave posed more of a problem than supporting the master.
Although CCS provides code examples for using the I2C functions in master mode, none
are provided for the built-in slave functions; all efforts to make them work were
unsuccessful.

Additionally, unless the PIC’s hardware slave support is used, an

addressed slave must either wait to be addressed (polling the communications line) or it
must use an interrupt to support identification of the incoming bus traffic.
To determine whether the I2C slave hardware is currently servicing a message, i.e.,
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that it has decoded its slave address, two functions are provided:
flag
flag

i2c_slave_recv_address_is_received( void )
i2c_slave_xmit_address_is_received( void )

Following device addressing, two status functions poll the hardware to determine
whether a byte is available in the transmit/receive buffer:
flag
flag

i2c_slave_recv_byte_waiting( void )
i2c_slave_xmit_byte_done( void )

While waiting for a byte to be received or transmitted, the caller (one of the Master
Channel functions) is expected to timeout if too much time elapses waiting for one of
these functions to return TRUE.
When one of the status functions returns TRUE, the next byte is ready to be
received or transmitted:
byte
void

i2c_slave_recv_byte_get( void )
i2c_slave_xmit_byte( byte b )

Two functions support detection of the synchronization signal:
flag
flag

i2c_slave_is_start_received( void )
i2c_slave_is_stop_received( void )

In addition to the previously-described idiosyncrasies, the PIC slave-support
hardware does not recognize the address code for I2C broadcast. This therefore requires
the point-to-point master/slave relationship between the Master and Checkers.
4.2.4.7 Analog-Voted Output: mft-outp.c
This module implements the functions described in Section 4.2.2.5. It has no
connection with the rest of the MFT functionality.
4.2.4.8 Support Files
A number of support files abstract various bits and pieces:
mft-locl.h

Contains typedefs and function headers which are supposed to be
visible among the various MFT modules.
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mft-stat.h

Defines the various status codes used within MFT.

gen.h

Contains

definitions

for

portability

including

the

processor

environment, standard types, standard language extensions (like
“until”), and standard library includes.
pic16c7x.h

Contains definitions specific to the PIC16C7x processor family
including names for the various special-function registers and the
soft-boot processor restart function.

memory.h

Contains the memory comparison function memcmp() which is not
supported by the CCS compiler.

btime.h

Defines “Binary Time” and the BFTU (Binary Fine Timing Unit, 2-16
seconds) with conversions to and from ms and µs.

debug.h

Defines functions for debug printout which can be easily suppressed
for code compacting.

evr.h

Defines “Event Reporting” functions for critical warnings and errors.
Signals such errors using bilevel outputs (to LEDs); largely a
placeholder for more complex functionality in other systems.

mft-test.c

A main() for testing.

4.2.5 Portability Limits
Despite the apparently clean architecture shown in Figure 25, the implementation
is too closely tied to processor-specific details to be highly portable. This, unfortunately,
is an unavoidable artifact of using a microcontroller. The specific features of a given
device will necessarily drive the MFT implementation. The architecture and modularity
of this implementation are expected to make other applications easier by identifying
partitionable functionality. However, it appears unlikely that significant fractions of the
code are reusable.
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4.3 The IMU Application Example
It is not uncommon for exploratory research to pursue one or more unproductive
avenues. This was no exception. The IMU application forced consideration of a number
of real-world issues which would not have otherwise been pursued. Implementing the
IMU hardware and software, shown in Figure 26, was certainly educational (and fun).
But as the MFT software grew, it became apparent that there would be insufficient
memory (both RAM and ROM) to integrate the MFT software and the IMU on the PIC.
Consequently, an exceedingly stripped-down test application was built which captured
the essence of the IMU but did not attempt to drive real-world hardware.

4.4 Test Application
Instead of using the IMU as a target application, a dummy application was created.
This code first samples an external analog device (a pot) 128 times, accumulating the
value in a floating-point number. The aggregated value is then normalized to the range
zero to one; this is equivalent to the rate calculation in the IMU. This computation is
performed at about 10 Hz. Every such “RTI,” the “rate” is integrated into another
floating-point value, “position” and an accession number (“time”) is incremented.
After these computations are performed, the MFT functions are called to determine
acceptability. The rate and position values are compared first to determine the midpoint
value and then the values are compared with midpoint plus a small tolerance. Following
this test, a checksum is computed over the 18-byte data structure which contains time,
rate and position and the entire packet is voted for equality. If it passes both tests, it is
sent out the serial port to the “host” system (which is actually the monitoring program).
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Figure 26. The IMU.

4.5 Debugging
In order to experimentally validate the implemented system, simulated SEUs were
injected into the system and its response monitored. To inject faults, each processor of
the fault-tolerant system contains an interrupt service routine (ISR), mft-finj.c in Figure
25, which receives messages from the asynchronous serial (RS-232) port. An external
PC runs a program, mft-stim.exe, which generates a stream of messages telling the ISR
whether and how to upset the processor. Additionally, the PC monitors the state of the
breadboard to determine its response to the injected faults.
The hardware configuration is shown in Figure 27; a photograph of the actual
hardware is shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 27. TMR Testbed Hardware Configuration.
4.5.1 Tools
The most important debugging tool was the set of three ICEPIC emulators (only
$700 each!) which allowed rapid download of newly-compiled code without burning
EPROM devices. The ICEPIC software also provides register and call stack visibility.
However, the insight which can be gleaned from the call stack is rather limited because
(a) it is only 8 levels deep, (b) the CCS compiler reserves three or four of the levels for
interrupts, and (c) because of (a) and (b) the compiler heavily optimizes the object code.
In particular, it identifies functions which are used only once (e.g., to increase
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modularity) and places them in-line, thereby losing the information that would normally
show up in a stack trace.

Figure 28. The Testbed.
A significant drawback of off-the-shelf microcontrollers is that no one in his right
mind would try to use them in a multiprocessor configuration − so no emulator vendor
provices features which support debugging such a system. Emulators normally support
execution suspension and then being able to inspect device state (and the ICEPIC does
this quite nicely); it would have been really nice to be able to similarly freeze the entire
multi-processor system. Unfortunately, although the ICEPICs are all supported by a
single PC, they run independently under Windows95 and such coordination is
impossible. Even using the programmable features of the ICEPIC to allow simultaneous
commanding of the support programs, communication delays through the three RS-232
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ports to the independent emulators would prevent their being simultaneously frozen.
This is a problem which is likely to affect any emulator.
Standard debugging tools used were: a two channel digital real-time oscilloscope
(Tektronix TDS210) which was invaluable in capturing fast one-shot events; a digital
multi-meter (Tektronix DMM916); and three debug LEDs on the breadboard for each
processor. The LEDs substituted for textual debug printouts since the time required to
transmit the latter substantially alters execution timing. Although primitive, the LEDs
provided substantial insights and sometimes were used as trigger points for the scope.
A multi-channel oscilloscope or logic analyzer would have helped but few of the
problems encountered actually had a multi-channel external signature. This is one of the
drawbacks of a highly integrated device like a microcontroller.
4.5.2 Analog-Voted Outputs
The scope traces shown in Figure 29 and Figure 30 illustrate the analog voting
process. Figure 29 shows the voltage of the analog-voted common node (lower trace)
and its HCT-buffered square edge for a low-to-high signal transition.

Figure 29. Analog-Voted Output Waveforms, Rising Edge.
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The dominance of the first processor generating a one-bit is clearly evident. In the
figure, the transition occurs 13.4 µs before the second processor arrives at the output
point and about 20 µs before the third one (with the last remaining voltage rise is barely
evident). The effect of the 10 kΩ resistors on rise time is evident in the first 5 µs.

Figure 30. Analog-Voted Output Waveforms, Falling Edge.
Figure 30 is similar to Figure 29 except that it shows the high-to-low transition.
The latency from the first processor’s output (releasing its high-level contriubtion) to the
actual hard transition on the buffered output (top trace) is 41 µs (note the different time
scale). Of this time, 19 µs is due to the weak 100 kΩ pulldown resistor; in future
implementations this value could be smaller. However, note that this delay is the same
magnitude as the skew between processors; although glaringly obvious in the trace, it is
only twice the ultimately-achievable timing accuracy.
4.5.3 Fault Injection and Limitations
An external support program, mft-stim.exe, was written to randomly generate and
send messages consisting of two bytes specifying the processor (1-3), byte (0-255), and
bit (0-7) to upset. All upsets consist of flipping the state of one bit. One, two or all three
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processors can be the targets of this random process.

Although conceptually a

straightforward approach, a number of interesting behaviors were encountered.
4.5.3.1 Upsetting the Program Counter
Corrupting the program counter (PC) is often considered to be one of the more
damaging faults because it will cause unpredictable execution: an arbitrary jump off the
desired execution trace. Simulating this behavior on the PIC microcontroller is not
possible because the PIC implements a Harvard architecture (with data space separate
from the ROM instruction space) and a hardware call stack.
On any processor, the naive implementation of simply treating the PC as another
data byte which can be upset by the fault-injection ISR is insufficient because it will
result in a jump from within the ISR. This doesn’t work for two reasons. First, since the
jump occurs from within the ISR, it does not accurately simulate real behavior − in a real
system, SEU-induced jumps can occur from anywhere. Moreover, a jump out of an ISR
leaves a PC value on the call stack; the next return-from-subroutine executed will return
to the point when the fault-injection ISR was called − quite possibly with only the
appearance of a short delay in processing (although plenty of other side effects will
probably occur, e.g., modified global variables or not-reset interrupt flags).
Normally (e.g., on a classically-architected processor), the desired functionality
would easily be implemented by converting commands to upset the PC into upsets of the
return PC value on the stack. When the fault-inject ISR “returns,” it will grab the
corrupted value from the stack, and “continue” executing from a non-sequential location.
Because the ISR will be triggered randomly (by the unsynchronized, externally-generated
messages), this can occur at any point during execution. This approach cannot be
implemented if the call stack is architecturally inaccessible.
Without access to the call stack, a lower fidelity implementation is for the ISR to
write a jump instruction to a random location in memory; when the code gets to the
trashed location, it will jump as if the PC had been upset. This is somewhat lower
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fidelity as it doesn’t guarantee the upset (since the jump might be written over an
existing jump instruction, over data, or in unused space) and it corrupts memory such
that multiple “upsets” can result from one commanded injection (if, before being reset,
the processor repeatedly executes the same code). This approach cannot be implemented
on any processor which has only ROM for code space.
The PIC has an inaccessible hardware stack and ROM-only code. No approach
was found for the PIC which allowed reasonable simulation of program counter upsets.
4.5.3.2 Upsetting Core Special-Function Registers
A number of “core” registers are used so frequently by interrupt service routines
that they are either protected by hardware or by compilers. On many processors, in
addition to pushing the PC on the stack after an interrupt, status registers and/or the
accumulator are hardware-protected by pushing them on the stack and restoring them
upon return. Also, a high level language compiler will often preserve additional state
information across interrupts (by saving registers in memory).
In both cases, twiddling protected registers directly within an ISR to simulate an
upset will have no effect after the ISR exits. However, since these registers are stored in
general-purpose memory, the fault-injection ISR will occasionally flip bits in the stored
values. The “protected” registers will be seen as being upset upon return from the ISR.
4.5.3.3 Upsetting the Upsetter
The fault-injection ISR depends on register variables which are susceptible to
upset. On the PIC, for example, flipping the bit which configures the input pin to be
RXD (receive data) rather than bit 7 of port C would render the fault-injection
mechanism inoperative, deaf to any further fault-injection messages and protecting the
device from further upsets!
The PIC16C7x serial port has 24 bits in 6 registers associated with configuring the
Serial Communications Interface (SCI) as an asynchronous receiver. Seven of the bits
control configuration: serial port enable; continuous receive enable; synchronous vs.
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asynchronous operation; word size (8 or 9 bits); interrupt enable; interrupt flag; and baud
rate generator control. Flipping the state of any of these will render the serial receiver
inoperative. Additionally, corrupting the baud rate register (which sets the divisor for the
baud rate generator) will guarantee non-reception of fault-injection messages. One status
bit (frame error) and the received data buffer need not be protected. The fault injection
program mft-stim.exe excludes these bits from possible upset.
If some of these bits are also used for an application function (e.g., serial receive or
transmit), then clearly this protection of the test functionality will decrease the fidelity of
the test vectors. This gap must be covered analytically.
4.5.3.4 Upsetting Processor Internals
The use of software functions to inject faults can only affect state which is visible
to the instruction set. In addition to the inaccessible hardware call stack of the PIC
discussed earlier, there are myriad registers which are used for timing generation,
instruction decode, pipelining, etc. which are simply invisible to the user. Obviously,
software methods cannot simulate upsets to these registers.
4.5.3.5 Non-Coverage of Initialization
The fault-injection interrupt service routine must be initialized following processor
reset and from the time of reset to the completion of all initializations is far shorter than
the transmission time of a single fault-injection message. Therefore, the implemented
test code does not provide insights into the fault coverage during initialization.
4.5.4 Problems Encountered
The debugging process provided many “opportunities” for discovering problems
from which more general lessons could be learned (or re-learned!). The bottom line of a
number of the problems encountered is that (not surprisingly) each processor is one SEU
away from either very strange behavior, catastrophic failure, or both.
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4.5.4.1 Trashing the Compiler’s Assumptions
A compiler can optimize only when it can make assumptions about the target
processor and the code that it is generating. These assumptions can be violated by SEU.
A peculiar problem was observed wherein the MFT code had identified some
problem and initiated a recovery operation which was to reset the system. But instead of
a system reset, the code hung in the immediately-following wait-loop, halting execution
after signaling the External Resolver. (The infinite loop was included for good form
since very shortly after signaling the Resolver, the processor should have been reset by
it.)

Interestingly, both processors of a self-checking pair were halted in the same

location! The problem with one processor was ultimately traced to a bank-select bit
which had been flipped. The compiler apparently uses a convention of “in bank 0 unless
otherwise required” and when it accessed the memory location associated with the port D
bits (controlling the Resolver) it instead modified bits in another bank − effectively a noop. It is somewhat remarkable that execution was able to correctly get to this point only
to be stymied by the bank-select. The specific problem was fixed by forcing the bank to
zero upon arrival in this function but this is distasteful and not general − distasteful
because it is very compiler (and compiler-version) dependent and not general because
there are likely to be other such compiler dependencies which probably won’t be
discovered in test. The only thing which would have protected this double case would be
the watchdog timer.
While this example pertains to bank-selection and the reader may feel that this sort
of antiquated artifact would not to be found in a more “modern” processor, the author
has seen plenty of such assumptions in other compilers that would be equivalently
invalidated. One example is a compiler which stored the value “2” in a 32-bit register at
the beginning of time and then used it thereafter when a literal “2” was required because
a register-register operation was faster than using a literal. Flipping one of the 32 bits in
that register could have some spectacular side-effects!
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4.5.4.2 Trashing of Processor Configuration Assumptions
As in all microcontrollers, peripherals are configured with special-function
registers and significant changes in functionality arise from single-bit flips. Obviously,
these registers are susceptible to SEU.
In the previous example, it was noted that two processors had halted in the same
location, in seemingly the same fashion. One of the two failed due to the bank-select bitflip. The other failed because a bit in the port E tristate register, that configures port D as
a “Parallel Slave Port” (PSP), had flipped, thereby terminating the operation of the port
D pins as a standard I/O port. At that point, the processor lost control of the External
Resolver. A relatively low-overhead solution to this problem is to force the peripherals
required by MFT to their proper states at the top of mft_check() although this still leaves
them vulnerable for the duration of the MFT functions. Alternatively, each use of the
peripherals could be preceded by their re-initialization. But both of these solutions are
ultimately cannonball-polishing exercises; they address very specific symptoms while
many other vulnerabilities remain uncovered. Of course, the general-purpose solution to
all such problems is the watchdog timer. (After writing this paragraph, another bug of
the same class was found. The configuration bits of the Operating Mode change-detect
interrupt got flipped creating a latent fault which manifested itself when the next fault
required that function. The result was intriguing, with the two Checkers requesting
Both-Peers resets which killed the Master; but the Checker with the disabled interrupt
didn’t assume the Master role. When the killed peer immediately became Master again,
it was at a different check location and both Checkers saw the error − and started the
process all over again!)
A more significant example was discovered which has significant ramifications for
analog-voted output pins. In the debugging test program, a simple low-frequency square
wave was generated on pin B1 using mft_output_analog_voted_1bit().

Despite the

coverage presumably afforded by using this function, B1 got stuck “on” − together with
B2 and B3 (which were its Opmode bits) and B0 − even though it was apparent that the
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system was otherwise operating correctly. As it turns out, port B of the PIC16C7x has
an option which enables weak pullups on all pins configured as outputs, as these four
were. Since a weak pullup dominates in the mft_output_analog_voted_1bit() scheme,
this single bit error obviated the double-bit error coverage provided by the scheme.
Clearly, this feature must be understood by the user before assigning these bits to be
analog-voted outputs. Of course, if all the ports have similar single-point failures it
rather obviates the entire analog-voted output concept for the target processor and some
other output coverage scheme must be adopted.
4.5.4.3 Bad State-Change Assumptions
The previous example concerned the problem of making assumptions about
specific processor state variables. The same lesson can be extended to system state.
During testing, a case was observed wherein the monitor recorded 86000 hard
resets during a period in which only 900 strikes were generated. Inspection of the
gathered statistics showed 65000 state changes to a configuration of processor P0 being
Offline and the other two processors being Checkers, and 24000 changes to the common
configuration of P0 being Master and both the others being Checkers. Apparently, a
metastable state was created in which P1 and P2 entered mft_check() as Checkers and as
the only online devices; each then identified that somebody was errant and voted to reset
its peers. The recovery code then waited for the expected state change − the assumption
being that the errant device would go Offline. But the errant device was already Offline;
upon its reset, it saw no Master and assumed Mastership. It then tried to initiate a check
but the Checkers, already being online and in at a different checking point, saw this as an
aberrant Master and voted to reset it − again! Perhaps it is a testimony to robustness or
just luck that something (perhaps another injected fault) ultimately cleared this
persistent, repetitive state and allowed continued operation.
In this case, the failure wasn’t even that the new observed state was intrinsically
undesirable − a Master and two Checkers is good.

The real failure was that an

assumption was made that the entry condition was valid. When entry conditions depend
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on variables outside the processor’s control (e.g., the operating state of a peer processor),
they must be tested for validity. Similarly, following some change, the new state must be
tested for acceptability before continuing.
4.5.5 Lessons Learned
One moral from the examples is “know thy microcontroller.” The more critical a
function, the more care must be taken to understand how SEUs can affect it.
More importantly, a testbed which facilitates rapid prototyping and exploration of
the behavior of a real system is immensely valuable. It would be all too easy to interpret
the previous “horror stories” as negatives which demonstrate the limitations of the
architectural approach. But these are the realities of actually implementing a system.
The only “perfect” systems are those which have never been built. A more positive view
of these stories is that they are but a few examples of the many odd behaviors which
were discovered and analyzed in a very short time. And this is testimony to the value of
the testbed approach.
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5. Testing and Results
This chapter presents the experimental validation of the concepts described in
Chapter 3 and implemented as described in Chapter 4.

5.1 Fault Injection
To experimentally validate the implemented system, simulated SEUs were injected
into the system and its response monitored. To inject faults, each processor of the faulttolerant system contains an interrupt service routine (ISR), mft-finj.c in Figure 25, which
receives messages from the asynchronous serial (RS-232) port. An external support
program, mft-stim.exe, randomly generates and sends messages consisting of two bytes
specifying the processor (1-3), byte (0-255), and bit (0-7) to upset. All such generated
“strikes” are upsets consisting of flipping the state of one bit. One, two or all three
processors can be the targets of this random process.
During the time that faults are injected into the system, statistics are gathered to
characterize the fault responses. The remainder of this section discusses the faultresponses and the monitoring function. Figure 31, Figure 32, Figure 33 and Figure 34
are example outputs of the fault-injection and monitoring program, all taken from one
TMR run. Figure 31 shows the fault-injection summary statistics.

Figure 31. Fault-Injection Statistics, Sample Run.
Run Time:
Fault Inject Freq:
Monitoring Freq:
Total Strikes:
Device Strikes: P0:
P1:
P2:

16107 sec.
0.87 Hz
432.54 Hz
14043
4726
4637
4680
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5.2 Fault Response and Monitoring
Each injected fault can be viewed as an experiment that can have many possible
outcomes of decreasing desirability:
1. No effect. For example, an unused memory location is upset.
2. Latent effect. A fault creates a situation which will cause an error only after some
other fault occurs. Usually, this has the effect of increasing the severity of some
otherwise benign fault.
3. Computing continues correctly without significant interruption. The mft_check()
function correctly identifies a failed device and the operational devices reset the
errant one; the two good devices continue the mft_check() after a brief delay.
4. Computing continues correctly after an automatic retry. Recovery is effected by a
system reset but the user data is unaffected; the system recovers with no data loss but
a slightly higher temporal impact than in case 3.
5. System output is flagged as invalid.

Computations are correct and somehow

corrupted before the user sees their results, but the incorrect results are easily
identifiable (e.g., using a checksum). System state is not lost.
6. Computing continues correctly after a rollback. Recovery following a system reset
requires the use of previously-checkpointed user state data; the data since the last
checkpoint is lost (e.g., the data taken during one real-time frame).
7. Computing continues following system re-initialization. Volatile user data is lost.
8. System outputs incorrect results. Data errors which are not easily identifiable by the
user are produced.
9. Computing ceases. The system fails. It stops computing or becomes unstable (and
thus useless).
The monitoring program (which is part of the fault-injection program) uses
externally-visible information to identify behavior in the above categories and
accumulate statistics to characterize the probability of each response.
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From these

statistics, the effectiveness of the techniques can be determined.
The externally-visible indications of behavior which the monitor observes are: the
system’s Operating Mode configuration; the occurrences of hard resets; the integrity of
the serial channel which communicates computational results to the monitor; and the
computational results themselves. The next three sections describe these observables
and then the limitations of this approach are discussed.
5.2.1 Operating Mode Configuration Monitoring
The system Operating Mode configuration is the easiest indicator to monitor. The
monitoring program samples the Operating Mode at about 430 Hz, keeping a histogram
of how long the system dwelled in each mode and the number of times a mode was
entered. A sample from the example test run is shown in Figure 32; ‘M’ indicates
Master, ‘C’ is Checker and ‘o’ is Offline. The ‘-’ is the illegal Operating Mode state
{1,1} which results from an upset of opmode bits.

Figure 32. Operating Mode Statistics, Sample Run.
System Operating Mode Configurations
P0 P1 P2
Hits
Periods
Fraction
-- -- -- -------- --------- -------C
C
15
1
0.000%
M
C
C
6103434
2351
87.605%
M
C
o
59377
1414
0.852%
M
o
C
31513
663
0.452%
M
o
o
927
169
0.013%
C
M
C
759684
317
10.904%
C
M
o
7695
170
0.110%
o
M
C
4316
299
0.062%
o
C
C
5
5
0.000%
o
o
o
6
6
0.000%
Total Monitor Hits: 6966972

These data provide insights into how long the system spends in each operating
mode. For example, the degraded mode of {M, C, o} was entered 1414 times with an
average dwell time of 43 hits per period. During this run, the mean sampling frequency
was 432 Hz so, on average, hits were about 2.3 ms apart. This gives an average dwell
time in the {M, C, o} mode of about 97 ms which is consistent with the voting period
which was about 110 ms in the associated software version.
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The primary limitation of these data are that they are sampled at about 430 Hz or
every 2.3 ms but the events which are being observed are often of much shorter duration.
Thus, the statistics must be interpreted carefully. For instance, the {o,o,o} case occurs
during a Reset-All; during the example test run, 591 system resets were actually
triggered (as shown in Figure 33) but only the 6 were sampled. However, this value is
consistent with an under-sampled system: the number of samples divided by the number
of resets times the mean sample period is 23 µs which is within a factor of two of the
time measured between a system reset and having a Master.
One of the more interesting insights gleaned from these data is the “load-sharing”
of Mastership between P0 and P1. In a perfect TMR system, a 50/50 sharing would be
expected because there would be equal probability of either device being upset as
Master. The frequent application of system reset nullifies this assumption − and clearly
does so in a significant way. The statistics of reset events corroborate this.
5.2.2 Reset Event Counting
The generation of a reset action by the Resolver is the best indication that a nonrecoverable error took place. Because these actions are too short-lived (10 µs) to be
easily monitored externally, the spare PAL socket on the Resolver daughter board was
populated with a device programmed to capture the resets and hold them until the
external monitor could sample and rearm it. The monitor tallies the number of times that
one, two or three resets are observed during one sample time (at the 430 Hz rate).

Figure 33. Reset Statistics, Sample Run.
Total Hard Resets:
Device Hard Resets:
Simultaneous Hard Resets:

P0:
P1:
P2:
1:
2:
3:

1059
684
799
759
467
1
591

5.2.3 Communications Integrity Monitoring
Most errors visible to the host system result from communications errors. When
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using an asynchronous serial interface, the lowest level errors are those which mangle a
single byte, resulting in framing and break errors. When these occur at least one byte is
discarded and the receiver must resynchronize with the transmitter. The IMU frame
provides opening and closing flag bytes which aid this process; bytes are discarded until
the correct flag pattern is seen. After a complete packet is received, the checksum is
computed and compared with the transmitted one. If the checksum passes, the packet is
accepted.

Finally, when there is a temporal relationship between packets, either a

timestamp or an accession number should be included in the packet. Although probably
not used by the communications software per se, this information is used in an analogous
fashion to identify dropouts.
These errors are typical in a communications channel and the implementation of a
protocol which is robust to expected errors is common practice. Thus, although the
injected faults significantly increase the frequency of communications errors, they are
readily identified and thus should not be considered user-observed errors − they are no
different than errors caused by channel noise. The combination of all communications
errors due to injected faults should be considered as a statistical increase in the channel
noise density, as opposed to directly-impacting user-observable faults. Figure 34 shows
communications statistics extracted from the example test run.
Figure 34. Serial Communications Statistics, Sample Run.
Serial Com Stats:
asynch_errors:
parity_errors:
overrun_errors:
framing_errors:
break_errors:
IMU Serial Stats:
complete_packets:
checksum_failures:
characters_tossed:
IMU Model Stats:
accession_skips:
double_skips:

0
0
0
22
10
147911
150
266
14
0

5.2.4 Behavioral Model Monitoring
To trap errors which were not caught by communications software, a behavioral
model of the test application was incorporated into the monitoring program. This model
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implements the same algorithms as the application and propagates them for each data
packet received. It then compares the received data with the model to determine if the
application is behaving properly (i.e., according to the model). Observable system
resets, and therefore interruptions in operation, are identified when the application output
reverts to its initialized state. Time, rate and position errors are counted when the
application output lies outside an allowable tolerance of the model. Other types of
behavior which could be modeled include discrete output changes and temporal
correctness. Neither of these was modeled for the simple test application. Figure 34
shows the model-based error statistics extracted from the example test run summary.

Table 17. Model-Based Monitor Statistics, Sample Run.
IMU Model Stats:
system_resets:
seconds_errors:
rate_errors:
posn_errors:
time_rollovers:

248
1
0
5
0

5.2.5 Test Limitations
The entire test approach is prone to over-estimation of the coverage because of the
inability to inject faults into all structures. As noted previously, the special-function
registers which support the injection scheme must be protected.

It is essentially

impossible with the PIC architecture to simulate upsets of the program counter. It is
completely impossible to inject faults into the inner workings of the CPU. It seems
reasonable to expect that upsets of these other registers would somewhat decrease the
observed effectiveness but not be qualitatively different, i.e., that none of these structures
would display a substantially increased severity of response. However, this speculation
must be validated by a physical fault-injection (e.g., in an accelerator).
A possible misinterpretation of the coverage results is that they are optimistic
because the injected faults strike memory randomly, often hitting unused locations.
However, this is the same effect as is seen in a real environment. When a device’s SEE
cross-section is determined in accelerator tests, it is common to exercise all memory
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cells; if a real application uses less than all the memory, the effective cross-section is
reduced relative to the accelerator test results.

Thus, the fault-injection scenario

employed will be equivalent to that which would be observed if a real application were
subjected to a particle beam (with the caveats of the previous paragraph).
Finally, it should be noted that the upset of a watchdog timer cannot be adequately
simulated if its implementation is hidden from the programming model. Generally, this
should be of little consequence since an upset would simply result in either a premature
timeout of the WDT or an overly long period before its timeout. In the former case, the
automatic retry or rollback would help. The latter case would only cause an overly large
response latency if the watchdog were upset at very nearly the same time as its service
was required − an unlikely event given that it has been demonstrated that the algorithms
are fairly robust even without a watchdog.

5.3 Coverage and Effectiveness
Coverage is defined as the conditional probability that, given a fault has occurred,
the system will recover. In the test cases, this is simply the number of faults injected
(“strikes”) divided by the number of errors observed by the user. But it is misleading to
use absolute coverage to compare two systems because it does not account for
susceptibility. In particular, the TMR system will experience 50% more particle strikes
than the SCP system due simply to its increased semiconductor area (and more if the area
of the TMR Resolver is included).
To see the advantage of one system over the other (SCP vs. TMR), the comparison
metric should be representative of the mean time between errors in a space environment.
Since the number of faults injected is spread evenly across the two or three processors,
the metric should simply divide the number injected by the number of participants. This
figure of merit is hereinafter termed “effectiveness”. It is coverage normalized to the
cross-section of a single device.
Of course, to discuss coverage it is necessary to define what constitutes a failure to
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recover. Since a self-checking pair can only test for correctness, it is expected to keep
data errors from propagating; thus, data errors comprise a relevant error class for SCP.
The TMR system is supposed to keep operating through fault-recovery cycles; thus,
interrupted operation comprise a relevant error class for TMR. In order to directly
compare the two systems, both types of errors are tracked for both systems.

5.4 Test Runs, Results and Analysis
Exploring the significant dimensions of a complex system requires more than a
single demonstration run. Approximately 80 multi-hour test runs were performed on the
system, starting from the time the software became relatively stable. As would be
expected, the majority of these runs resulted in discovery of a number of “interesting
behaviors” which required subsequent software improvements. Many of the insights
gained from this process are documented in 4.5.4, “Problems Encountered.” Table 18
summarizes about 15 runs made near the end of the experimentation phase.
In these tests, both SCP and TMR versions were exercised. The improvements
due to automatic retry and application-level checkpoint/rollback are clearly
demonstrated. The relationship between coverage and application periodicity is explored
and discussed in the accompanying notes. Also, the effect of an improperly-computed
checksum is illustrated and discussed.

Table 18. Summary of Test Runs.
Errors
Run Cfg
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

SCP
SCP
SCP
TMR
SCP
TMR
TMR
SCP
SCP

Configuration Notes
no retry, 8-bit checksum
with retry, 8-bit checksum
same as B, hits only on P1
with retry, 8-bit checksum
with retry, 16-bit checksum
with retry, 16-bit checksum
cfg F, w/o P2 participation
cfg E, with user checkpoint
cfg H, with 2x strike-rate

Strikes
33650
59191
28462
30552
47669
44846
16199
49691
77673

Internal
Reset-All

Coverage

Resets Data

2013
4721
2083
1262
1844
1361
4196
4899

Notes to Table 18:
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2013
2540
1105
538
1814
762
622
1003
1260

1
3
0.8
6
0.8
13
4
3
2

Reset
94.0%
95.7%
96.1%
98.2%
96.2%
98.3%
96.2%
98.0%
98.4%

Data
99.997%
99.995%
99.997%
99.980%
99.998%
99.971%
99.975%
99.994%
99.997%

Effectiveness
Reset
88.0%
91.4%
96.1%
94.7%
92.4%
94.9%
92.3%
96.0%
96.8%

Data
99.994%
99.990%
99.997%
99.941%
99.997%
99.913%
99.951%
99.988%
99.995%

1. Non-integer numbers of errors are shown where the actual number observed was
zero. Since zero leads to a coverage or effectiveness of 100.0%, and it would be
disingenuous to suggest such to be the case, a number less than one is reported.
2. Most of these “runs” were actually two or three identical sub-runs. The aggregated
values are reported here for simplicity.
B. With this version of software (there were theoretically non-impacting changes
between A and B for more than just retry), serial transmission dropouts of 2 to 10
seconds (due to framing errors) were seen. These persist in C and E but inexplicably
are absent in the TMR runs. The third sub-run experienced system lock-up; only data
unquestionably before the lock-up are included in the table.
C. Faults injected only into the Checker, P1.
D. Actual number of data errors flagged was 10, but 8 occurred in pairs so the host
system would only have been affected 6 times.
E. System lock-up as in B.
G. TMR software with processor P2 disabled to force degraded operation as SCP.
System lock-up defined the end of each test run. It appears that the port B pullup
option strangled the Operating Mode channel in each case.
H. Runs H and I incorporate checkpointing and rollback of user data. The “Reset”
coverage reflects the residual, user-observed reset after rollbacks. The coverage of
resets plus rollbacks in H is 96.2% which is identical to run E, as it should be.
I. Faults were injected at twice the rate of all previous tests to determine sensitivity
with respect to fault-injection rate. The observed differences do not appear to be
statistically signficant.
The number of data errors observed during runs A and B was disconcerting. The
approach of voting the full packet to be sent and requiring concurrence before sending it
seemed bullet-proof. Where was the lack of coverage? On the premise that the fault
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must be occurring after the vote, run C was made wherein faults were only sent to the
Checker (P1). Although the number of strikes made was too few to be conclusive, the
negative result (zero data errors) suggested that the cause did lie with the Master-only
transmission. Also, in runs A and B the data errors appeared to be strongly correlated
with subsequent resets. The mechanism for both of these was that after concurring the
checked packet but before it was fully transmitted, a fault flipped a bit in the packet −
thus the subsequent reset. The flaw in the checksum was that the high-order bits of the
sum were discarded so high-order bits of the packet were not covered by the checksum.
(Actually, a rather silly mistake.) The implementation of a 16-bit checksum eliminated
the problem (within the certainty of the measurements).
As noted, the last sub-runs of B and E terminated with the system locking up. In
both cases, the only externally visible symptom was the I2C bus locked in the clockstretch mode. It is not clear from the code how this is possible given that all the Master
Channel code is explicitly covered with timeouts. The non-coverage associated with
these events is 2 such events in 170,000 strikes (for SCP runs A, B, C and E). It is
probably far more cost-effective to cover this case with a watchdog and accept the less
than 0.001% reduction in coverage than to try to trace the problem.
Run G was intended to determine if a degraded TMR system behaved like an SCP
one. It does not. The degraded TMR system is constantly expecting that the third
member will rejoin “any moment now” and the Master consequently sends message
traffic to it. The additional communications time results in additional vulnerability.
Also, the fact that it is not truly a minimal SCP version means that it has more hardware
features vulnerable at any time.

5.5 Control Experiments
In addition to the test runs listed in Table 18, a small number of tests were run as a
control case. In this experiment, the test application was run without any of the MFT
functions included. The objective was to determine the susceptibility of an unprotected
processor to the fault-injection abuse.
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On average, the target absorbed about 28 strikes before generating a data error and
about 45 strikes before either locking up or terminating data transmission. To compare
these with Table 18, these statistics would roughly correspond to a data error
effectiveness figure of 96.4% and a requirement for reset of 2% of the time, or an
effectiveness of 98%. Compare this with the 9 strikes per processor per error in case A
of Table 18 (wherein each internal error generates a system reset because there is no
other recovery mechanism) and its reset requirement of 12% (effectiveness of 88%).
Why the difference by a factor of 3 to 6?
The discrepancy is directly attributable to the substantially increased vulnerability
of the SCP system. Both systems spend about 5 ms computing for the application and 25
ms doing nothing, but the SCP system spends another 12 ms performing MFT functions.
It also uses about 95 bytes more memory at various times. It is thus not particularly
surprising that the “control” appears so much more intrinsically tolerant.
This experience provides yet another example of how benchmarks can be
misleading. The actual effectiveness realized from the MFT functions is very dependent
on the application. In particular, there is a strong dependence on the ratio between the
times spent performing application computation and checking.

5.6 Extrapolation to a Space Environment
Consider a fault-tolerant microcontroller system which lies behind 100 mil Al
shielding15 in two environments, the deep-space GCR background and a design-case
solar proton event in deep-space. Assume that the devices of interest are quite soft,
having an SEU tolerance equal to or worse than 95% of the parts listed in Table 5. Then,
from Figure 6, the steady-state GCR-induced fault rate will be 1 SEU/device/day and the
peak rate during a design-case solar event will be 30 SEU/device/hour.
The observed SCP effectiveness of 99.994% on data errors16 translates to a
15

100 mils is a typical number used for such analyses. It is often conservative with respect to radiation
transport in that it is generally less than that which is actually afforded by the system as a whole.
16
In runs E, H and I of Table 18, five data errors occurred in 175 000 strikes.
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probability of about 2% per year of observing a GCR-induced data error and a
probability of about 15% of observing a data error during a design-case solar event17.
The observed SCP effectiveness of 96% on resets (as seen in run H of Table 18)
translates to a GCR-induced re-initialization about once a month; about one an hour
would be observed during the peak hours of a solar proton event.
Note that this is all computed from some reasonably bad assumptions. With a
small amount of radiation testing, a higher threshold LET and smaller limiting crosssection would probably be determined and these would substantially improve the
expected behavior. As discussed earlier, the experimentally-determined effectiveness of
greater than 99.994% is more than 3000 times better than an unprotected device.
For the sake of comparison, device “hardness” and “softness” are often discussed
in terms of threshold LET. A thousand-fold increase in effectiveness is equivalent to
increasing the threshold LET to a level commensurate with a thousand-fold reduction in
flux. Consider a device with a hypothetically bad threshold LET of 1 MeV⋅cm2/mg (as
discussed in 2.2.5). In Figure 4 it can be seen that at an LET of 20 MeV⋅cm2/mg both the
GCR flux and the 90th percentile 60, 100 and 250 mil DCF fluxes are down by about a
factor of 1000. A device with a threshold LET of 20 MeV⋅cm2/mg would be considered
moderately SEU-tolerant. (Note that in Table 5, the hardened UTMC RH80C51FC has a
threshold LET of only 20, although its effective cross-section is a factor of 30 lower than
the Table 5 devices with Lth = 1 MeV⋅cm2/mg.) Similarly, if a device had been tested
and found to have a threshold LET of 20, than the thousand-fold improvement would
make it roughly equivalent to a device with a threshold of 35; well into the regime where
natural particle fluxes are very low, and the benefits of true rad-hardness begin to be less
significant. By these measures, the gains achieved are significant.
Finally, the dropouts should also be considered in a system context. The effect of

17

The total number of SEUs affecting each device during a 4-day solar event will be 30 SEU/device/hour
* 96 hours * 0.83 where four days is the time for the event flux to decay to the level of the GCR
background and 0.83 is the normalized fluence over those four days as computed in Table 4.
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a re-initialization every hour on a gyro with a 20 Hz update rate is a loss of one frame in
70000 which is equivalent to adding a 0.002% error source to the overall error budget.
While pushing reliability issues “upstairs” to a higher system engineering level is not
necessarily a good cost trade, it is an option.
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6. Cost-Benefit Analysis
The primary idea behind “minimalist” is cost-effectiveness. It is not sufficient
today to seek solutions which are technically superior but expensive. This chapter
evaluates relevant dimensions of cost and the benefits realized by the SCP and TMR
configurations.

6.1 Costs
Any resource consumed in producing something is a cost. Table 19 lists twelve
different types of quantifiable resources consumed in implementing a fault-tolerant
microcontroller configuration: work-hours, equipment-hours, procurement dollars, code
space, RAM space, interrupt vectors, execution time, device pins, on-chip peripherals,
real-estate, mass and power. It is difficult to directly compare most of these; the ratio
between each specific resource cost must suffice. From these ratios, it can be seen that
TMR uniformly consumes about twice the resources of SCP.
More significantly, in the five lines which are directly comparable (labor and
procurements), the time required to implement the software prototype stands out. First,
the factor of three is directly related to a significantly higher complexity than the general
factor-of-two cost differential might suggest. Secondly, at any reasonable labor rate,
both approaches are costly in absolute terms. Assuming a $100/hr labor rate (which is
reasonable when overhead costs and inefficiencies in a corporate work environment are
included), the SCP prototype would have cost around $20k to implement and TMR
would have cost about $50k.

Table 19. Cost Summary.
Cost-Function Element

Notes Units
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SCP

TMR

Ratio

Hardware Design and Fab
Software Code and Debug
Documentation
Extended Duration Tests
Hardware Tools
Software Tools
Pins
On-Chip Peripherals
Interrupts
Code Space
RAM Space, Static
RAM Space, Data Stack
Call Stack Depth
Checking Time
Power
Real-Estate
Mass

1,2,3
hr
50
100
1,2,4
hr
150
400+
1,2
hr
20
40
5
hr
100
200
6
$
1600
2400
7
$
400
400
8
#
5
13
8
#
1 (+1)
2 (+1)
8
#
0 (+1)
1 (+1)
9,10 iword
2800 (+200)
6000 (+200)
9,11 byte 3 + sizeof(user) 4 + 2⋅sizeof(user)
9,11 byte
74
69
9,12 word
3
7
13
ms
14
mW
2⋅baseline
3⋅baseline
3
cm2
2⋅baseline
4⋅baseline
3
g
2⋅baseline
4⋅baseline

2x
3x
2x
2x
1.5x
1x
2.5x
2x
>2x
2x
1x
2x
2x
1.5x
2x
2x

Notes to Table 19:
1. Hours spent during implementation (design, development, assembly, debug, test and
documentation) are based on records kept during this research. Not included are the
undocumented hours devoted to study of the problem domain before starting the
implementation phase. Study hours should be non-recurring as their results are
documented herein.

Approximately 50% of the hours spent on implementation

should be expected to be recurring if a real application on a PIC is based on the
prototype; perhaps 80% of the time is recurring if a different processor is selected.
2. Timekeeping records did not initially differentiate between TMR and SCP. Time
estimates for TMR are the total time of implementation since almost no time was
spent that was specific to SCP (except for putting in conditional compilation
preprocessor command and SCP configuration testing).
3. Although the hardware extension from SCP to TMR would appear to be only 50%
and minimal in actual design time, SCP does not require the Resolver nor nearly as
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many I/O lines. The area required for the Resolver depends on the technology used
to implement it. In the testbed, it consumed somewhat more than the board space of
a single processor and its associated isolation circuits; using higher density circuits
than PLDs, it would probably take about the same area. The design of the Resolver
plus the additional microcontroller consumed approximately the same time as the
basic SCP layout.

It is assumed that mass is dominated by board real-estate

consumed. The “baseline” for real-estate and mass is a single processor solution.
4. Separate hourly timekeeping records for SCP and TMR software development and
debug were not kept until late in the process. The TMR figure is relatively accurate.
The SCP figure is largely an estimate based on the fraction of code which is TMRspecific and where most of the problems occurred during debug. The actual time that
SCP took might have actually been higher but the 3:1 ratio can nonetheless be
justified by the expectation that a dedicated SCP system would have taken much less
time to bring up from scratch.
5. “Extended duration tests” refer to unattended long-duration fault-injection test runs.
No explicit timekeeping was kept to document this. The estimates are based on that
fact that such tests were run almost all the time after the prototype software became
reasonably stable (when subsequent software modifications did not require the
testbed).

The dollar-cost associated with extended test time is that it must be

included in scheduling of acceptance tests.
6. Hardware tools costs are those which were specific to the research; standard
hardware support (e.g., PCs) and test equipment (e.g., oscilloscope) are not included.
Costs given are for the ICEPIC Jr emulators: 2 for SCP and 3 for TMR. In-circuit
emulators are typically much more expensive than what is shown in the table
(typically $2000 to $5000 each).
7. Software tools includes those which are specific to the research; standard software
tools (e.g., C-compiler on a PC) are not included. Cost given is for CCS C-compiler
with one year’s maintenance. Compilers for embedded controllers are typically
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much more expensive than this (typically $1000 to $3000).
8. Pins used for fault-tolerance assumes that the static ID is based on pins, not a
compiled-in constant. SCP would require four pins for: ID, Master Channel (2), all
reset, all power-cycle. The TMR system requires an interrupt and the associated
peripheral function to handle fast hand-off of the Master’s functions; SCP does not.
Both require an additional interrupt source and associated peripheral to implement
the fault-injection simulation.
9. Memory utilization figures are derived from numbers output by the compiler.
Numbers for TMR and SCP are taken from the results of compilations with and
without the MFT_TMR conditional flag set. These figures are probably within a
factor of two of what they would be on any other targeted microcontroller.
10. Code space (in 14-bit instruction words, or “iwords”) does not include unused
fragments.

Code reported for SCP is based only on the benefit provided by

conditionally compiling with the MFT_TMR flag set to false; that is, the code is
fundamentally a TMR system with minimum modifications for SCP (to prevent
unreadability). With a pure SCP implementation, the number of words required
would be substantially less than that reported, possibly as low as 2500 or even 2000.
The parenthetical figures are the number of words associated with fault-injection
support (adding about 230 words of code and 6 bytes of data) and cannot be
eliminated from memory-size considerations as it is absolutely necessary for testing.
11. As noted earlier, the PIC architecture does not support a typical stack. The “stack” of
Table 19 includes memory which would normally be on a stack: function parameters
and local variables (specifically, “auto” variables in C, not static variables with
function scope).

The static variables are the one or two buffers used to hold

communicated copies of the user’s data structure to be voted and i2c_startstop_state,
mft_static_id, mft_checkpoint_status, and mft_opmode_sys_config_snapshot (used
for TMR only).
12. The call stack depth is only relevant for the PIC or other devices with a Harvard
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architecture and a hardware call stack which must be managed.
13. The time required for a check is very application-dependent, so no values are
reported here. The total time is communications time plus computation time. Using
I2C, communications time dominates and exactly doubles from SCP to TMR. The
use of a broadcast protocol might reduce this to a bit over 1.5x, but some increase in
code complexity must be expected. Very fast communications could swing the
balance to computation-time dominance which would tend bring the difference
down.

However, a number of TMR requirements (e.g., certain timeout

computations) are not needed by SCP and this will tend to increase the computational
discrepancy between the two.
14. It is assumed that the power consumption of the Resolver is negligible and that only
the third processor will contribute to the difference between SCP and TMR. The
“baseline” for power consumption is a single processor solution.

6.2 Benefits: SCP vs. TMR
Compared with using a single processor and watchdog, a self-checking pair
provides a tremendous reliability improvement, more than a factor of 1000 reduction in
error rate. As discussed in the analysis, the incremental effectiveness gain from using
TMR seems to be small relative to that afforded by SCP. The predominant reasons for
this appear to be the time that the system is vulnerable while it is performing checks and
the complexity of recovery when many options exist (e.g., in controlling the Resolver).
Other qualitative considerations also skew the balance toward SCP. The simplicity
of the system will engender more confidence which can be further raised by investing
time in SCP refinements rather than in the leap required to get an operational TMR
system. Consider, for example, the addition of automatic retry. This capability required
about 50 words of code, one byte of RAM, and about three hours of implementation
time. This small investment increased the effectiveness of the SCP system from 88% to
91.5%, or about a 30% reduction in the frequency of resets observed by the user. The
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further addition of user-data checkpoint/rollback consumed about the same amount of
additional code, 19 bytes of RAM and about one hour of implementation time. This
raised the effectiveness of SCP from 92.4% to 96%, surpassing the effectiveness of TMR
with far less effort. Similar small efforts can probably have more payoff with more
confidence than trying to get everything with the more complex architecture.
There is still a nagging hint in the lopsided distribution of single versus triple
resets in the TMR system that maybe something overlooked, if fixed, could substantially
improve the coverage afforded by it. But while intellectual curiosity might stimulate the
effort to find that something, pragmatism suggests that it unlikely to be worth the
immediate effort. As already described, the coverage afforded by SCP is substantial and
easily implemented.

Much more experimentation with SCP, including the

implementation and flight of real applications, should be pursued to fully understand the
lower end of the architecture before significant effort is expended on the more complex
versions.

6.3 Overall Cost-Benefit
If the primary objective of using commercial (non-hardened) parts is to reduce
piece-part procurement costs relative to a rad-hard solution, the only options have been
to use devices which have been demonstrated to be rad-tolerant or to exhaustively test
alternative devices in a high-energy test environment. The first approach has risks
associated with not being quite sure of the heritage of the tested parts and the second can
be quite costly, especially if prospective devices must be discarded as unacceptable.
The described techniques offer two additional strategies: increasing the robustness
of systems implemented with suspected “OK” parts or reducing the amount of testing
required in a high-energy test facility (and the probability of rejection). In the latter case,
rather than exhaustively testing a device and then deciding how to mitigate its
undesirable behaviors, it may be more effective to assume that some fault-tolerance is
going to be required, to then prototype the system with some fault-tolerance and
characterize its coverage, and finally to perform limited radiation testing aimed at
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demonstrating that the device is not so soft that the fault-tolerance provisions would be
overwhelmed.
Aside from parts procurement costs, a number of other benefits may be possible,
but with savings that are very difficult to quantify. Improved parts availability (e.g., lead
time) and advanced, productivity-enhancing tools can shorten development schedules;
lower mass and/or power may be realized even after the impact of processor replication
if the individual devices are sufficiently thrifty.

However, the realizable benefits

attributable to these effects can only be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.
It is doubtful that a single designer, applying these techniques for the first time,
would realize any savings for a single application unless there was some truly substantial
benefit gained through the use of a particular device. (If the objective is save $10k by
not using an off-the-shelf rad-hard microcontroller, this is a losing proposition.)
However, substantial savings may accrue if the learning curve and software development
costs can be amortized, either across multiple productions of the same design or across
many different designs by using a common library. As with many technologies, benefits
are realized only through consistent application.
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7. Conclusions
Virtually every investigation raises new questions. This one was no exception.
Some of the original problems were not completely resolved; some new ones were found
along the way. Most importantly, the original goal of finding minimalist fault-tolerance
techniques which can be applied to mitigate SEE in microcontrollers was achieved.

7.1 Solved Problems
The original objectives, as captured in the requirements section, 1.3, were
essentially accomplished.
1.1

Techniques shall be broadly applicable.

Achieved.

The fault-tolerance

techniques match the capabilities provided by most microcontrollers.
1.2

Techniques shall be minimally intrusive. Success with respect to hardware;
qualified success with respect to code space and RAM in small devices; a
stripped-down SCP might still qualify.

1.3

System reliability shall be equivalent to 1998 state-of-the-art solutions which
use radiation-hardened microcontrollers. Very close. As noted in section 5.6,
the reliability increase makes the use of an arbitrarily soft device relatively
credible. If a device is known to be “moderately tolerant”, then these techniques
would, indeed, elevate it to the level of equivalence with the current state-ofthe-art.

1.4

System resources (mass, power, cost, etc.) shall be substantially less than
equivalent state-of-the-art solutions. Success with respect to the target system if
high-performance microcontrollers are selected in the first place. The overall
system cost will be substantially less only if the software development cost can
be reasonably amortized.

2.1

Fault-tolerance techniques shall be used to mitigate SEE. Achieved.
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2.2

Pins required for fault-tolerance functions shall be minimized. Achieved.

2.3

Circuitry external to microcontrollers shall be minimized. Achieved.

2.4

Computation required for fault-tolerance shall consume less than 20% of the
available processor throughput. Achieved.

2.5

Latency induced by fault-tolerance functions shall be less than 5%. Techniques
have essentially no impact on real-time latency.

2.6

Software functions shall make fault-tolerance essentially transparent to
application code programmers. Qualified success. The bulk of the MFT library
is fairly transparent; however, the need to provide application-specific
comparison functions is a drawback.

7.2 Unsolved Problems
The most glaring unsolved problem is how high-speed outputs could be handled in
a fault-tolerant fashion. The Master-only generation of high-speed clocks and serial
transmit data is somewhat unsatisfying. Checking an entire packet prior to transmission
when half of its data have just been checked using a midpoint-selection algorithm seems
inefficient. However, completely checking the state data prior to checkpointing it is
good insurance and, as was demonstrated, the method has exceedingly good coverage.
As for the high-speed clock, it may well be more cost-effective to simply fill in gaps with
a phase-locked loop and not try to seek a more general solution. Again, covering the
processing element is only one method for achieving system fault-tolerance.
General reuse of the code is doubtful. Although written in a structured fashion, far
too much of the functionality depends on low-level details which are specific to the
chosen microcontroller. This is probably unavoidable until a larger sample space is
available from which generalizations can be made. This is another reason for believing
that work should go into exploring more applications with an SCP configuration before
trying to extend the TMR work. For a given level of effort, more SCP applications using
different devices can be implemented and, from these, portability rules might be derived.
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Although the architecture covers SEL and a number of techniques were
investigated for mitigating it, these were not fully investigated. Additional tools which
facilitate rapid prototyping power-cycling recovery techniques would probably help.

7.3 Future Investigations
A number of future investigations should be considered. Most importantly, the
techniques need to be validated in a real radiation environment.
7.3.1 Validation in Radiation Tests and Real Environments
The belief that the fault-injection simulation technique used has yielded realistic
indications of real-world behavior must be validated. Radiation testing in a high-energy
facility or demonstration with a non-critical flight experiment is probably necessary
before these techniques will be accepted for a mission-critical element. A high-energy
test facility provides a controlled environment in which experimental results can be fairly
easily interpreted, and would provide insights into the correctness and applicability of the
simulated fault-injection results.

A flight demonstration which “shows off” the

techniques would be flashier but the results would not be extensible. The best of both
worlds would be a well-defined flight experiment which includes control devices,
multiple devices and configurations, and radiation environment monitors; if properly
designed, such an experiment could have more value than a ground test because the
environment would provide much more energetic particles.
7.3.2 Higher-Fidelity Simulation Environments
Using the same computer program to inject faults and monitor response behavior
couples the two. Although this probably did not materially affect the conclusions, it
would be nice to know if the numerical results are reasonably accurate. It would be
relatively easy to break the monitoring program into two pieces (a fault injector and a
separate model-based response monitor) which run on two machines or as separate tasks.
This effect may be insignificant compared to the differences between the simulation and
a real test, so radiation tests should probably be performed first.
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The implementation of fault-injection using a standard serial channel does not
stimulate every structure within the target system. It may be valuable to investigate other
techniques which may be easily replicated in a typical laboratory environment. For
example, a JTAG test bus might be used to tweak the state of almost any internal register
but such capability is not implemented (or at least not documented) in any
microcontroller of which the author is aware.
7.3.3 Simplifications
From a practical perspective, the most interesting task in the software area is to
simplify the SCP code, making it a real SCP implementation rather than a stripped-down
TMR one. Using the synchronous serial interface rather than I2C will substantially
reduce the time and code space associated with communications.

The many

simplifications due to not requiring the Operating Mode channel, the External Resolver,
the myriad timeouts to detect faults, or the decision-making to reset processors will
significantly reduce the code. The real cost of TMR versus SCP should be understood.
The very good test results obtained with the SCP configuration lead to curiosity
regarding how effective a single processor could be at detecting faults using only
temporal redundancy. The control experiment suggested that such a system might have
adequate performance for many applications. Certainly, from the perspective of physical
resource consumption, the ability to use only one chip is quite appealing.
7.3.4 Extensions
The architecture presented meets the needs of microcontroller-based multiprocessor configurations.

The architecture can be extended to more sophisticated

processors or entire computers. The ability to apply the architecture to entire singleboard computers, for instance, would allow the most current processor technologies to be
used without requiring expensive radiation-hardening efforts.

Two immediately-

apparent hurdles are the significantly increased cross-section of such computers and the
long reboot time of modern operating systems like VxWorks. The effective cross-
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section of the main memory can be reduced using EDAC (as many existing boards do); it
may be possible to implement reasonably-simple methods for fast restart.

7.4 Summary
Very

simple

techniques

have

been

described

which

allow

multiple

microcontrollers to be connected in multi-processor fault-tolerant configurations. A
hardware testbed and software prototype allowed experimentation with variants on a set
of core architectural concepts.

Fault coverage with respect to propagation of bad

information due to simulated single-event upsets was demonstrated to be higher than
99.99%. Cost-effectiveness was assessed for both self-checking pair and triple-modular
redundant configurations and found to strongly favor the simpler one. Techniques for
mitigating single-event latchup were described but remain to be demonstrated.
Validation in a high-energy radiation test facility or in a flight experiment is probably
required before these results are fully accepted by the space community.
The primary goal of finding minimalist techniques for using commerciallyavailable microcontrollers in space applications was achieved. They appear to be costeffective for many applications. It is now the time to apply them in real missions.

___________________________
Far better it is to dare mighty things,
even though checkered by failure,
than to dwell in that perpetual twilight
that knows not victory or defeat.
Teddy Roosevelt
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8. Appendices
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RB1

RB1

RB2

RB2

RB3

RB3

RC0/T1OSO/T1CKI

RC0

RC1/T1OSI/CCP2

RC1

RC2/CCP1

RC2

RC3/SCK/SCL

RC3

RC4/SDI/SDA

RC4

RC5/SDO

RC5

RC6/TX/CK

RC6

RC7/RX/DT

+5V
GND

VCC
GND

VDD
VSS

C21
0.033u

C22
0.033u

Title
Size

GND

A

TMR Module, Output Options
Number

Revision

A
Date:
File:
1

B

RC7
VCC

A

C

2

3
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1

2

3

D

1

RA0
RA1
RA2
RA3
RA4
RA5

2
3
4
5
6
7

R110
R111
R112
R113
R114
R115

RE0
RE1
RE2

RA0/AN0
RA1/AN1
RA2/AN2
RA3/AN3/VREF
RA4/T0CKI
RA5/AN4/SS#

8
RE0/RD#/AN5
9
RE1/WR#/AN6
10
RE2/CS#/AN7

R150
R151
R152

C31a

MCLR#/VPP

C31b
0.033u
C34

0.033u

13

RC7/RX/DT
RC6/TX/CK
RC5/SDO
RC4/SDI/SDA
RC3/SCK/SCL
RC2/CCP1
RC1/T1OSI/CCP2
RC0/T1OSO/T1CKI

X31
19.6608 MHz
14
OSC2/CLKOUT

18p
C35
C

OSC1/CLKIN

RD7/PSP7
RD6/PSP6
RD5/PSP5
RD4/PSP4
RD3/PSP3
RD2/PSP2
RD1/PSP1
RD0/PSP0

18p
12
VSS
31
VSS
GND

RB7
RB6
RB5
RB4
RB3
RB2
RB1
RB0/INT

40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33

A-RB7
A-RB6
A-RB5
A-RB4
A-RB3
A-RB2
A-RB1
A-RB0

R127
R126
R125
R124
R123
R122
R121

1

RA0
RA1
RA2
RA3
RA4
RA5

2
3
4
5
6
7

R210
R211
R212
R213
R214

MCLR#/VPP
RA0/AN0
RA1/AN1
RA2/AN2
RA3/AN3/VREF
RA4/T0CKI
RA5/AN4/SS#

8
RE0/RD#/AN5
9
RE1/WR#/AN6
10
RE2/CS#/AN7

R250
R251
R252

C32b
0.033u
C36
13

OSC1/CLKIN

X32
19.6608 MHz
14
OSC2/CLKOUT

18p
C37
18p

A

2
3
4
5
6
7

RC7
RC6
RC5
RC4
RC3
RC2
RC1
RC0

RE0
RE1
RE2

R137
R136
R135
R134
R133
R132
R131

12
VSS
31
VSS
GND

R311
R312
R313
R314
R315

C33a
0.033u

R350
R351

A-RD7
A-RD6
A-RD5
A-RD4
A-RD3
A-RD2
A-RD1
A-RD0

R147

13

R146
R145
R144
R143
R142
R141

18p
C39

RD7
RD6
RD5
RD4
RD3
RD2
RD1
RD0

RB7
RB6
RB5
RB4
RB3
RB2
RB1
RB0/INT

RC7/RX/DT
RC6/TX/CK
RC5/SDO
RC4/SDI/SDA
RC3/SCK/SCL
RC2/CCP1
RC1/T1OSI/CCP2
RC0/T1OSO/T1CKI
RD7/PSP7
RD6/PSP6
RD5/PSP5
RD4/PSP4
RD3/PSP3
RD2/PSP2
RD1/PSP1
RD0/PSP0

40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33

B-RB7
B-RB6
B-RB5
B-RB4
B-RB3
B-RB2
B-RB1
B-RB0

R227
R226
R225
R224
R223
R222
R221

RB7
RB6
RB5
RB4
RB3
RB2
RB1
RB0

R220

26
25
24
23
18
17
16
15

R237
R236
R235
R234
R233
R232
R231

RC7
RC6
RC5
RC4
RC3
RC2
RC1
RC0

R230

30
29
28
27
22
21
20
19

B-RD7
B-RD6
B-RD5
B-RD4
B-RD3
B-RD2
B-RD1
B-RD0

R247
R246
R245
R244
R243
R242
R241

OSC1/CLKIN

RD7/PSP7
RD6/PSP6
RD5/PSP5
RD4/PSP4
RD3/PSP3
RD2/PSP2
RD1/PSP1
RD0/PSP0

18p
12
VSS
31
VSS

J31

RB3
RB2
RB1
RB0

RD7
RD6
RD5
RD4
RD3
RD2
RD1
RD0

40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33

C-RB7
C-RB6
C-RB5
C-RB4
C-RB3
C-RB2
C-RB1
C-RB0

R326
R325
R324
R323
R322
R321

+5V
GND

A-RB7
A-RB6
A-RB5
A-RB4
A-RB3
A-RB2
A-RB1
A-RB0
A-RD7
A-RD6
A-RD5
A-RD4
A-RD3
A-RD2
A-RD1
A-RD0
A-VDD
A-MCLR#
+5V

RC7
RC6
RC5
RC4
RC3
RC2
RC1
RC0

R337
R336
R335
R334
R333
R332
R331
R330

30
29
28
27
22
21
20
19

C-RD7
C-RD6
C-RD5
C-RD4
C-RD3
C-RD2
C-RD1
C-RD0

RD7
RD6
RD5
RD4
RD3
RD2
RD1
RD0

R347
R346
R345
R344
R343
R342
R341

C

R340

J32
B-RB7
B-RB6
B-RB5
B-RB4
B-RB3
B-RB2
B-RB1
B-RB0
B-RD7
B-RD6
B-RD5
B-RD4
B-RD3
B-RD2
B-RD1
B-RD0
B-VDD
B-MCLR#
+5V

20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
CON20

GND

Title
Size

GND

20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
CON20

J33
C-RB7
C-RB6
C-RB5
C-RB4
C-RB3
C-RB2
C-RB1
C-RB0
C-RD7
C-RD6
C-RD5
C-RD4
C-RD3
C-RD2
C-RD1
C-RD0
C-VDD
C-MCLR#
+5V
GND

3

20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

B

CON20

A

TMR Set of PIC16C74A
Number

Revision

A
Date:
File:
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D

R320

26
25
24
23
18
17
16
15

R240

2

RB7
RB6
RB5
RB4
RB3
RB2
RB1
RB0

R327

U33
PIC16C74A

RA5
RA4
RA3
RA2
RA1
RA0

RC7
RC6
RC5
RC4
RC3
RC2
RC1
RC0

RB7
RB6
RB5
RB4
RB3
RB2
RB1
RB0/INT

RC7/RX/DT
RC6/TX/CK
RC5/SDO
RC4/SDI/SDA
RC3/SCK/SCL
RC2/CCP1
RC1/T1OSI/CCP2
RC0/T1OSO/T1CKI

X33
19.6608 MHz
14
OSC2/CLKOUT

R140

RA5
RA4
RA3
RA2
RA1
RA0

RA0/AN0
RA1/AN1
RA2/AN2
RA3/AN3/VREF
RA4/T0CKI
RA5/AN4/SS#

C33b
0.033u
C38

R130

30
29
28
27
22
21
20
19

MCLR#/VPP

8
RE0/RD#/AN5
9
RE1/WR#/AN6
10
RE2/CS#/AN7

R352

U32
PIC16C74A
1

R310

GND

11
VDD
32
VDD

B-MCLR#

R215

0.033u

1

RA0
RA1
RA2
RA3
RA4
RA5

U31
PIC16C74A

RE0
RE1
RE2
C32a

C-MCLR#

R120

26
25
24
23
18
17
16
15

B-VDD

B

RB7
RB6
RB5
RB4
RB3
RB2
RB1
RB0

11
VDD
32
VDD

C-VDD

A-MCLR#

11
VDD
32
VDD

A-VDD

4
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1

2

3

4

J1

D

A-RB7
A-RB6
A-RB5
A-RB4
A-RB3
A-RB2
A-RB1
A-RB0
A-RD7
A-RD6
A-RD5
A-RD4
A-RD3
A-RD2
A-RD1
A-RD0
A-VDD
A-MCLR#

20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

C-OPMODE1
C-OPMODE0
B-OPMODE1
B-OPMODE0
A-OPMODE1
A-OPMODE0

D

A VCC
NODE ID = 1
+5V

VCC
GND

A DEVSEL1
A DEVSEL0
A CYCLE#
A RESET#

A VCC
A MCLR#
+5V
+5V
GND

B DEVSEL1
B DEVSEL0
B CYCLE#
B RESET#

GND
J2
C

B-RB7
B-RB6
B-RB5
B-RB4
B-RB3
B-RB2
B-RB1
B-RB0
B-RD7
B-RD6
B-RD5
B-RD4
B-RD3
B-RD2
B-RD1
B-RD0
B-VDD
B-MCLR#

20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

B

RESOLVER
RESOLVER.SCH

C DEVSEL1
C DEVSEL0
C CYCLE#
C RESET#

C-OPMODE1
C-OPMODE0
B-OPMODE1
B-OPMODE0
A-OPMODE1
A-OPMODE0

A MCLR#
B MCLR#
C MCLR#

A MCLR#
B MCLR#
C MCLR#

+5V

Power Control
PWR-CTRL.SCH
VCC

A ON
B ON
C ON

A ON
B ON
C ON

A OFF#
B OFF#
C OFF#

A OFF#
B OFF#
C OFF#

A ISOFF#
B ISOFF#
C ISOFF#

B VCC
NODE ID = 2

A FAULT
B FAULT
C FAULT

GND

A VCC
B VCC
C VCC

A VCC
B VCC
C VCC

C

A ISOFF#
B ISOFF#
C ISOFF#
A ONLINE
B ONLINE
C ONLINE

A ONLINE
B ONLINE
C ONLINE

GND

A FAULT
B FAULT
C FAULT

GND

GND

GND

B VCC
B MCLR#
+5V
B
GND

J3

A

C-RB7
C-RB6
C-RB5
C-RB4
C-RB3
C-RB2
C-RB1
C-RB0
C-RD7
C-RD6
C-RD5
C-RD4
C-RD3
C-RD2
C-RD1
C-RD0
C-VDD
C-MCLR#

20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

C-OPMODE1
C-OPMODE0
B-OPMODE1
B-OPMODE0
A-OPMODE1
A-OPMODE0
C VCC
NODE ID = 3

Title
C VCC
C MCLR#
+5V

Size
A

GND
1

Date:
File:
2

3
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4

2

3

4

VCC

R34
330k

D
"Off" defined at 0.3% of VCC o

VA

VCC

C32

3

1

0.033u GND
U32A

VCC
R36
100k

2

A ISOFF#

VOFF 4
12

VOFF

D

5

R35
1k

LM339A
VCC

GND
GND
R37
100k

U32B
VB

7
1

B ISOFF#

VOFF 6
VCC

LM339A
C

A ON
B ON
C ON

U32C

U31
GQ5
GQ3
GQ1

11
14
10
12
15

VC

14

Q1

Q2

B

A OFF#
B OFF#
C OFF#

GQ2
GQ4
GQ6

Q3

Q4

1
16
4
13
8
9

Q5

Q6

2
5
7
3
6

GND

9
C ISOFF#

VOFF 8
VCC A31
J1-2
VCC
J1-3
N/C
AVIN

J1-4

BVIN

J1-6

CVIN

J1-8
J1-1

LM339A

A VCC IN

A VCC OUT

B VCC IN

B VCC OUT

C VCC IN

C

R38
100k

VCC
VCC

C VCC OUT

J1-5
J1-7
J1-9

R31 1.0 ohm 5%
A VCC
R32 1.0 ohm 5%
B VCC
R33 1.0 ohm 5%
C VCC

GND
B

GND
VCC
J2-2

NDM3000
GND

A ONLINE
B ONLINE
C ONLINE
VCC

A ONLINE

J2-3

B ONLINE

J2-5

C ONLINE

J2-7
J2-1

GND

VCC
A ONLINE

A FAULT

B ONLINE

B FAULT

C ONLINE

C FAULT

J2-4 A FAULT

A FAULT

J2-6 B FAULT

B FAULT

J2-8 C FAULT

C FAULT

GND
IVOTE-001

R39

A

U32D

R39B

11

R39C

10

13

Title
Size

LM339A
GND

A
Date:
File:

1

2

3
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TMR Mezzanine Board, Power Control
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2

3

f = 1/(0.9RC) = 500 kHz
(Formula adapted from 74C14 data

U41B

U41C

3
R41

D

GND

U41F

1

2
74HC14

U44

13

12
74HC14

C41
100p
GND

A RESET#
A CYCLE#
A DEVSEL0
A DEVSEL1
B RESET#
B CYCLE#
B DEVSEL0
B DEVSEL1
C RESET#
C CYCLE#

CLK 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

CLK/I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6
I7
I8
I9
I10
GND

VCC
I/O9
I/O8
I/O7
I/O6
I/O5
I/O4
I/O3
I/O2
I/O1
I/O0
I11

U41D

5
GND

74HC14

22k
U41A

4

6
GND

B

VCC

VCC
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13

A ON
B ON
C ON
A OFF#
B OFF#
C OFF#

PAL22V10Z
GND
DRIVEOUT.PDS

C

2

R42
R43
R44

1k
1k
1k

A MCLR#
B MCLR#
C MCLR#
Diodes clamp PAL outputs to protect against 12V VPP at microcontroller MCLR#/VPP.
Resistors limit current flowing into diodes.
These diodes and resistors can be eliminated if in-circuit programming is not used.
A ONLINE
B ONLINE
C ONLINE

B

C DEVSEL0
C DEVSEL1

U43
CLK
A RESET#
A CYCLE#
A DEVSEL0
A DEVSEL1
B RESET#
B CYCLE#
B DEVSEL0
B DEVSEL1
C RESET#
C CYCLE#
A

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

CLK/I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6
I7
I8
I9
I10
GND

VCC
I/O9
I/O8
I/O7
I/O6
I/O5
I/O4
I/O3
I/O2
I/O1
I/O0
I11

VCC
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13

VCC
VCC
GND

Title

PAL22V10 (DIP)

GND

C42
0.033u

C43
0.033u

C44
0.033u

C45
0.033u

GND

C DEVSEL0
C DEVSEL1

Size
A
Date:
File:

1

VCC
I/O9
I/O8
I/O7
I/O6
I/O5
I/O4
I/O3
I/O2
I/O1
I/O0
I11

D

D42
DAN202C

1

VCC
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
A ONLINE
16
B ONLINE
C ONLINE
15
14
13

CLK/I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6
I7
I8
I9
I10
GND

GND

3
VCC
I/O9
I/O8
I/O7
I/O6
I/O5
I/O4
I/O3
I/O2
I/O1
I/O0
I11

10
74HC14

PAL22V10 (DIP)

GND
C DEVSEL0
C DEVSEL1

CLK/I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6
I7
I8
I9
I10
GND

2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

A ISOFF#
B ISOFF#
C ISOFF#
A FAULT
B FAULT
C FAULT

1

U42
CLK
A RESET#
A CYCLE#
A DEVSEL0
A DEVSEL1
B RESET#
B CYCLE#
B DEVSEL0
B DEVSEL1
C RESET#
C CYCLE#

GND

74HC14

D41
DAN202C

A RESET#
A CYCLE#
A DEVSEL0
A DEVSEL1
B RESET#
B CYCLE#
B DEVSEL0
B DEVSEL1
C RESET#
C CYCLE#

11

U45

PAL22V10 (DIP)

GND

8

CLK

C DEVSEL0
C DEVSEL1

C

U41E

9

74HC14

VCC
24
23 A ON
22 B ON
21 C ON
20 A ISOFF#
19 B ISOFF#
18 C ISOFF#
17 A FAULT
16 B FAULT
15 C FAULT
14
13

4

3

1

2

3
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TMR Mezzanine Board, External Resolver
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Appendix 2: Resolver Reset PLD Logic Specification
TITLE
External Fault Resolution Logic (Reset) For TMR System
AUTHOR D. W. Caldwell
DATE10/20/97
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

This module defines the reset generation logic for one processor;
the reset generation logic is identical for each processor.
Outputs:
State Vars:
Inputs:

mclr
mclr
"Self" is the processor for which "mclr" applies.
"Right" is self's right peer (voting to reset its left peer)
"Left" is self's left peer (voting to reset its right peer).
xxxx_reset and xxxx_cycle are action request lines.
xxxx_ds0 active indicates action on right peer;
xxxx_ds1 active indicates action on left peer.

Operation:
A device reset is requested when
/xxxx_reset is active (low) and /xxxx_cycle is inactive (high).
A one-clock reset pulse will be generated when either:
a processor requests a reset of all peers, or
both of its peers vote for it to be reset.

DEFMOD

reset_state(
clk, mclr, all,
self_reset, self_cycle, self_ds[0:1],
right_reset, right_cycle, right_ds[0:1],
left_reset, left_cycle, left_ds[0:1]
)

CHIP
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN

reset

22V10

clk
INPUT
mclr
REGISTERED
all
INPUT
; active low
self_reset
INPUT
; active
self_cycle
INPUT
; active
self_ds[0:1]
INPUT
right_reset
INPUT
; active
right_cycle
INPUT
; active
right_ds[0:1] INPUT
left_reset
INPUT
; active
left_cycle
INPUT
; active
left_ds[0:1]
INPUT

low
low
low
low
low
low

STATE MOORE_MACHINE
; Definitions of State Variables
;
Initial condition of 22V10 is all flip-flops zero (ground)
;
and registered outputs at Vcc (one).
not_resetting
= mclr
resetting
= /mclr
; Definitions of State Transitions
not_resetting
:= go_reset -> resetting
resetting
:= all -> not_resetting

168

; reset action requested
; one-clock reset pulse

CONDITIONS
; The second +clause:
;
(/self_ds[0] * /self_ds[1]) * /self_reset * self_cycle
; is "reset if reset requested and self requested reset all."
; The third and fourth +clauses are "reset if a peer requested
;
reset-all."
; The last +clause is "reset if right peer requested a left-reset
;
and left peer requested a right-reset."
go_reset
= /all
+ (/self_ds[0] * /self_ds[1]) * /self_reset * self_cycle
+ (/right_ds[0] * /right_ds[1]) * /right_reset * right_cycle
+ (/left_ds[0] * /left_ds[1]) * /left_reset * left_cycle
+ (
(right_ds[1] * /right_reset * right_cycle)
* (left_ds[0] * /left_reset * left_cycle) )
EQUATIONS
mclr.clkf = clk
mclr.trst = VCC
ENDMOD

OPTIONS TURBO = OFF
SECURITY = OFF
CHIPRESOLVE_RESET

22V10

PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN

INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
OUTPUT
OUTPUT
OUTPUT
INPUT
REGISTERED
REGISTERED
REGISTERED

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
13
14
15
16
17
18
21
22
23

CLK
A_RESET
A_CYCLE
A_DS[0]
A_DS[1]
B_RESET
B_CYCLE
B_DS[0]
B_DS[1]
C_RESET
C_CYCLE
C_DS[0]
C_DS[1]
C_ONLINE
B_ONLINE
A_ONLINE
RESET_ALL
C_MCLR
B_MCLR
A_MCLR

; active low
; active low
; active low
; active low
; active low
; active low

; active low

EQUATIONS
;
This chip also decodes the action request lines.
;
A device is online when both RESET and CYCLE are inactive
;
(i.e., high).
A_ONLINE = A_RESET * A_CYCLE
B_ONLINE = B_RESET * B_CYCLE
C_ONLINE = C_RESET * C_CYCLE
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;
;

Three instances of the reset-logic state machine are created,
one for each processor.

MODULE

reset_state INSTANCE A (
clk = CLK, mclr = A_MCLR, all=RESET_ALL,
self_reset =A_RESET, self_cycle =A_CYCLE, self_ds[0:1] =A_DS[0:1],
right_reset =B_RESET, right_cycle =B_CYCLE, right_ds[0:1] =B_DS[0:1],
left_reset =C_RESET, left_cycle =C_CYCLE, left_ds[0:1] =C_DS[0:1],
)

MODULE

reset_state INSTANCE B (
clk = CLK, mclr = B_MCLR, all=RESET_ALL,
self_reset =B_RESET, self_cycle =B_CYCLE, self_ds[0:1] =B_DS[0:1],
right_reset =C_RESET, right_cycle =C_CYCLE, right_ds[0:1] =C_DS[0:1],
left_reset =A_RESET, left_cycle =A_CYCLE, left_ds[0:1] =A_DS[0:1],
)

MODULE

reset_state INSTANCE C (
clk = CLK, mclr = C_MCLR, all=RESET_ALL,
self_reset =C_RESET, self_cycle =C_CYCLE, self_ds[0:1] =C_DS[0:1],
right_reset =A_RESET, right_cycle =A_CYCLE, right_ds[0:1] =A_DS[0:1],
left_reset =B_RESET, left_cycle =B_CYCLE, left_ds[0:1] =B_DS[0:1],
)

SIMULATION
SETF
SETF
SETF
SETF
SETF
PRLDF

/CLK
RESET_ALL
A_RESET, A_CYCLE, /A_DS0, /A_DS1
B_RESET, B_CYCLE, /B_DS0, /B_DS1
C_RESET, C_CYCLE, /C_DS0, /C_DS1
A_MCLR, B_MCLR, C_MCLR

CLOCKF
CLOCKF
CLOCKF
SETF
CLOCKF
CLOCKF
CLOCKF
SETF
CLOCKF
CLOCKF

CLK
CLK
CLK
/RESET_ALL
CLK
CLK
CLK
RESET_ALL
CLK
CLK

SETF
CLOCKF
SETF
CLOCKF
CLOCKF
SETF
CLOCKF
CLOCKF
CLOCKF

/A_RESET, A_CYCLE, /A_DS1, /A_DS0
CLK
/A_RESET, /A_CYCLE, /A_DS1, /A_DS0
CLK
CLK
A_RESET, A_CYCLE, /A_DS1, /A_DS0
CLK
CLK
CLK
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Appendix 3: MFT Software, User Level
MFT User Interface Definition: mft.h
/*****************************************************************************
*
MFT.H
*
*
User interface definitions for Microcontroller-Fault Tolerance.
*
*
980220 DWC
File Created.
*/
#ifndef MFT_INCLUDED
#define MFT_INCLUDED
#ifndef MFT
#define MFT
#endif
#if

TRUE

MFT

#ifndef MFT_TMR
#define MFT_TMR
#endif
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

TRUE

MFT_COMPARE_ID_EQUALITY
MFT_PEERS_REQUIRED
MFT_PEERS_NOT_REQD
MFT_RESULT_FORCE
MFT_RESULT_NO_FORCE

0
TRUE
FALSE
TRUE
FALSE

void

mft_init( int max_message_size,
PTR_VOID_FN_t master_responsibilities );

void

mft_check( int check_id, flag peers_reqd, char *data, int n,
int comparison_id, flag force_result, UINT16 max_join_wait_ms );

#include "pic16C7x.h"
voidmft_output_analog_voted_1bit( pic_pin_t pin, int value );
voidmft_output_analog_voted_0bit( pic_pin_t pin, int value );
#include
#else

"mft.c"

/* no MFT */

/* Define the mft checking functions out of existence. */
#define mft_init( max_message_size,master_responsibilities )
#define mft_check(check_id,peers_reqd,data,n,comp_id,force,max_join_wait_ms )
/* Define the mft output functions to their CCS counterparts. */
#define mft_output_analog_voted_1bit(pin,value )output_bit( pin, value )
#define mft_output_analog_voted_0bit(pin,value )output_bit( pin, value )
#endif
#endif

/* MFT */
/* MFT_INCLUDED */

MFT Library: mft.c
/******************************************************************************
*
MFT.C
*
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*
*
*
*
*/

Microcontroller Fault-Tolerance Library.
(Includes a bunch of *.c files because of the way the CCS compiler works.)
980220

#define
#define

DWC

File restructured (extracted from existing code).

MFT_FAULT_INJECTION
TRUE
MFT_FAULT_INJECT_TARGETED FALSE

#include "mft-locl.h"
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"mft-finj.c"
"mft-ckpt.c"
"mft-id.c"
"mft-opmo.c"
"mft-outp.c"
"mft-rslv.c"
"mft-rcvr.c"
"mft-mc.c"
"mft-init.c"
"mft-comp.c"
"mft-chk.c"

/* MFT Local Definitions
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/* MFT

*/

Fault Injection Test Support
Checkpointing Support
*/
Static ID Support
*/
Operating Mode Channel Support
Analog-Voted Bilevel Output Pin Support
External Resolver Support
*/
Fault Recovery Support
Master Channel Support
MFT Initialization Function
MFT Comparison Functions
Check Function
*/

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

/* Port B interrupt-on-change needs be the highest priority interrupt. */
#PRIORITY RB
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MFT Initialization: mft-init.c
/******************************************************************************
*
MFT-INIT.C
*
*
MFT Initialization function.
*
*
980220 DWC
File Created (extracted from existing code).
*/
#if 0

/* 1 if a malloc() function exists, see mft_init() comments */

static int mft_check_max_buffer_size = 0;
void*mft_check_buffer1;
void*mft_check_buffer2;
#else
#define MFT_CHECK_MAX_BUFFER_SIZE
18
#define mft_check_max_buffer_size
18
bytemft_check_buffer1[ MFT_CHECK_MAX_BUFFER_SIZE ];
#if MFT_TMR
bytemft_check_buffer2[ MFT_CHECK_MAX_BUFFER_SIZE ];
#else
#define mft_check_buffer2
mft_check_buffer1
//byte mft_check_buffer2[ 1 ];
/* dummy to simplify conditional code */
#endif
#endif /* MALLOC */

/******************************************************************************
void mft_init( int max_message_size,
PTR_VOID_FN_t master_responsibilities )
Inputs:
max_message_size

The maximum length of any message which will be
checked (by mft_check()).
master_responsibilities
A function which will be called when the device
assumes MFT Mastership.

Description:
Initialization function for MFT, initializing all the modules:
Static ID, Operating Mode, Master Channel, Fault-Injection.
The max_message_size is used for allocating buffer space to be used by the
mft_check() function; data structures of greater than this length will be
truncated before exchange between peer processors.
Restrictions:
None.
Remarks:
None.
Ideosynchracies:
The CCS compiler has no memory management function like malloc() and there
is little value to writing one. Consequently, the single argument is a
dummy for this implementation -- exactly one buffer size is supported by
compile-time constants. The hook is provided for good form in the future.
The CCS compiler does not support pointers to functions so the macro
MFT_OPMODE_CHANGE_ISR_USER_FN() must be defined by the user to refer to
the desired function.
Change Log:
980206 DWC
Function created.
******************************************************************************/
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voidmft_init( int max_message_size,
PTR_VOID_FN_t master_responsibilities )
{
int
id;
int
i;
#if

MFT_FAULT_INJECTION
/* Fault injection initialization should be first so that it is
*
possible to get faults injected into the init process.
*
In the current implementation it won't actually happen because
*
of the way that mft_fault_init() handles its data structures.
*
This could get fixed; maybe not worth it; definitely not now.
*/
mft_fault_init();
#endif
/* Determine checkpoint validity.
mft_checkpoint_init();

*/

/* Determine the ID of this processor.
mft_static_id_init();

*/

/* Initialize communication with the External Resolver.
mft_resolver_init();

*/

/* Initialize the Operating Mode stuff. */
mft_opmode_init( master_responsibilities );
#if

MFT_TMR
/* If no checker exists, everyone was simultaneously reset.
*
If the checkpoint flag is not invalid, then try to establish
*
a voting system immediately so that the user's state data
*
can be checked to try to avoid a complete reset.
*
This section is unnecessary for SCP since they always come
*
up in their only opmode configuration.
*/
if (mft_opmode_no_checker_exists() &&
mft_checkpoint_is_ok())
{
/* Delay a few cycles to allow others who were simultaneously
*
reset to see the no_checker_exists() condition but might
*
have incurred a slight skew to this point.
*
Make sure that everyone who gets to the point, leaves at
*
pretty much the same time.
*/
delay_cycles( 50 );
if (!mft_opmode_is_master)
mft_opmode_become_checker();
else
/* Timing dummy. */
mft_opmode_become_master();

}
#endif
/* Initialize Master Channel communications.
mft_mc_init();

*/

/* Enable detection of changes on the Operating Mode Channel.
mft_opmode_change_isr_enable();

#if 0
/*
*
*
*/

Example of how buffer allocation might be done with another
compiler. (Obviously, some error checking on whether the
alloc was actually successful would be a good idea!)
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*/

mft_check_max_buffer_size = max_message_size;
mft_check_buffer1 = malloc( mft_check_max_buffer_size );
mft_check_buffer2 = malloc( mft_check_max_buffer_size );
#endif
/* Initialize debug, if any. */
0 //MFT_DEBUG
if (mft_opmode_is_master)
DEBUG_LEVEL_SET( MFT_DEBUG_LEVEL_MASTER );
else if (MFT_OPMODE_MASTER_CAPABLE)
DEBUG_LEVEL_SET( MFT_DEBUG_LEVEL_CHECKER1 );
else
DEBUG_LEVEL_SET( MFT_DEBUG_LEVEL_CHECKER2 );
#endif
}
#if
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MFT Check Function: mft-chk.c
/******************************************************************************
*
MFT-CHK.C
*
*
MFT Check function -- the workhorse.
*
*
980220 DWC
File Created (extracted from existing code).
*/
#if 0
#define
#define
#else
#define
#define
#endif

//MFT_DEBUG
MFT_CHECK_ENTRY()
MFT_CHECK_EXIT()

output_bit( PIN_E2, 1 )
output_bit( PIN_E2, 0 )

MFT_CHECK_ENTRY()
MFT_CHECK_EXIT()

#if MFT_TMR
#define MFT_RECOVERY_DEFAULT_TIMEOUT
#else
#define MFT_RECOVERY_DEFAULT_TIMEOUT
#endif

message_time_us
0

/******************************************************************************
void mft_check( int check_id, flag peers_reqd, char *data, int n,
int comparison_id, flag force_result, UINT16 max_join_wait_ms )
Inputs:
data
n
force_result
comparison_id
Outputs:
data

Buffer of data bytes to be checked with peers.
Number of bytes in buffer.
If TRUE, result of vote will be forced on all peers.
If non-zero, use user-supplied voting function.
Buffer contains corrected, voted data if force_result
was specified.

Description:
Communicates n bytes with its fault-tolerant peer processes to
determine their validity.
Side-Effects:
MFT participation status may change as a result of anomalies detected.
Restrictions:
None.
Remarks:
This function should take a pointer to a function as the user_compare
argument which would be used if it is not NULL. However, the CCS
compiler (partly as an artifact of the PIC instruction set) cannot
deal with pointers to functions. Thus, any user comparison function
must be compiled in with the supplied macro.
Change Log:
980224 DWC
Function documented.
980228 DWC
Extensive redesign; first real checking, not just a stub.
******************************************************************************/
void

mft_check( int check_id, flag peers_reqd,
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char *data, int n,

int comparison_id, flag force_result, UINT16 max_join_wait_ms )
{
MFT_STATUS_t
boolean
boolean
boolean
boolean
int
int
int
int
#if MFT_TMR
long
BFTUS_t
BFTUS_t
BFTUS_t
#endif

status;
self_is_master, self_is_checker;
right_is_master, right_is_checker;
left_is_master, left_is_checker;
peer_is_checker;
master_agrees, peers_agree;
right_agrees, left_agrees;
dest_valid;
i;
message_time_us;
message_time_bftu;
joinwait_time_bftu;
wait_bftu;

/* time estimate in 2^-16 sec */
/* time estimate in 2^-16 sec */

MFT_CHECK_ENTRY();
MFT_FAULT_INJECT_LOCKUP( MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_NONARRIVAL );
/* There is probably a better way of dealing with an overly large n.
*
This method isn't particularly satisfactory but at least some of the
*
checking will get done. Of course, if a user comparison function is
*
called with truncated data, it might act a tad funny...
*/
if (n > mft_check_max_buffer_size)
n = mft_check_max_buffer_size;

#if MFT_TMR
/* If an error occurs during the check function which results in the
*
Operating Mode changing state, the check function must re-execute.
*
Also, a certain amount of cleanup is required as the Master may
*
have been interrupted while leaving the Master Channel in an
*
intermediate state -- thus, an end-of-message must be sent.
*/
check_top:
#define MFT_CHECK_OPMODE_CHANGE_TEST
\
{ if (mft_opmode_sys_participants_changed())
goto check_top; }
#define MFT_CHECK_STATUS_TEST(time)
\
{
if (status.outcome)
\
{
mft_recover( &status, time );
goto check_top; } }
#else /* SCP */
#define MFT_CHECK_OPMODE_CHANGE_TEST
#define MFT_CHECK_STATUS_TEST(time)
{
if (status.outcome)
#endif

{}
\
mft_resolver_reset_all();

}

/* Set the comparison buffers to the passed data so that they may be
*
used in comparisons and so that if data are not received (e.g.,
*
because a device is Offline), the comparison functions don't choke.
*/
memcpy( mft_check_buffer1, data, n );
#if MFT_TMR
memcpy( mft_check_buffer2, data, n );
#endif
#if MFT_TMR
/* These calculations are lengthy (because they're long int arithmetic)
*
and must be done by all participants to maintain synch.
*
They are placed here as the best place for common delays.
*/
message_time_bftu = mft_mc_message_time_estimate_bftu( n );
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message_time_us
= 4 * BTIME_BFTU_TO_US( message_time_bftu );
joinwait_time_bftu = BTIME_MS_TO_BFTU( max_join_wait_ms );
#endif
/* Refresh the mft_static_id global variable and the opmode ISR.
*
Then snapshot the configuration.
*/
mft_static_id_init();
mft_opmode_change_isr_enable();
mft_opmode_sys_config_snapshot();
self_is_master
= mft_opmode_self_is_master();
self_is_checker = mft_opmode_self_is_checker();
right_is_master = mft_opmode_right_is_master();
right_is_checker = mft_opmode_right_is_checker();
#if MFT_TMR
left_is_master
= mft_opmode_left_is_master();
left_is_checker = mft_opmode_left_is_checker();
peer_is_checker = (right_is_checker || left_is_checker);
#else /* SCP */
left_is_master
= FALSE;
left_is_checker = FALSE;
peer_is_checker = TRUE;
#endif
if (self_is_master)
{
/********** MASTER *************************************************/
#if !MFT_TMR /* SCP */
/* Kludge to keep the "Master" Opmode pin from affecting serial output
*
on upset. This pin is not necessary in a real system, only in the
*
testbed because it is used to select the RS232 mux pin.
*/
output_bit( PIN_B7, 1 );
#endif
MFT_FAULT_INJECT_LOCKUP( MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MASTER_LOCKUP1 );
mft_mc_synch_master_start();
/* Get check data from the active Checkers.
*
The only failures which can occur during this period are that
*
a Checker has tied up the Master Channel or that a Checker is
*
unresponsive. With the I2C as implemented, a Checker which does
*
not tie up the bus but is otherwise "unresponsive" will return
*
"data" which is all ones (the passive bus state). Thus, a
*
benign-unresponsive is not identifiable at this time.
*/
if (right_is_checker)
{
MFT_FAULT_INJECT_LOCKUP( MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MRC1_LOCKUP );
mft_mc_master_recv_from_checker( &status, mft_static_id_right(),
mft_check_buffer1, n );
MFT_CHECK_STATUS_TEST( MFT_RECOVERY_DEFAULT_TIMEOUT );
MFT_CHECK_OPMODE_CHANGE_TEST;
MFT_FAULT_INJECT_XOR( MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MRC1_BAD_DATA,
mft_check_buffer1, 0xff );
}
#if MFT_TMR
if (left_is_checker)
{
MFT_FAULT_INJECT_LOCKUP( MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MRC2_LOCKUP );
mft_mc_master_recv_from_checker( &status, mft_static_id_left(),
mft_check_buffer2, n );
MFT_CHECK_STATUS_TEST( MFT_RECOVERY_DEFAULT_TIMEOUT );
MFT_CHECK_OPMODE_CHANGE_TEST;
MFT_FAULT_INJECT_XOR( MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MRC2_BAD_DATA,
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mft_check_buffer2, 0xff );
}
#endif
/* If data were received from Checkers, compare them against the
*
Master's data.
*/
if (right_is_checker || left_is_checker)
{
MFT_FAULT_INJECT_XOR( MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MSTAT_RIGHT_CHECK,
&right_is_checker, 0x01 );
MFT_FAULT_INJECT_XOR( MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MSTAT_LEFT_CHECK,
&left_is_checker, 0x01 );
/* Test the received data.
*
No check for timeout or opmode_changed is required here since
*
these functions do not interact with the other processors.
*/
if (!comparison_id)
mft_compare_equality(
0,
&master_agrees, data, n,
&right_agrees, right_is_checker, mft_check_buffer1,
&left_agrees, left_is_checker, mft_check_buffer2,
&peers_agree, 2, &dest_valid );
else
MFT_USER_COMPARISON(
comparison_id,
&master_agrees, data, n,
&right_agrees, right_is_checker, mft_check_buffer1,
&left_agrees, left_is_checker, mft_check_buffer2,
&peers_agree, 2, &dest_valid );
/* If the Master is in disagreement but valid information was
*
determined from the Checkers, assume that the error is
*
recoverable because everyone has managed to successfully
*
communicate up to this point. If everyone's communicating,
*
assume that we can continue with better data being used by
*
the Master.
*/
if (!master_agrees)
pic_restart();
else if (!dest_valid)
mft_resolver_reset_all();
/* Whatever is in mft_check_buffer1 has passed validity checks
*
and the Master is in agreement. This is now the best guess
*
as to "good" data. Use it from here onwards.
*/
memcpy( data, mft_check_buffer1, n );
#if

MFT_TMR
/* Whatever is in the Master's buffer is now valid. After
*
this copy, all three buffers will have the same contents.
*/
memcpy( mft_check_buffer2, data, n );
#endif
}
#if MFT_TMR
else
{
/*
*
*
*
*

If neither peer is a Checker, go on faith that the Master's is
the best data. Of course, it probably doesn't matter too much
since if there is no peer, the system must have just been reset
and everyone has been initialized to square one -- so they've
all got the same data anyway. But that nuance hasn't been
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*
completely thought through so just make everything operate
*
with the Master's version of data...
*/
memcpy( mft_check_buffer1, data, n );
memcpy( mft_check_buffer2, data, n );
}
/* Seems to be required for stability.
delay_us( 200 );

I don't like it.

*/

#endif
/* Now the two check buffers contain the data to be sent
*
to the Checkers. They then either receive and check or
*
receive and accept depending on their values of the
*
force_result flag.
*
Hmmm... this depends on having done the memcpy() at the top
*
if neither peer is a Checker; there might be a cleaner way.
*/
#if MFT_TMR
if (!right_is_checker)
{
if (peers_reqd)
MFT_COMMAND_ACTION_SET( status.command, MFT_Cmd_Action_Join );
else
MFT_COMMAND_ACTION_SET( status.command, MFT_Cmd_Action_Accept_Data );
}
else if (!right_agrees)
MFT_COMMAND_ACTION_SET( status.command, MFT_Cmd_Action_Reset_Self );
else if (!left_agrees && left_is_checker)
MFT_COMMAND_ACTION_SET( status.command, MFT_Cmd_Action_Reset_Peer_Checker );
else
MFT_COMMAND_ACTION_SET( status.command, MFT_Cmd_Action_Accept_Data );
#else
/* SCP */
MFT_COMMAND_ACTION_SET( status.command, MFT_Cmd_Action_Accept_Data );
#endif /* TMR */
MFT_COMMAND_LABEL_SET( status.command, check_id );
MFT_FAULT_INJECT_LOCKUP( MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MXC1_LOCKUP );
MFT_FAULT_INJECT_XOR( MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MXC1_BAD_DATA, data, 0xff );
mft_mc_master_xmit_to_checker( &status, mft_static_id_right(), data, n );
MFT_CHECK_STATUS_TEST( MFT_RECOVERY_DEFAULT_TIMEOUT );
MFT_CHECK_OPMODE_CHANGE_TEST;
#if MFT_TMR
MFT_FAULT_INJECT_XOR( MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MXC2_BAD_DATA, data, 0xff );
/* Now send data to the left member of the TMR set. */
MFT_COMMAND_LABEL_SET( status.command, check_id );
if (!left_is_checker)
{
if (peers_reqd)
MFT_COMMAND_ACTION_SET( status.command, MFT_Cmd_Action_Join );
else
MFT_COMMAND_ACTION_SET( status.command, MFT_Cmd_Action_Accept_Data );
}
else if (!left_agrees)
MFT_COMMAND_ACTION_SET( status.command, MFT_Cmd_Action_Reset_Self );
else if (!right_agrees && right_is_checker)
MFT_COMMAND_ACTION_SET( status.command, MFT_Cmd_Action_Reset_Peer_Checker );
else
MFT_COMMAND_ACTION_SET( status.command, MFT_Cmd_Action_Accept_Data );

#endif

MFT_FAULT_INJECT_LOCKUP( MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MXC2_LOCKUP );
mft_mc_master_xmit_to_checker( &status, mft_static_id_left(), data, n );
MFT_CHECK_STATUS_TEST( MFT_RECOVERY_DEFAULT_TIMEOUT );
MFT_CHECK_OPMODE_CHANGE_TEST;
/* TMR */
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/* Account for the Master Channel processing delay on the Checkers' side.
mft_mc_master_xmit_catchup();
#if MFT_TMR
/* After sending data to both peers, take resolution action.
*
Although some action could be initiated even before sending
*
the first byte of data to a Checker, the single-thread timeout
*
functionality of this implementation of mft_recover() rather
*
requires that the resolution starts here.
*/
if (!right_agrees && right_is_checker)
{
if (left_is_checker)
{
status.outcome = MFT_Status_Fail_Right_Checker;
mft_recover( &status, MFT_RECOVERY_DEFAULT_TIMEOUT );
goto check_top;
}
else
mft_resolver_reset_all();
}
if (!left_agrees && left_is_checker)
{
if (right_is_checker)
{
status.outcome = MFT_Status_Fail_Left_Checker;
mft_recover( &status, MFT_RECOVERY_DEFAULT_TIMEOUT );
goto check_top;
}
else
mft_resolver_reset_all();
}
#else

/* SCP */
if (!right_agrees)
mft_resolver_reset_all();

#endif
MFT_FAULT_INJECT_LOCKUP( MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MASTER_LOCKUP2 );
/* Timing dummy
*
Now the Checkers will be checking what the Master just sent.
*
Perform the same comparison (Master vs right Checker) so
*
about the same time passes.
*/
#if MFT_TMR
if (right_is_checker || left_is_checker)
#endif
{
if (!comparison_id)
mft_compare_equality(
0,
&master_agrees, mft_check_buffer1, n,
&right_agrees, TRUE, mft_check_buffer2,
&left_agrees, FALSE, mft_check_buffer2,
&peers_agree, 2, &dest_valid );
else
MFT_USER_COMPARISON(
comparison_id,
&master_agrees, mft_check_buffer1, n,
&right_agrees, TRUE, mft_check_buffer2,
&left_agrees, FALSE, mft_check_buffer2,
&peers_agree, 2, &dest_valid );
}
MFT_CHECK_OPMODE_CHANGE_TEST; /* One last time... */
MFT_FAULT_INJECT_LOCKUP( MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MASTER_LOCKUP3 );
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*/

/* Another delay kludge.
delay_us( 100 );

*/

#if

MFT_TMR
/* If peers are required beyond this point but no Checker exists,
*
reset the system to try to synchronize it.
*/
if (peers_reqd &&
(!mft_opmode_right_is_checker() && !mft_opmode_left_is_checker()))
{
mft_resolver_reset_all();
}
#endif
/* Synchronize everyone with a synchronization signal.
*
When using the same Master Channel for commo and synch, a synch
*
message is emitted at this time. In the case of I2C, this is
*
simply back-to-back start/stop conditions. A (slight) performance
*
increase can be realized by using a separate, dedicated bilevel
*
and the much-preceding "start synch" function will initiate the
*
synch condition to prevent a Checker getting to the synch too
*
quickly and not seeing the "high" condition. With this
*
interrupt-based I2C implementation, the high won't be missed.
*/
mft_mc_synch_master_end();
/* Timing Dummies */
MFT_CHECK_STATUS_TEST( MFT_RECOVERY_DEFAULT_TIMEOUT );
MFT_CHECK_OPMODE_CHANGE_TEST;
}
/********** CHECKER or OFFLINE *****************************************/
else
{
MFT_FAULT_INJECT_LOCKUP( MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_CHECKER_LOCKUP1 );
MFT_FAULT_INJECT_XOR( MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_CXM_BAD_DATA, data, 0xff );
#if

!MFT_TMR /* SCP */
/* Kludge for sanity to keep the external monitor from flagging that
*
there's been a dropout in the Checker's state.
*
Really, it's completely unnecessary for functionality.
*/
output_bit( PIN_B4, 1 );
#endif
#if MFT_TMR
if (!self_is_checker)
{
/* Call await_message_start in clumps of 500 bftu because of its
*
internal limitations on the size of the bftu argument.
*/
for (wait_bftu = joinwait_time_bftu;
wait_bftu > 500;
wait_bftu -= 500)
{
mft_mc_checker_await_message_start( &status, 500, TRUE );
if (!status.outcome)
break;
}
if (status.outcome)
mft_mc_checker_await_message_start( &status, wait_bftu, TRUE );
MFT_CHECK_STATUS_TEST( MFT_RECOVERY_DEFAULT_TIMEOUT );
MFT_CHECK_OPMODE_CHANGE_TEST;
}
/*
*

If there are two Checkers and this one is to the left of the Master,
wait for the Master to first communicate with its right Checker.
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*
"Left of Master" is equivalent to "Master on right and peer
*
Checker on left."
*/
if (right_is_master && left_is_checker)
{
mft_mc_checker_wait_for_message_to_peer( &status,
message_time_bftu, TRUE );
MFT_CHECK_STATUS_TEST( MFT_RECOVERY_DEFAULT_TIMEOUT );
MFT_CHECK_OPMODE_CHANGE_TEST;
}
if (self_is_checker)
{
#endif /* TMR */
/* Send check data from the Master. */
mft_mc_checker_xmit_to_master( &status, data, n );
MFT_CHECK_STATUS_TEST( MFT_RECOVERY_DEFAULT_TIMEOUT );
MFT_CHECK_OPMODE_CHANGE_TEST;
#if MFT_TMR
}
/* If this is the right Checker of two, wait for the Master to
*
communicate with its left Checker.
*/
if (left_is_master && right_is_checker)
{
mft_mc_checker_wait_for_message_to_peer( &status,
message_time_bftu, TRUE );
MFT_CHECK_STATUS_TEST( MFT_RECOVERY_DEFAULT_TIMEOUT );
MFT_CHECK_OPMODE_CHANGE_TEST;
}
#endif
/* Timing dummy.
*
Perform a check which mimics what the Master should be doing now
*
so as to remain roughly in synch.
*
Use the same number of participants (2 or 3) so the check takes
*
about the same time.
*/
if (self_is_checker || peer_is_checker)
{
if (!comparison_id)
mft_compare_equality(
0,
&master_agrees, mft_check_buffer1, n,
&right_agrees, self_is_checker, mft_check_buffer2,
&left_agrees, peer_is_checker, mft_check_buffer2,
&peers_agree, 1, &dest_valid );
else
MFT_USER_COMPARISON(
comparison_id,
&master_agrees, mft_check_buffer1, n,
&right_agrees, self_is_checker, mft_check_buffer2,
&left_agrees, peer_is_checker, mft_check_buffer2,
&peers_agree, 1, &dest_valid );
}
#if MFT_TMR
/* If this is the left Checker of two, wait for the Master to
*
communicate with its right Checker.
*/
if (right_is_master)
{
mft_mc_checker_wait_for_message_to_peer( &status,
message_time_bftu, FALSE );
MFT_CHECK_STATUS_TEST( MFT_RECOVERY_DEFAULT_TIMEOUT );
MFT_CHECK_OPMODE_CHANGE_TEST;
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}
#endif
/* Receive check data from the Master. */
mft_mc_checker_recv_from_master( &status,
mft_check_buffer1, n, check_id );
if (!self_is_checker && status.outcome == MFT_Status_Label_Mismatch)
{
#if MFT_TMR
mft_mc_checker_await_message_stop( &status,
message_time_bftu, FALSE );
goto check_top;
#else
mft_resolver_reset_all();
#endif
}
MFT_CHECK_STATUS_TEST( MFT_RECOVERY_DEFAULT_TIMEOUT );
MFT_CHECK_OPMODE_CHANGE_TEST;
MFT_FAULT_INJECT_XOR( MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_CRM_BAD_DATA,
mft_check_buffer1, 0xff );
#if MFT_TMR
/* If this is the right Checker of two, wait for the Master to
*
communicate with its left Checker.
*/
if (left_is_master)
{
mft_mc_checker_wait_for_message_to_peer( &status, message_time_bftu, FALSE );
MFT_CHECK_STATUS_TEST( MFT_RECOVERY_DEFAULT_TIMEOUT );
MFT_CHECK_OPMODE_CHANGE_TEST;
}
#endif

#if

/* There are three options of what to do with the data received
*
from the Master:
*
Simply accept what the Master sends;
*
OR
*
Compare for equality what the Master sends and then vote
*
for the Master's dismissal if the received data do not
*
match;
*
OR
*
User-compare what the Master sends and vote as above.
*/
MFT_TMR
if (!self_is_checker)
{
if (MFT_COMMAND_ACTION_TEST( status.command, MFT_Cmd_Action_Reset_Self ))
mft_resolver_reset_self();
memcpy( data, mft_check_buffer1, n );
if (MFT_COMMAND_ACTION_TEST( status.command, MFT_Cmd_Action_Join ))
mft_opmode_become_checker();
}
else

#endif
{
if (!comparison_id)
mft_compare_equality(
0,
&master_agrees, mft_check_buffer1, n,
&right_agrees, TRUE, data,
&left_agrees, FALSE, NULL,
&peers_agree, 1, &dest_valid );
else
MFT_USER_COMPARISON(
comparison_id,
&master_agrees, mft_check_buffer1, n,
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&right_agrees, TRUE, data,
&left_agrees, FALSE, NULL,
&peers_agree, 1, &dest_valid );
MFT_FAULT_INJECT_JAM( MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_CCOMP_BAD_RESULT,
&master_agrees, 0x01 );
if (dest_valid)
memcpy( data, mft_check_buffer1, n );
#if

else
MFT_TMR
{
if (MFT_COMMAND_ACTION_TEST( status.command,
MFT_Cmd_Action_Reset_Peer_Checker ))
{
/* From this Checker's perspective, the Master is screwed
*
up. But for some reason, the Master thought the other
*
peer was screwed up. If this was due to the other
*
peer being incommunicado, it wouldn't do to try to
*
only reset the Master since there would be no one to
*
try to help. So reset everybody and hope that this is
*
a really low-probability branch.
*/
mft_resolver_reset_all();
}
else
{
/* Request of the resolver a reset of the Master. */
status.outcome = MFT_Status_Fail_Master;
mft_recover( &status, MFT_RECOVERY_DEFAULT_TIMEOUT );
goto check_top;
}

#else

}
/* SCP */
mft_resolver_reset_all();

#endif
}
#if

MFT_TMR
if (MFT_COMMAND_ACTION_TEST( status.command, MFT_Cmd_Action_Reset_Peer_Checker ))
{
status.outcome = MFT_Status_Fail_Peer_Checker;
mft_recover( &status, MFT_RECOVERY_DEFAULT_TIMEOUT );
goto check_top;
}
MFT_FAULT_INJECT_LOCKUP( MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_CHECKER_LOCKUP2 );
if (peers_reqd &&
pic_restart();

mft_opmode_self_is_offline())

#endif
mft_mc_synch_checker( &status, MFT_CHECK_SYNCH_ALLOWABLE_BFTU, FALSE );
MFT_CHECK_STATUS_TEST( MFT_RECOVERY_DEFAULT_TIMEOUT );
MFT_CHECK_OPMODE_CHANGE_TEST;
}
MFT_CHECK_EXIT();
}

MFT Comparison Function: mft-comp.c
/******************************************************************************
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*
*
*
*
*
*/

MFT-COMP.C
MFT Comparison for Equality support function
980220

DWC

File Created (extracted from existing code).

#include "memory.h"
/******************************************************************************
void
mft_compare_equality(
int comparison_id,
flag *master_agrees, byte *master_data, int n,
flag *left_agrees, flag left_online, byte *left_data,
flag *right_agrees, flag right_online, byte *right_data,
flag *peers_agree, int dest, flag *dest_valid )
Inputs:
comparison_id
master_data
left_data
right_data
left_checker
right_checker
n
Outputs:
left_agrees

not used by this function; should be zero
Master's data to be checked
the "Left" Checker's data to be checked
the "Right" Checker's data to be checked
TRUE if left_data should be considered valid
TRUE if right_data should be considered valid
the number of bytes to be compared

master_agrees

returns
and
returns
and
returns
and
returns

left_data
right_data
master_data

jammed with master_data if Master agrees but left doesn't
jammed with master_data if Master agrees but right doesn't
jammed with left_data if peers agree but master doesn't

right_agrees
peers_agree

TRUE if left is a checker
left_data matches master_data
TRUE if right is a checker
right_data matches master_data
TRUE if both Checkers are active
left_data matches right_data
TRUE if Master agrees with at least one active Checker

Description:
Determines the validity of the data of Master and one or two Checkers and
provides replacement data for any which are in disagreement with peers.
Side-Effects:
Restrictions:

None.
None.

Remarks:
This function is used by both the Master and Checkers to determine the
acceptability of the exchanged data. Because the Master will check both
the Checkers, this function is biased toward the Master ("Master-centric").
Change Log:
980228 DWC
Function created.
******************************************************************************/
voidmft_compare_equality(
int comparison_id,
flag *master_agrees, byte *master_data, int n,
flag *right_agrees, flag right_checker, byte *right_data,
flag *left_agrees, flag left_checker, byte *left_data,
flag *peers_agree, int dest, flag *dest_valid )
{
#if MFT_TMR
int
src;
*right_agrees = (right_checker && !memcmp( master_data, right_data, n ));
*left_agrees = (left_checker && !memcmp( master_data, left_data, n ));
*peers_agree = (left_checker && right_checker
&& !memcmp( left_data, right_data, n ));
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*master_agrees = (*right_agrees

||

*left_agrees);

if (*master_agrees)
src = 1;
else if (*peers_agree)
src = 2;
else
src = 0;
*dest_valid = (src != 0);
/* There are only two valid values for each of src and dest.
*
If they are equal, it's a no-op to do the copy but it is
*
done by the last else for timing correctness.
*/
if (dest == 1 && src == 2)
memcpy( master_data, right_data, n );
else if (dest == 2 && src == 1)
memcpy( right_data, master_data, n );
else
/* Timing dummy. */
memcpy( master_data, master_data, n );
#else

/* SCP */

/* The only successful outcome for an SCP is if master and right agree.
*
If so, they contain identical data, dest is valid and no copying is
*
required.
*/
*right_agrees = (right_checker && !memcmp( master_data, right_data, n ));
*left_agrees = FALSE;
*peers_agree = FALSE;
*dest_valid = *master_agrees = *right_agrees;
#endif
}
/******************************************************************************
void
mft_user_comparison(
int comparison_id,
flag *master_agrees, byte *master_data, int n,
flag *left_agrees, flag left_online, byte *left_data,
flag *right_agrees, flag right_online, byte *right_data,
flag *peers_agree )
Inputs:
see description of mft_equality_comparison()
comparison_id
passed through by the mft_check() function to allow the
user code to select different types of comparisons
Outputs:
left_agrees

master_agrees

returns
and
returns
and
returns
and
returns

left_data
right_data
master_data

jammed with master_data if Master agrees but left doesn't
jammed with master_data if Master agrees but right doesn't
jammed with left_data if peers agree but master doesn't

right_agrees
peers_agree

TRUE if left is a checker
left_data matches master_data
TRUE if right is a checker
right_data matches master_data
TRUE if both Checkers are active
left_data matches right_data
TRUE if Master agrees with at least one active Checker

Description:
This stub is replaced by any function which a user wants to use to determine
the validity of the data of Master and one or two Checkers.
Because only one such function is known by this code but different types of
comparisons might be desired by the user (e.g., functions which know about
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user data structure like select-midpoint-value, determine-average or castout-the-outliers), the comparison_id is passed through by the mft_check()
function for use as a selector.
Side-Effects:
Restrictions:

None.
None.

Remarks:
This function is used by both the Master and Checkers to determine the
acceptability of the exchanged data. Because the Master will check both
the Checkers, this function is biased toward the Master ("Master-centric").
Ideosynchracies:
Obviously, this isn't really a function -- but it should be.
With a library-based compiler, this function would be in a stand-alone file
and the user would simply define a replacement which would replace this
function during the link. Better, this function would be only one of many
which the user could specify by reference as a parameter of mft_check().
Alas, the CCS PIC-C compiler doesn't allow either of these options.
Because
Change Log:
980318 DWC
"Function" documented.
******************************************************************************/
#ifndef MFT_USER_COMPARISON
#define MFT_USER_COMPARISON
#endif

mft_compare_equality

MFT Analog-Voted Output: mft-outp.c
/*****************************************************************************
*
MFT-OUTP.C
*
*
Microcontroller Fault-Tolerance (MFT) Functions which support
*
voted output pins.
*
*
980224 DWC
File Created.
*/
#include

"PIC16C7x.h"

/******************************************************************************
*
void mft_output_analog_voted_1bit( pic_pin_t pin, int value )
*
*
pin
I.D. of pin to be acted upon
*
(CCS pin i.d.: 5 msb are address, 3 lsb are bit posn)
*
value
The value, 1 or 0, to be output.
*
return
None.
*
*
Description:
*
This MFT function is the functional equivalent of the CCS compiler's
*
output_bit() function, but it implements the analog voting algorithm
*
wherein an external current-limiting resistors is placed on each output
*
pin and a common pulldown establishes the state for tristate output.
*
This function generates an active high and a passive (tristate) low.
*
*
Side-Effects:
*
Output pin and associated tristate direction register.
*
*
Restrictions:
*
None.
*
*
Remarks:
*
None.
*
*
Function created: 980224
******************************************************************************/
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void
{

mft_output_analog_voted_1bit( pic_pin_t pin, int value )
/* Convert the pin address into a port address and bit position.
int
*port_addr;
int
port_bit;

*/

/* Set the RBPU bit to disable the weak pullup resistors on portb<0:3>.
*
This is not a cure-all solution because SEU can flip this bit earlier
*
and this is not protected -- but it reduces the effect's longevity.
*/
bit_set( pic_option, PIC_OPTION_RBPU_bit );
port_addr = PIC_PIN_PORT_ADDR( pin );
port_bit = PIC_PIN_PORT_BIT( pin );
if (value)
{
/* Set the port bit first so that when the tristate bit is cleared,
*
making the bit an output, the proper value immediately appears.
*/
bit_set( *port_addr, port_bit );
bit_clear( *PIC_PORT_TRIS_ADDR( port_addr ), port_bit );
}
else
{
/* Set the tristate bit first so that the output immediately goes
*
to the passive state. The port bit is then cleared for SEU
*
protection.
*/
bit_set( *PIC_PORT_TRIS_ADDR( port_addr ), port_bit );
bit_clear( *port_addr, port_bit );
}
}
/******************************************************************************
*
void mft_output_analog_voted_0bit( pic_pin_t pin, int value )
*
*
pin
I.D. of pin to be acted upon
*
(CCS pin i.d.: 5 msb are address, 3 lsb are bit posn)
*
value
The value, 1 or 0, to be output.
*
return
None.
*
*
Description:
*
This MFT function is the functional equivalent of the CCS compiler's
*
output_bit() function, but it implements the analog voting algorithm
*
wherein external current-limiting resistors are placed on each output
*
pin and a common pullup establishes the state for tristate output.
*
This function generates an active low and a passive (tristate) high.
*
*
Side-Effects:
*
Output pin and associated tristate direction register.
*
*
Restrictions:
*
None.
*
*
Remarks:
*
None.
*
*
Function created: 980224
******************************************************************************/
void
{

mft_output_analog_voted_0bit( pic_pin_t pin, int value )
/* Convert the pin address into a port address and bit position.
int
*port_addr;
int
port_bit;
/*

*/

Set the RBPU bit to disable the weak pullup resistors on portb<0:3>.
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*
This is not a cure-all solution because SEU can flip this bit earlier
*
and this is not protected -- but it reduces the effect's longevity.
*/
bit_set( pic_option, PIC_OPTION_RBPU_bit );
port_addr = PIC_PIN_PORT_ADDR( pin );
port_bit = PIC_PIN_PORT_BIT( pin );
if (value)
{
/* Set the tristate bit first so that the output immediately goes
*
to the passive state. The port bit is then set to 1 for SEU
*
protection.
*/
bit_set( *PIC_PORT_TRIS_ADDR( port_addr ), port_bit );
bit_set( *port_addr, port_bit );
}
else
{
/* Clear the port bit first so that when the tristate bit is cleared,
*
making the bit an output, the proper value immediately appears.
*/
bit_clear( *PIC_PORT_TRIS_ADDR( port_addr ), port_bit );
bit_clear( *port_addr, port_bit );
}
}
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Appendix 3: MFT Software, Support Code
MFT Local Definitions: mft-locl.h
/*****************************************************************************
*
MFT-LOCL.H
*
*
Header file local to Microcontroller Fault-Tolerance (MFT).
*
*
980224 DWC
File Created.
*/
#ifndef MFT_LOCAL_INCLUDED
#define MFT_LOCAL_INCLUDED
#include
#include
#include

"gen.h"
"PIC16C7x.h"
"btime.h"

#include

"mft-stat.h"

#ifndef
#ifndef
#define
#endif
#define
#endif

MFT_DEBUG
DEBUG
DEBUG

1

MFT_DEBUG

DEBUG

#define MFT_DEBUG_LEVEL_MASTER
#define MFT_DEBUG_LEVEL_CHECKER10
#define MFT_DEBUG_LEVEL_CHECKER20
#define
#define
#include
#include

DEBUG
MFT_DEBUG
"debug.h"
"evr.h"

3

0
0

/******************************************************************************
*
STATIC_ID
*
*
Each processor must be assigned a unique static ID. For convenience,
*
these are simply processors P0, P1 and P2; these correspond to processors
*
A, B and C (respectively) in the schematics.
*
*
Comment created:980206
*/
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

MFT_STATIC_ID_NULL
MFT_STATIC_ID_P0
MFT_STATIC_ID_P1
MFT_STATIC_ID_P2
MFT_STATIC_ID_MIN
MFT_STATIC_ID_MAX

void
int
int
int

mft_static_id_init( void );
mft_static_id_self( void );
mft_static_id_right( void );
mft_static_id_left( void );

int

mft_static_id;

0
1
2
3
1
3
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/******************************************************************************
*
Operating Mode Channel Support
*
*
See "mft-opmo.c" for details.
*
*
The operating mode of each processor is either to be a Master, a Checker,
*
or Offline. This information is transmitted to other processors using
*
two bits and received from each of peer processor from two unique lines,
*
for a total of 6 lines required for a TMR system.
*
*
Comment created:980206
*/
#separate
void
mft_opmode_init( PTR_VOID_FN_t master_responsibilities );
void
mft_opmode_become_checker( void );
boolean
boolean
boolean
boolean
boolean
boolean
boolean
boolean

mft_opmode_self_is_checker( void );
mft_opmode_self_is_master( void );
mft_opmode_right_is_checker( void );
mft_opmode_right_is_master( void );
mft_opmode_right_is_offline( void );
mft_opmode_left_is_checker( void );
mft_opmode_left_is_master( void );
mft_opmode_left_is_offline( void );

boolean
boolean

mft_opmode_master_exists( void );
mft_opmode_sys_is_tmr( void );

#define mft_opmode_is_mastermft_opmode_self_is_master()
#define mft_opmode_is_checker
mft_opmode_self_is_checker()

/******************************************************************************
*
Master Channel Support
*
*
See "mft-mc.c" for details.
*
Many of these functions are forced to be "separate" so that the CCS
*
compiler does not try to include them in the same segment as mft_check().
*/
voidmft_mc_init( void );
voidmft_mc_master_recv_from_checker( MFT_STATUS_t *status,
int static_id,
byte *data, int n );
voidmft_mc_master_xmit_to_checker( MFT_STATUS_t *status,
int static_id,
byte *data, int n );
#separate
voidmft_mc_checker_xmit_to_master( MFT_STATUS_t *status,
byte *data, int n );
#separate
voidmft_mc_checker_recv_from_master( MFT_STATUS_t *status,
byte *data, int n, int check_id );
voidmft_mc_checker_wait_for_message_to_peer( MFT_STATUS_t *status,
BFTUS_t max_bftu, flag opmode_change_ok );
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#separate
voidmft_mc_synch_master_start( void );
#separate
voidmft_mc_synch_master_end( void );
#separate
voidmft_mc_synch_checker( MFT_STATUS_t *status,
BFTUS_t max_bftu, flag opmode_change_ok );

/******************************************************************************
*
External Resolver Support
*
*
See "mft-rslv.c" for details.
*/
void
void
void
void
void
void
void

mft_resolver_go_offline( void );
mft_resolver_go_online( void );
mft_resolver_reset_self( void );
mft_resolver_reset_all( void );
mft_resolver_reset_left_peer( void );
mft_resolver_reset_right_peer( void );
mft_resolver_reset_both_peers( void );

#endif

/* MFT_LOCAL_INCLUDED */

MFT Static ID: mft-id.c
/*****************************************************************************
*
MFT-ID.C
*
*
Microcontroller Fault-Tolerance (MFT) Static ID Functions.
*
*
980301 DWC
File Created.
*
980318 DWC
Renamed to make room for MFT-STAT.c
*/
#include

"gen.h"

/******************************************************************************
Static ID Input Port
Two bits are used to define the Static ID of each processor.
The two bit ID is placed on two external pins but could be stored internally
for some applications (so as to require fewer resources for MFT).
******************************************************************************/
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

MFT_STATIC_ID_PORT
MFT_STATIC_ID_TRIS
MFT_STATIC_ID_PORT_INPUT_mask
MFT_STATIC_ID_BIT0_pin
MFT_STATIC_ID_BIT1_pin
MFT_STATIC_ID_BIT0_bit
MFT_STATIC_ID_BIT1_bit

pic_portd
pic_trisd
0b11000000
PIN_D6
PIN_D7
6
7

/******************************************************************************
int
mft_static_id_self( void )
int
mft_static_id_right( void )
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int

mft_static_id_left( void )

Description:
mft_static_id_self() returns the Static ID of this processor.
mft_static_id_right() returns the Static ID of the peer which is
logically to the left of this processor.
mft_static_id_left() returns the Static ID of the peer which is
logically to the left of this processor.
Inputs:
Outputs:
Side-Effects:
Restrictions:

None.
The Static ID of the specified processor.
None.
None.

Remarks:
The three processors form a ring:
P0 P1 P2 P0 P1 ...
Thus, processor P0 is to the left of P1 and to the right of P2.
Similarly for P1 and P2.
If this is only an SCP config, right or left is equivalent to "not self."
These functions are implemented for clarity, a choice which also happens
to trap illegal values cleanly and is code-size efficient.
Change Log:
980227 DWC
Functions created.
******************************************************************************/
int
{

mft_static_id_self( void )
return

((int) bit_test( MFT_STATIC_ID_PORT, MFT_STATIC_ID_BIT1_bit ) << 1)
+ bit_test( MFT_STATIC_ID_PORT, MFT_STATIC_ID_BIT0_bit );

}
int
{
#if

mft_static_id_left( void )

int
{
#if

mft_static_id_right( void )

MFT_TMR
switch (mft_static_id)
{
case MFT_STATIC_ID_P0: return MFT_STATIC_ID_P2;
case MFT_STATIC_ID_P1: return MFT_STATIC_ID_P0;
case MFT_STATIC_ID_P2: return MFT_STATIC_ID_P1;
default:
return MFT_STATIC_ID_NULL;
}
#else /* SCP */
if (mft_static_id == MFT_STATIC_ID_P0)
return MFT_STATIC_ID_P1;
else
return MFT_STATIC_ID_P0;
#endif
}

MFT_TMR
switch (mft_static_id)
{
case MFT_STATIC_ID_P0: return MFT_STATIC_ID_P1;
case MFT_STATIC_ID_P1: return MFT_STATIC_ID_P2;
case MFT_STATIC_ID_P2: return MFT_STATIC_ID_P0;
default:
return MFT_STATIC_ID_NULL;
}
#else /* SCP */
if (mft_static_id == MFT_STATIC_ID_P0)
return MFT_STATIC_ID_P1;
else
return MFT_STATIC_ID_P0;
#endif
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}

/******************************************************************************
void mft_static_id_init( void )
Description:
Initializes the global variable mft_static_id.
Inputs:
Outputs:
Side-Effects:
Restrictions:

None.
None.
Changes mft_static_id.
None.

Remarks:
Gets static_id from hardwired external source (pins). This function
could be modified to determine static_id from ROM so as to not require
any pins but this requires that each processor have unique code -- a
development hassle.
Change Log:
980303 DWC
Function extracted from existing mft_init() code.
******************************************************************************/
void
{

mft_static_id_init( void )
bit_set( MFT_STATIC_ID_TRIS, MFT_STATIC_ID_BIT0_bit );
bit_set( MFT_STATIC_ID_TRIS, MFT_STATIC_ID_BIT1_bit );
mft_static_id = mft_static_id_self();

}

MFT Master Channel: mft-mc.c
/*****************************************************************************
*
MFT-MC.C
*
*
Microcontroller Fault-Tolerance (MFT) Master Channel Support Functions.
*
*
980307 DWC
File Created.
*/
#define I2C_MASTER_FUNCTIONS
TRUE
#define I2C_SLAVE_FUNCTIONSTRUE
#include "i2c.h"
#include "evr.h"
#define MFT_CHECK_SYNCH_ALLOWABLE_BFTU

BTIME_US_TO_BFTU( 1000 )

/******************************************************************************
Master Channel (MC)
This section defines the identifiers used to describe and configure the
Master Channel.
In this implementation, the Master Channel uses the I2C peripheral.
The I2C specification does not have a good method for assigning user
addresses, so 0x60 is semi-arbitrarily chosen; it doesn't conflict with
EEPROM devices which I might use.
*/
#define MFT_MC_I2C_ADDR_BASE
0x60
#define MFT_MC_I2C_ADDR(static_id) (MFT_MC_I2C_ADDR_BASE + ((int) (static_id) << 1))
#define MFT_MC_NULL_I2C_ADDR
#define MFT_MC_SELF_I2C_ADDR
#define MFT_MC_LEFT_I2C_ADDR

MFT_MC_I2C_ADDR(MFT_STATIC_ID_NULL)
MFT_MC_I2C_ADDR(mft_static_id)
MFT_MC_I2C_ADDR(mft_static_id_left())
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#define MFT_MC_RIGHT_I2C_ADDR

void
{

MFT_MC_I2C_ADDR(mft_static_id_right())

mft_mc_master_xmit_catchup( void )
/* Wait for long enough that an Offline device which was ready
*
to receive actually has time to process the incoming data
*
and join as a Checker. This is the time required from the
*
end of transmission of the last data byte to the time that
*
the joining Checker asserts that it is a Checker; this is the
*
time associated with the last branch of this loop.
*
*
WARNING: This delay was determined experimentally!
*
On 980304, the actual number of cycles required was about 360.
*
On 980405, the number required was in excess of 500; 1000 worked.
*
I hate this sensitivity but need to move on; I'll probably get
*
bitten again before I figure out a better way...
*/
delay_cycles( 500 );
delay_cycles( 500 );

}

/******************************************************************************
Master Channel Timeout Fault Coverage
*/
#define I2C_US_PER_BYTE_MIN
#define I2C_US_PER_BYTE_TYP
#define I2C_US_PER_BYTE_MAX

100L
160L
200L

#define
#define
#define
#define

MFT_MAX_SYNCH_SKEW_US
MFC_MC_INTRACHECK_WAIT_US_MAX
MFT_MC_SYNCH_DURATION_US
MFT_MC_OVERHEAD_US_PER_I2C_MESSAGE

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

MFT_MC_SYNCH_DURATION_BFTU
MFC_MC_INTRACHECK_WAIT_BFTU_MAX
MFT_MC_BFTU_PER_I2C_BYTE_MIN
MFT_MC_BFTU_PER_I2C_BYTE_TYP
MFT_MC_BFTU_PER_I2C_BYTE_MAX

#define MFT_MC_ADDRESS_BYTES1
#define MFT_MC_COMMAND_BYTES1
#define MFT_MC_OVERHEAD_BYTES

200L
500L
150L
500L

BTIME_US_TO_BFTU(
BTIME_US_TO_BFTU(
BTIME_US_TO_BFTU(
BTIME_US_TO_BFTU(
BTIME_US_TO_BFTU(

MFT_MC_SYNCH_DURATION_US )
MFC_MC_INTRACHECK_WAIT_US_MAX )
I2C_US_PER_BYTE_MIN )
I2C_US_PER_BYTE_TYP )
I2C_US_PER_BYTE_MAX )

(MFT_MC_ADDRESS_BYTES + MFT_MC_COMMAND_BYTES)

#separate
UINT16 mft_mc_message_time_estimate_bftu( int mft_check_bytes )
{
return BTIME_US_TO_BFTU(
MFT_MAX_SYNCH_SKEW_US
+ MFT_MC_OVERHEAD_US_PER_I2C_MESSAGE
+ ((mft_check_bytes + MFT_MC_OVERHEAD_BYTES)
* I2C_US_PER_BYTE_MAX)
);
}

/******************************************************************************
UINT16 mft_mc_max_loops( BFTUS_t max_bftu, int loop_instructions )
UINT16 MFT_MC_MAX_LOOPS_( BFTUS_t max_bftu, int loop_instructions )
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Inputs:
max_bftu
The maximum duration for the covered loop, in BFTU.
loop_instructionThe number of assembly instructions in the loop.
Outputs:
return

The maximum number of times to execute the covered
loop to give approximately the specified duration.

Description:
This function computes the number of times that a loop should be traversed
before terminating for a timeout. mft_mc_max_loops() is a function.
The macro MFT_MC_MAX_LOOPS_() is identical but designed to allow the
compiler to pre-compute some constant calculations.
Side-Effects:
None.
Restrictions:
The computation herein limits the maximum value of max_bftu to 862
(65535 / 76 instructions/BFTU (at 20 MHz)) or about 13 ms.
Based on constants defined on 98/04/05, 13 ms will accommodate an I2C
message of 80 bytes. Taking into account the command byte, this limits
the maximum number of mft_check() data bytes to 79.
Remarks:
None.
Change Log:
980504 DWC
Documented as part of function update (bug fixes).
******************************************************************************/
UINT16 mft_mc_max_loops( BFTUS_t max_bftu, int loop_instructions )
{
#ifdef EVR_FATAL
if (max_bftu > 65535 / BTIME_INSTRUCTIONS_PER_BFTU)
EVR_FATAL( EVR_FILE_ID, "mft_mc_max_loops(): max_bftu too large." );
#endif
return

((max_bftu * BTIME_INSTRUCTIONS_PER_BFTU) / loop_instructions) + 2;

}
#define MFT_MC_MAX_LOOPS_(bftu,loop_instructions)
\
(( ((bftu) * BTIME_INSTRUCTIONS_PER_BFTU) / loop_instructions
#define MFT_MC_SATURATE_BFTU_TO_INSTRUCTIONS(bftu)
\
if (bftu > 65535 / BTIME_INSTRUCTIONS_PER_BFTU)
bftu = 65535 / BTIME_INSTRUCTIONS_PER_BFTU

) + 2 )

\

/******************************************************************************
Master Channel Message Termination
*/
voidmft_mc_checker_await_message_start( MFT_STATUS_t *status,
BFTUS_t max_bftu, flag opmode_change_ok )
{
UINT16 loops;
MFT_MC_SATURATE_BFTU_TO_INSTRUCTIONS( max_bftu );
//

for (loops = MFT_MC_MAX_LOOPS_( max_bftu, 32 );
for (loops = mft_mc_max_loops( max_bftu, 55 );
loops && !i2c_slave_is_start_received();
--loops)
{
if (!opmode_change_ok && mft_opmode_sys_participants_changed())
{
status->outcome = MFT_Status_Opmode_Changed;
return;
}
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}
if (!loops)
status->outcome = MFT_Status_Fail_Peers;
else
status->outcome = MFT_Status_OK;
}

voidmft_mc_checker_await_message_stop( MFT_STATUS_t *status,
BFTUS_t max_bftu, flag opmode_change_ok )
{
UINT16 loops;
MFT_MC_SATURATE_BFTU_TO_INSTRUCTIONS( max_bftu );
//

for (loops = MFT_MC_MAX_LOOPS_( max_bftu, 16 );
for (loops = mft_mc_max_loops( max_bftu, 38 );
loops && !i2c_slave_is_stop_received();
--loops)
{
if (!opmode_change_ok && mft_opmode_sys_participants_changed())
{
status->outcome = MFT_Status_Opmode_Changed;
return;
}
}
if (!loops)
status->outcome = MFT_Status_Fail_Peers;
else
status->outcome = MFT_Status_OK;

}

voidmft_mc_checker_wait_for_message_to_peer( MFT_STATUS_t *status,
BFTUS_t max_bftu, flag opmode_change_ok )
{
mft_mc_checker_await_message_start( status,
MFC_MC_INTRACHECK_WAIT_BFTU_MAX, opmode_change_ok );
if (!status->outcome)
mft_mc_checker_await_message_stop( status, max_bftu, opmode_change_ok );
}
/******************************************************************************
Master Channel Synchronization Messaging
*/

#define MFT_MC_SYNCH_ON_DISCRETE0
#define MFT_MC_SYNCH_ON_I2C
#if MFT_MC_SYNCH_ON_DISCRETE
#error Synch pin choice obsolete.
#define MFT_MC_SYNCH_PIN
#define MFT_MC_SYNCH_PIN_bit
0
#endif

!MFT_MC_SYNCH_ON_DISCRETE

Verify everything and add timeouts.
PIN_B0

#separate
voidmft_mc_synch_master_start( void )
{
#if MFT_MC_SYNCH_ON_DISCRETE
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bit_clear( pic_trisb, MFT_MC_SYNCH_PIN_bit
bit_set( pic_portb, MFT_MC_SYNCH_PIN_bit );
#endif

);

#if MFT_MC_SYNCH_ON_I2C
/* The i2c_master_xmit_start() which starts a synchronization
*
period is emitted by data transfers.
*/
#endif
}

#separate
voidmft_mc_synch_master_end( void )
{
#if MFT_MC_SYNCH_ON_DISCRETE
bit_clear( pic_trisb, MFT_MC_SYNCH_PIN_bit
bit_clear( pic_portb, MFT_MC_SYNCH_PIN_bit
#endif

);
);

#if MFT_MC_SYNCH_ON_I2C
i2c_master_xmit_start();
i2c_master_xmit_stop();
/* The extra (empirically-determined) delay is added to synch the
*
processors even more closely.
*/
delay_cycles( 50 );
/* This is due to the wait computation in
*
mft_mc_checker_await_message_stop().
*
There should be a better way in ..._stop().
*/
delay_us( 140 );
#endif
}

#separate
voidmft_mc_synch_checker( MFT_STATUS_t *status,
BFTUS_t max_bftu, flag opmode_change_ok )
{
#if MFT_MC_SYNCH_ON_DISCRETE
#error Unmaintained option; timeout criteria not included.
bit_set( pic_trisb, MFT_MC_SYNCH_PIN_bit );
while (bit_test( pic_portb, MFT_MC_SYNCH_PIN_bit ))
;
#endif
#if MFT_MC_SYNCH_ON_I2C
mft_mc_checker_await_message_start( status, max_bftu, opmode_change_ok );
if (!status->outcome)
mft_mc_checker_await_message_stop( status,
MFT_MC_SYNCH_DURATION_BFTU, opmode_change_ok );
#endif
}

/******************************************************************************
void mft_mc_init( void );
Inputs:

None.

Outputs:

None.
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Description:
Initialize Master Channel communications.
This implementation uses the I2C protocol and builtin SSP peripheral.
Side-Effects:
Uses two hardware pins and the SSP peripheral
Restrictions:
None.
Remarks:
Initializes both modes of I2C communications, master and slave, since
the device may switch back and forth between operating modes.
Change Log:
980307 DWC
Function extracted from existing code.
******************************************************************************/
voidmft_mc_init( void )
{
i2c_master_init();
i2c_slave_init( MFT_MC_SELF_I2C_ADDR );
}

/******************************************************************************
void mft_mc_master_recv_from_checker( MFT_STATUS_t *status, int static_id,
byte *data, int n )
Inputs:
static_id
n

The static_id of the Checker from which to receive data.
The number of data bytes to receive.

Outputs:
status
data

Syndrome of success or failure.
Received data bytes.

Description:
MFT Master receives n bytes from a Checker over the Master Channel.
The complementary function, mft_mc_checker_xmit_to_master(), must be
executing on the requested Checker within the allotted time.
The function will return FALSE and provide a syndrome indicating the
likely failure mechanism if the communication fails; bus timeout is
the most common cause.
Side-Effects:
None.
Restrictions:
None.
Remarks:
This function delays an empirically-determined number of microseconds
because the polled nature of this I2C master-slave interface does have
good behavior when the slave receives an address too quickly.
Change Log:
980307 DWC
Function extracted from existing code.
******************************************************************************/
void

mft_mc_master_recv_from_checker( MFT_STATUS_t *status, int static_id,
byte *data, int n )

{
/* Wait to give the Checker time to listen.
delay_us( 200 );
#if

(Kludge?)

*/

MFT_FAULT_INJECT_TARGETED
if (mft_fault_test( MFT_FAULT_MASTER_REQUESTS_WRITE_INSTEAD_OF_READ ))
i2c_master_start_addressed_write( MFT_MC_I2C_ADDR(static_id) );
else
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#endif
i2c_master_start_addressed_read( MFT_MC_I2C_ADDR(static_id) );
/*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*/

Following the addressed read, the I2C slave hardware will hold the
bus low (to stretch clock cycles) until an outgoing byte is placed
in the pic_sspbuf. However, the response to the addressed read
is a hardware function with an interrupt generated and serviced,
while the ability to place anything in the buffer is dictated by
a software function placing data in the outgoing queue. If the
higher-level (non-hardware and ISR) functions are disfunctional,
the bus will remain hung. Empirically, this is the most likely
failure mode of the bus -- addressing for read a device which
does not provide data to be read.

for ( ; n && !mft_opmode_sys_participants_changed(); --n)
{
/* The maximum time to wait for a byte is
*
the duration of one byte (about 120 us)
*
plus the max allowed processor-to-processor skew (~50 us)
*
plus the max allowed response latency of the checker (~150 us)
*
plus some margin (60% included in the recv_byte function).
*/
if (!i2c_master_recv_byte( data++, n > 1, I2C_US_PER_BYTE_MAX ))
{
status->outcome = MFT_Status_Fail_Peers;
return;
}
}
i2c_stop();
/* Wait to make sure the Checkers have time to see the stop
*
before the next message starts coming.
*/
delay_us( 200 );
status->outcome = MFT_Status_OK;
}

/******************************************************************************
void mft_mc_master_xmit_to_checker( MFT_STATUS_t *status, int static_id,
byte *data, int n )
Inputs:
static_id
data
n

The static_id of the Checker to which to transmit data.
Data to transmit.
The number of data bytes to transmit.

Outputs:
status

Syndrome of success or failure.

Description:
MFT Master transmits n bytes to a Checker over the Master Channel.
The function will return FALSE and provide a syndrome indicating the
likely failure mechanism if the communication fails; bus timeout is
the most common cause.
Side-Effects:
None.
Restrictions:
None.
Remarks:
This function delays an empirically-determined number of microseconds
because the polled nature of this I2C master-slave interface does have
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good behavior when the slave receives an address too quickly.
Although specified as possible to timeout, this implemention does not
actually test for timeout as the CCS compiler's builtin i2c_write()
cannot be hung by an unresponsive slave (it does not correctly implement
the I2C protocol in that it does not check whether the slave is inserting
wait cycles by holding clock low).
Change Log:
980307 DWC
Function extracted from existing code.
980308 DWC
Added stop flag.
980329 DWC
Removed stop flag.
******************************************************************************/
void

mft_mc_master_xmit_to_checker( MFT_STATUS_t *status, int static_id,
byte *data, int n )

{
delay_us( 200 );
i2c_master_start_addressed_write( MFT_MC_I2C_ADDR(static_id) );
i2c_master_xmit_byte( status->command );
while (n--)
{
if (mft_opmode_sys_participants_changed())
{
i2c_master_xmit_stop();
status->outcome = MFT_Status_Opmode_Changed;
return;
}
i2c_master_xmit_byte( *data++ );
}
i2c_master_xmit_stop();
status->outcome = MFT_Status_OK;
}

/******************************************************************************
void
mft_mc_checker_xmit_to_master( MFT_STATUS_t *status,
byte *data, int n )
Inputs:
data
n

Data to be transmitted to Master.
The number of data bytes to transmit.

Outputs:
status

Syndrome of success or failure.

Description:
MFT Checker transmits n bytes to the Master over the Master Channel.
The complementary function, mft_mc_master_recv_from_master(), must be
executing on the Master within the allotted time.
The function will provide a syndrome indicating the likely failure
mechanism if the communication fails; bus timeout is the most common cause.
Side-Effects:
None.
Restrictions:
None.
Remarks:
None.
Change Log:
980307 DWC
Function extracted from existing code.
******************************************************************************/
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#separate
void
mft_mc_checker_xmit_to_master( MFT_STATUS_t *status, byte *data, int n )
{
int
i;
UINT16 loops, wait_loops_per_byte;
/* Pre-compute the timeout for both wait loops herein. Although they are
*
slightly different lengths, they are close enough.
*/
wait_loops_per_byte = MFT_MC_MAX_LOOPS_( MFT_MC_BFTU_PER_I2C_BYTE_MAX, 16 );
#if !MFT_TMR /* SCP */
/* Kludge because the loops for SCP are so much shorter since they don't
*
have to test for opmode_sys_participants_changed().
*/
wait_loops_per_byte *= 16;
#endif
/*
*
*
*
*
*/

Wait until slave is addressed. The maximum time to wait should be very
short since this function should only be called if the Checker is
essentially synchronized with the Master. A delay associated with the
receipt of the address byte (one I2C byte duration) should be
sufficient.

for (loops = wait_loops_per_byte;
loops && !i2c_slave_xmit_address_is_received();
--loops)
{
#if MFT_TMR
if (mft_opmode_sys_participants_changed())
{
status->outcome = MFT_Status_Opmode_Changed;
return;
}
#endif
}
/* If timeout, cause is uncertain; vote to kill peers.
if (!loops)
{
status->outcome = MFT_Status_Fail_Peers;
return;
}
/*
*
*
*/
for
{

*/

Checker sends data to Master (in response to Master's request).
Wait for the buffer to get sent; this is required to stay in synch
with the Master.
(i = 0;

i < n;

++i)

i2c_slave_xmit_byte( *data++ );
/*
*
*
*
*
*/
for

#if

Spin until the byte starts being transmitted.
A second one will be queued almost immediately but the
point is to try to keep the transmitter busy while having
some control over whether the Master is actually clocking
data out of the I2C transmit buffer.
(loops = wait_loops_per_byte;
loops && !i2c_slave_xmit_byte_done();
--loops)

{
MFT_TMR
if (mft_opmode_sys_participants_changed())
{
status->outcome = MFT_Status_Opmode_Changed;
return;
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}
#endif
}
}
if (!loops)
{
status->outcome = MFT_Status_Fail_Peers;
return;
}
/* Wait for the end of message. */
mft_mc_checker_await_message_stop( status,
MFC_MC_INTRACHECK_WAIT_BFTU_MAX, FALSE );
if (status->outcome)
return;
if (mft_opmode_sys_participants_changed())
status->outcome = MFT_Status_Opmode_Changed;
else
status->outcome = MFT_Status_OK;
}
/******************************************************************************
void
mft_mc_checker_recv_from_master( MFT_STATUS_t *status,
byte *data, int n, int check_id )
Inputs:
n

The number of data bytes to receive.

Outputs:
status
data

Syndrome of success or failure.
Received data bytes.

Description:
MFT Checker receives n bytes from the Master over the Master Channel.
The complementary function, mft_mc_master_xmit_to_checker(), must be
executing on the Master within the allotted time.
The function will provide a syndrome indicating the likely failure
mechanism if the communication fails; bus timeout is the most common cause.
Side-Effects:
None.
Restrictions:
None.
Remarks:
None.
Change Log:
980307 DWC
Function extracted from existing code.
******************************************************************************/
#separate
voidmft_mc_checker_recv_from_master( MFT_STATUS_t *status,
byte *data, int n, int check_id )
{
UINT16 loops, wait_loops_per_byte;
int
i;
#define _MFT_MC_CHECKER_RFM_LOOP_INSTRUCTIONS
8
wait_loops_per_byte = MFT_MC_MAX_LOOPS_( MFT_MC_BFTU_PER_I2C_BYTE_MAX,
_MFT_MC_CHECKER_RFM_LOOP_INSTRUCTIONS );
#if !MFT_TMR /* SCP */
/* Kludge because the loops for SCP are so much shorter since they don't
*
have to test for opmode_sys_participants_changed().
*/
wait_loops_per_byte *= 16;
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#endif
/*
*
*
*
*
*/
for

Wait until slave is addressed. The maximum time to wait should be very
short since this function should only be called if the Checker is
essentially synchronized with the Master. A delay associated with the
receipt of the address byte (one I2C byte duration) should be
sufficient.
(loops = wait_loops_per_byte + 100;
/* Kludge!!! */
loops && !i2c_slave_recv_address_is_received();
--loops)

{
MFT_TMR
if (mft_opmode_sys_participants_changed())
{
status->outcome = MFT_Status_Opmode_Changed;
return;
}
#endif
}

#if

/* If timeout, cause is uncertain; vote to kill peers.
if (!loops)
{
status->outcome = MFT_Status_Fail_Peers;
return;
}

*/

for (i = 0; i < n + MFT_MC_COMMAND_BYTES; ++i)
{
for (loops = wait_loops_per_byte;
loops && !i2c_slave_recv_byte_waiting();
-- loops )
{
#if MFT_TMR
if (mft_opmode_sys_participants_changed())
{
status->outcome = MFT_Status_Opmode_Changed;
return;
}
#endif
}
/* Check the timeout condition of the above loop.
if (!loops)
break;

*/

/* The first byte received is the command; the rest is "data".
*
Officially, the number of command bytes *is* a parameter and 'i'
*
should be compared against it. But this is a slower comparison and
*
the code is really only defined for exactly one command byte.
*/
#if MFT_MC_COMMAND_BYTES == 1
if (!i)
#else
#error Receiving structure defined for exactly one command word.
if (i < MFT_MC_COMMAND_BYTES)
#endif
{
status->command = i2c_slave_recv_byte_get();
if (!MFT_COMMAND_LABEL_OK( status->command, check_id ))
{
status->outcome = MFT_Status_Label_Mismatch;
return;
}
}
else
{
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/* Compiler bug on *data++ ??? */
*data = i2c_slave_recv_byte_get();
++data;
}
}
/* Timeout is cause for flagging *someone* in error.
if (!loops)
{
status->outcome = MFT_Status_Fail_Peers;
return;
}

*/

/* Wait for the end of message. */
mft_mc_checker_await_message_stop( status,
MFC_MC_INTRACHECK_WAIT_BFTU_MAX, FALSE );
if (status->outcome)
return;
status->outcome = MFT_Status_OK;
}

MFT Operating Mode: mft-opmo.c
/******************************************************************************
*
MFT-OPMO.C
*
*
Microcontroller Fault-Tolerance (MFT) Operating Mode Channel Functions.
*
*
980207 DWC
File Created.
*/
#include
#include

"gen.h"
"PIC16C7x.h"

#define DEBUG 0
#include "debug.h"

/******************************************************************************
*
OPERATING MODE
*
*
The operating mode of each processor is either to be a Master, a Checker,
*
or Offline. This information is transmitted to other processors using two
*
bits and received from each of peer processor from two unique lines, for
*
a total of 6 lines required for a TMR system. (Although, in this
*
implementation only 5 are actually used since P2 is forced to always be
*
a Checker).
*
*
980206 DWC
Comment created.
*/
enum MFT_OPMODE_t
{
MFT_Opmode_Offline,
MFT_Opmode_Checker,
MFT_Opmode_Master,
MFT_Opmode_metastable
};
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#define
#define
#define
#define

MFT_OPMODE_PORT
MFT_OPMODE_TRIS
MFT_OPMODE_MASTER_bit
MFT_OPMODE_CHECKER_bit

pic_portb
pic_trisb
1
0

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

MFT_OPMODE_MASTERS_mask
MFT_OPMODE_CHECKERS_mask
MFT_OPMODE_P0_INPUT_mask
MFT_OPMODE_P1_INPUT_mask
MFT_OPMODE_P2_INPUT_mask
MFT_OPMODE_ALL_INPUTS_mask
MFT_OPMODE_NOT_USED_INPUTS_mask

0xA8
0x54
0xC0
0x30
0x0C
0xFC
~MFT_OPMODE_ALL_INPUTS_mask

#define MFT_OPMODE_PORT_USER_INPUTS_mask(MFT_OPMODE_PORT & ~MFT_OPMODE_All_INPUTS_mask)
#define MFT_OPMODE_SYSTEM_CONFIG

(MFT_OPMODE_PORT & MFT_OPMODE_ALL_INPUTS_mask)

#define MFT_OPMODE_TO_P0_OPMODE_BITS(mode)
#define MFT_OPMODE_TO_P1_OPMODE_BITS(mode)
#define MFT_OPMODE_TO_P2_OPMODE_BITS(mode)
#if MFT_TMR
#define MFT_OPMODE_P0
#define MFT_OPMODE_P1
#define MFT_OPMODE_P2
#else
#define MFT_OPMODE_P0
#define MFT_OPMODE_P1
#endif

((int) (mode) << 6)
((int) (mode) << 4)
((int) (mode) << 2)
((MFT_OPMODE_PORT >> 6) & 0x03)
((MFT_OPMODE_PORT >> 4) & 0x03)
((MFT_OPMODE_PORT >> 2) & 0x03)
MFT_Opmode_Master
MFT_Opmode_Checker

/* This macro determines whether a particular device can participate as a
*
Master. Non-Master capability is used to limit complexity, both in
*
external pin resources consumed by the Operating Mode and in test
*
conditions in the code.
*
*
In the breadboard hardware, every device can be Master-capable.
*
However, this makes parts of this code difficult; in particular, the
*
voting ID assignment process is greatly simplified by assuming that
*
P2 (static ID = 3) can only be a Checker.
*
*
980206 DWC
Comment created.
*
980208 DWC
Comment elaborated.
*/
#define MFT_OPMODE_MASTER_CAPABLE
((mft_static_id == MFT_STATIC_ID_P0) \
|| (mft_static_id == MFT_STATIC_ID_P1))

/******************************************************************************
void
mft_opmode_config( void )
Inputs:
Outputs:

None.
None.

Description:
Configures six bits of port B as the Operating Mode Channel.
For each device, two bits are outputs and four are inputs from peers.
Restrictions:
If a set_tris_b() is used after this (by the user's application),
the state of these six bits must be preserved.
Remarks:
The two low-order bits of port B are not used by this module and may
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be used by the user application.
of these two bits.

This function preserves the state

Change Log:
980301 DWC
Function recommented.
******************************************************************************/
voidmft_opmode_config( void )
{
#if MFT_TMR
/* Zero all bits associated with the opmode port bits; if they are input
*
bits, zeroing the bits is a no-op; if they are output bits, zeroing
*
them forces the mode to Offline.
*/
MFT_OPMODE_PORT &= ~MFT_OPMODE_ALL_INPUTS_mask;
switch (mft_static_id)
{
case MFT_STATIC_ID_P0:
MFT_OPMODE_TRIS = MFT_OPMODE_P1_INPUT_mask | MFT_OPMODE_P2_INPUT_mask
| MFT_OPMODE_NOT_USED_INPUTS_mask;
break;
case MFT_STATIC_ID_P1:
MFT_OPMODE_TRIS = MFT_OPMODE_P2_INPUT_mask | MFT_OPMODE_P0_INPUT_mask
| MFT_OPMODE_NOT_USED_INPUTS_mask;
break;
case MFT_STATIC_ID_P2:
MFT_OPMODE_TRIS = MFT_OPMODE_P0_INPUT_mask | MFT_OPMODE_P1_INPUT_mask
| MFT_OPMODE_NOT_USED_INPUTS_mask;
break;
default:
break;
}
#endif
}

/******************************************************************************
MFT_OPMODE_t
mft_opmode_get( int static_id )
Inputs:
static_id

The Static ID of device for which opmode is desired.

Outputs:
Returns the Operating Mode of the specified device.
Description:
Gets the Operating Mode asserted by the processor or one of its peers.
Side-Effects:
None.
Restrictions:
None.
Remarks:
None.
Change Log:
980301 DWC
Function recommented.
******************************************************************************/
MFT_OPMODE_t
{

mft_opmode_get( int static_id )
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switch (static_id)
{
case MFT_STATIC_ID_P0:
case MFT_STATIC_ID_P1:
#if MFT_TMR
case MFT_STATIC_ID_P2:
#endif
default:
}
}

return MFT_OPMODE_P0;
return MFT_OPMODE_P1;
return MFT_OPMODE_P2;
return MFT_Opmode_Offline;

/******************************************************************************
void mft_opmode_set( MFT_OPMODE_t mode )
Inputs:
mode

The Operating Mode to which this processor should be set.

Description:
Sets the two Operating Mode bits of the processor.
Side-Effects:
The new operating mode is signalled to other processors.
The Online/Offline state of the External Resolver is updated to be
consistent with the Operating Mode.
Restrictions:
None.
Remarks:
Sets Operating Mode on the two lines which "belong" to this processor.
Because this function shares global state variables with the
mft_opmode_changed_isr(), these variables must be protected by
disabling the interrupt (port-B-changed). This function also needs
to be called by the ISR so _mft_opmode_set() is the actual workhorse
function and mft_opmode_set() is a user cover function which surrounds
_mft_opmode_set() with the disable/enable.
Change Log:
980206 DWC
Function created.
980301 DWC
Function recommented.
980302 DWC
Added interrupt enable/disable coverage.
******************************************************************************/
#if MFT_TMR
void _mft_opmode_set( MFT_OPMODE_t opmode )
{
int
new_opmode_mask;
switch (mft_static_id)
{
case MFT_STATIC_ID_P0:
new_opmode_mask = MFT_OPMODE_TO_P0_OPMODE_BITS( opmode );
break;
case MFT_STATIC_ID_P1:
new_opmode_mask = MFT_OPMODE_TO_P1_OPMODE_BITS( opmode );
break;
case MFT_STATIC_ID_P2:
new_opmode_mask = MFT_OPMODE_TO_P2_OPMODE_BITS( opmode );
break;
default:
break;
}
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/* Clear the bits that need to be zeros; set those that need to be ones.
*
The process is done so to preserve, without change, an Opmode which
*
is already set. This allows calls to this function to effectively be
*
no-ops if the mode is already the desired one. This is more than
*
just "good behavior"; it turns out to be necessary.
*
Also, make sure not to affect any user's bits on the same port.
*/
MFT_OPMODE_PORT &= new_opmode_mask | MFT_OPMODE_PORT_USER_INPUTS_mask;
MFT_OPMODE_PORT |= new_opmode_mask;
#if 0
/*
*
*
*
*/
#endif

A short delay may be necessary after setting the Operating Mode Channel
to allow the outputs to discharge parasitic capacitance. The few
additional instructions in this function should provide sufficient
delay.

if (mft_opmode_is_master || mft_opmode_is_checker)
mft_resolver_go_online();
else
mft_resolver_go_offline();
}
#endif

void
mft_opmode_set( MFT_OPMODE_t opmode )
{
#if MFT_TMR
disable_interrupts( INT_RB );
_mft_opmode_set( opmode );
enable_interrupts( INT_RB );
#endif
}
void mft_opmode_become_checker( void )
{
mft_opmode_set( MFT_Opmode_Checker );
}
void mft_opmode_become_master( void )
{
mft_opmode_set( MFT_Opmode_Master );
}
/******************************************************************************
boolean mft_opmode_right_is_master( void );
boolean mft_opmode_right_is_checker( void );
boolean mft_opmode_right_is_offline( void );
boolean mft_opmode_right_is_online( void );
boolean mft_opmode_left_is_master( void );
boolean mft_opmode_left_is_checker( void );
boolean mft_opmode_left_is_offline( void );
boolean mft_opmode_left_is_online( void );
Inputs:
None.
Outputs:
Returns TRUE or FALSE indicating the whether the named device is in the
named state.
Description:
These cover functions of mft_opmode_get() test the state of
the left and right peers.
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Side-Effects:
None.
Restrictions:
None.
Remarks:
None.
Change Log:
980301 DWC
Functions created.
******************************************************************************/
boolean mft_opmode_self_is_master( void )
{
return mft_opmode_get( mft_static_id ) == MFT_Opmode_Master;
}
boolean mft_opmode_self_is_checker( void )
{
return mft_opmode_get( mft_static_id ) == MFT_Opmode_Checker;
}
boolean mft_opmode_self_is_offline( void )
{
return mft_opmode_get( mft_static_id ) == MFT_Opmode_Offline;
}
boolean mft_opmode_right_is_master( void )
{
return mft_opmode_get( mft_static_id_right() ) == MFT_Opmode_Master;
}
boolean mft_opmode_right_is_checker( void )
{
return mft_opmode_get( mft_static_id_right() ) == MFT_Opmode_Checker;
}
boolean mft_opmode_right_is_offline( void )
{
return mft_opmode_get( mft_static_id_right() ) == MFT_Opmode_Offline;
}
boolean mft_opmode_right_is_online( void )
{
return !mft_opmode_right_is_offline();
}
boolean mft_opmode_left_is_master( void )
{
#if MFT_TMR
return mft_opmode_get( mft_static_id_left() ) == MFT_Opmode_Master;
#else
return FALSE;
#endif
}
boolean mft_opmode_left_is_checker( void )
{
#if MFT_TMR
return mft_opmode_get( mft_static_id_left() ) == MFT_Opmode_Checker;
#else
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return
#endif
}

FALSE;

boolean mft_opmode_left_is_offline( void )
{
#if MFT_TMR
return mft_opmode_get( mft_static_id_left() ) == MFT_Opmode_Offline;
#else
return TRUE;
#endif
}
boolean mft_opmode_left_is_online( void )
{
return !mft_opmode_left_is_offline();
}

/******************************************************************************
boolean mft_opmode_master_exists( void )
boolean mft_opmode_peer_checker_exists( void )
boolean mft_opmode_sys_is_tmr( void )
Inputs:
None.
Outputs:
Return value indicates whether the named condition is TRUE or FALSE.
Description:
These functions test the overall state of the Operating Mode Channel.
mft_opmode_master_exists() returns TRUE if any device has claimed
Mastership on the Opmode Channel.
mft_opmode_peer_checker_exists() returns TRUE if any device other
than the querying device is a Checker.
mft_opmode_sys_is_tmr() returns TRUE if three devices are Online.
Side-Effects:
None.
Restrictions:
None.
Remarks:
None.
Change Log:
980302 DWC
Functions created.
******************************************************************************/
boolean mft_opmode_master_exists( void )
{
return !!(MFT_OPMODE_PORT & MFT_OPMODE_MASTERS_mask);
}
#separate
boolean mft_opmode_peer_checker_exists( void )
{
#if MFT_TMR
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return (mft_opmode_left_is_checker() ||
#else
return (mft_opmode_right_is_checker());
#endif
}

mft_opmode_right_is_checker());

boolean mft_opmode_no_checker_exists( void )
{
return !(MFT_OPMODE_PORT & MFT_OPMODE_CHECKERS_mask);
}

boolean mft_opmode_sys_is_tmr( void )
{
#if MFT_TMR
return (mft_opmode_get( MFT_STATIC_ID_P0 ) != MFT_Opmode_Offline &&
mft_opmode_get( MFT_STATIC_ID_P1 ) != MFT_Opmode_Offline &&
mft_opmode_get( MFT_STATIC_ID_P2 ) != MFT_Opmode_Offline );
#else
return FALSE;
#endif
}

/******************************************************************************
MFT_OPMODE_CHANGE_ISR_USER_FUNCTION
Description:
This macro is used when the C compiler does not support pointers to
functions, e.g., the CCS PIC compiler.
Side-Effects:
None.
Restrictions:
None.
Remarks:
None.
Change Log:
980321 DWC
Function created.
******************************************************************************/
void
{
}

mft_opmode_change_isr_user_fn_dummy( void )

#if POINTERS_TO_FUNCTIONS
PTR_FN_VOID_t
mft_opmode_change_isr_user_fn_ptr =
mft_opmode_change_isr_user_fn_dummy;
#else
#ifndef MFT_OPMODE_CHANGE_ISR_USER_FN
#define MFT_OPMODE_CHANGE_ISR_USER_FN()
\
mft_opmode_change_isr_user_fn_dummy()
#endif
#endif

/******************************************************************************
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void

mft_opmode_change_isr_init( PTR_FN_VOID_t master_responsibilities )

Description:
Establishes a function which will be executed when a device assumes
Mastership.
Side-Effects:
None.
Restrictions:
None.
Remarks:
This function should take a pointer to a function but the CCS compiler
doesn't support this so this is actually a no-op function.
Change Log:
980321 DWC
Function created.
******************************************************************************/
void mft_opmode_change_isr_init( PTR_VOID_FN_t master_responsibilities )
{
#if POINTERS_TO_FUNCTIONS
mft_opmode_change_isr_user_fn_ptr = master_responsibilities;
#endif
}

#if MFT_TMR
/******************************************************************************
void
mft_opmode_change_isr( void )
Full Name:
Operating Mode Change Detection Interrupt Service Routine
Description:
When the Master goes offline, the change must be immediately detected
and a replacement assigned.
Two of the three Operating Mode Channel pairs are placed on the four
pins of the PIC which can generate an interrupt-on-change. When the
interrupt occurs, this service routine determines whether the Master
has gone offline. If so, and if this is a Master-capable device,
then reassign the Master functionality.
Side-Effects:
MFT Operating Mode may change.
Restrictions:
This is an ISR; it should not be called.
Remarks:
Although it might appear more general to allow all three processors to
be Master-capable, the reassignment process is substantially simplified
by only allowing two processors to be Master-capable. In this case, if
this interrupt occurs, there is no Master, and the interrupt-servicing
device is Master-capable, it may safely assume that the only other
Master-capable device *was* Master, is now offline and this device may
now claim Mastership without checking for conflict. The only
assumption is that the latency of servicing this interrupt is shorter
than the time to reset the other Master -- an assumption unlikely to be
inadvertantly violated.
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It is not really necessary to have the non-master-capable slave respond
to this interrupt (since it can't do anything) nor is it necessary for
interrupts to be generated when a Master-capable slave goes offline.
These may be considered harmless implementation artifacts.
Change Log:
980223 DWC
Function created.
******************************************************************************/
#INT_RB
voidmft_opmode_change_isr( void )
{
/* If any processor is already Master or in the process of claiming
*
Mastership, of if this processor is not supposed to be a Master then
*
there is nothing to do.
*
*
Implementation Detail, Portability Constraint: The test of
*
mft_opmode_master_exists() reads port B which is necessary and
*
sufficient to clear the mismatch condition which generated this
*
interrupts. *After* reading port B, the RBIF must be cleared to
*
re-arm the interrupt. The clear can be placed before setting
*
the Opmode because the PIC will not generate a port B interrupt
*
based on pins which are configured as outputs.
*
*
WARNING: In C, expression evaluation order depends on TRUE results
*
for each earlier term. The MFT_OPMODE_MASTER_CAPABLE macro *does not*
*
read port B and *cannot* be placed first in the test expression!!!
*
*
980222 DWC
Comment created.
*
980301 DWC
Evaluation order bug introduced and found.
*/
if (mft_opmode_master_exists() || !MFT_OPMODE_MASTER_CAPABLE)
{
bit_clear( pic_intcon, PIC_INTCON_RBIF_bit );
// *after* reading port B
return;
}
bit_clear( pic_intcon, PIC_INTCON_RBIF_bit );
// *after* reading port B
/* Otherwise, the master must have gone offline and this must be a
*
Master-capable device -- so attempt to claim mastership. As
*
described above, this implementation is simplified by allowing only
*
two processors to be Master; if there is no Master and this device
*
is Master-capable, then it must be the *only* device capable of
*
assuming Mastership at this point. So do it and don't bother to
*
check for collisions.
*
*
Comment created:980222, 980223
*/
_mft_opmode_set( MFT_Opmode_Master );
#if POINTERS_TO_FUNCTIONS
(*mft_opmode_change_isr_user_fn_ptr)();
#else
MFT_OPMODE_CHANGE_ISR_USER_FN();
#endif
DEBUG_LEVEL_SET( MFT_DEBUG_LEVEL_MASTER );
}

/******************************************************************************
void
mft_opmode_change_isr_enable( void )
Description:
Enable the fielding of operating mode changes.
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Side-Effects:
Interrupts may be generated at any time by changes on the Operating
Mode Channel.
Restrictions:
None.
Remarks:
None.
Change Log:
980301 DWC
Function created.
******************************************************************************/
voidmft_opmode_change_isr_enable( void )
{
int
dummy;
/* Perform a dummy read on PORTB to reset the RBIF bit before
*
enabling interrupts.
*/
dummy = MFT_OPMODE_PORT;
/* Clear the interrupt flag; set the interrupt enable.
bit_clear( pic_intcon, PIC_INTCON_RBIF_bit );
bit_set( pic_intcon, PIC_INTCON_RBIE_bit );

*/

}
#else

/* SCP */

voidmft_opmode_change_isr_enable( void )
{
}
#endif

/******************************************************************************
void mft_opmode_sys_config_snapshot( void )
flag mft_opmode_sys_config_changed( void )
Description:
These functions are used to detect whether the system Operating Mode
configuration change occurred during some critical part of code,
notably the mft_check() function which must know if Mastership changed in
the middle of a checking operation.
mft_opmode_sys_config_snapshot() captures the state of the Operating Mode
channel -- the system Opmode config.
mft_opmode_sys_config_changed() compares the current Operating Mode with
the previously snapshotted one and returns TRUE if it changed.
Restrictions:
None.
Remarks:
None.
Change Log:
980320 DWC

Functions created to replace previous interrupt-driven
implementation which did not correctly identify changes
to Static ID 3 state because this device was not one of
the pic_portb pins which is interrupt-on-change.
Interrupt-on-change is OK for reacting to changes of the
Master but not for spinning to see of a recovery operation
was successful.
******************************************************************************/
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#if MFT_TMR
static int _mft_opmode_sys_config_snapshot;
void
{

mft_opmode_sys_config_snapshot( void )
_mft_opmode_sys_config_snapshot = MFT_OPMODE_SYSTEM_CONFIG;

}
flag
{

mft_opmode_sys_participants_changed( void )
/* This test will catch any one-bit that changes to a zero; i.e.,
*
it detects when snapshotted ones are no longer ones.
*
This detects a Master that goes to Offline or Checker
*
and detects a Checker that goes to Offline or Master.
*
It won't flag Offline units that change to Master or Checker.
*/
return (_mft_opmode_sys_config_snapshot !=
(MFT_OPMODE_SYSTEM_CONFIG & _mft_opmode_sys_config_snapshot));

}
#else

/* SCP */

void
{
}

mft_opmode_sys_config_snapshot( void )

flag
{

mft_opmode_sys_participants_changed( void )
return FALSE;

}
#endif

/******************************************************************************
void mft_opmode_init( void )
Description:
This function initializes all the functionality for maintaining the
operating mode. The associated output port is initialized, the pointer
to the user's opmode-change support function is recorded, and an attempt
to become Master is made if this device is Master-capable but there is
no current Master.
Restrictions:
None.
Remarks:
To establish the Operating Mode this code:
1) Establishes whether this device is or is not MFT Master-capable.
2) Uses the two Operating Mode Channel bits to either assert Master
or Checker participation status.
3) If it is Master, waits for at least one peer and asks it to join;
if it is a Checker, waits for Master to ask it to join.
Change Log:
980411 DWC
Extracted from mft.c to better abstract functionality.
******************************************************************************/
#separate
void mft_opmode_init( PTR_VOID_FN_t master_responsibilities )
{
mft_opmode_config();
mft_opmode_change_isr_init( master_responsibilities );
#if MFT_TMR
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/* This section establishes the Operating Mode for a freshly-reset
*
device. If it is coming into an operating system (as determined by
*
inspecting the Operating Mode Channel) the operation is simple;
*
stay Offline. If all the processors are reset simultaneously, the
*
process is more complex as there must be some resolution between the
*
two Master-capable devices. This section is written to allow device
*
P1 to try to be a Master but allows for some skew between processors
*
(on the order of 10 instruction times). The section is also written
*
such that the synchronization that existed when all three processors
*
were released from reset continues afterward (to a large extent, but
*
it is not perfect). This should help subsequent code but may not be
*
strictly necessary; consider it "good form."
*/
if (!mft_opmode_master_exists())
{
switch (mft_static_id)
{
case MFT_STATIC_ID_P0:
mft_opmode_set( MFT_Opmode_Master );
delay_cycles( 10 );
if (mft_opmode_get( MFT_STATIC_ID_P0 ) != MFT_Opmode_Master)
;
/* Statement will never execute. */
delay_cycles( 10 );
if (mft_opmode_get( MFT_STATIC_ID_P0 ) == MFT_Opmode_Master)
mft_opmode_set( MFT_Opmode_Master );/* Always executes. */
break;
case MFT_STATIC_ID_P1:
mft_opmode_set( MFT_Opmode_Offline );
delay_cycles( 10 );
if (mft_opmode_get( MFT_STATIC_ID_P0 ) != MFT_Opmode_Master)
mft_opmode_set( MFT_Opmode_Master );/* Rarely executes. */
delay_cycles( 10 );
if (mft_opmode_get( MFT_STATIC_ID_P0 ) == MFT_Opmode_Master)
mft_opmode_set( MFT_Opmode_Offline );
/* Probably executes. */
break;
case MFT_STATIC_ID_P2:
default:
mft_opmode_set( MFT_Opmode_Offline );
delay_cycles( 10 );
if (mft_opmode_get( MFT_STATIC_ID_P0 ) != MFT_Opmode_Master)
mft_opmode_set( MFT_Opmode_Offline );
/* Rarely executes. */
delay_cycles( 10 );
if (mft_opmode_get( MFT_STATIC_ID_P2 ) != MFT_Opmode_Master)
;
/* This statement will always execute. */
break;
}
/*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*/

At this point, assuming that all three processors were released
from reset simultaneously, the skew between processors P0 and P2
and is zero because they executed exactly the same amount of code
(if mft_opmode_get() and _set() take the same time regardless of
arguments or other state information, which they do). P1 may have
also executed the same amount of code or it may be behind the other
two by the time of one mft_opcode_set().

}

#else /* SCP */
/* For SCP, only one device is statically-determined to be the
*
Master; the other can only be a Checker. Assignment is simple.
*
Based on a strategy of "you're always in the correct mode, which is
*
only a function of Static ID", this would be a no-op in a real system.
*
These wired-in values are characteristics of the testbed primarily
*
to make active the mux which enables TXD. There's some show value also.
*/
if (mft_static_id == MFT_STATIC_ID_P0)
output_bit( PIN_B7, 1 );
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else
output_bit( PIN_B4, 1 );
#endif
}

MFT Recovery: mft-rcvr.c
/******************************************************************************
*
MFT-RCVR.C
*
*
Microcontroller Fault-Tolerance (MFT) Fault-Recovery Functions.
*
*
980305 DWC
File Created.
*/
#if MFT_TMR
flag
{

mft_recover_await_new_opmode( UINT16 maxtime_us )
boolean change;

/* The timing loop is 18 instructions long, so maxtime will
*
be decremented once every 18 instructions; at 10 MHz, this
*
takes 7.2 us so dividing by maxtime by 8 is a relatively close
*
and fast-executing approximation. Similarly for 19.6608 MHz
*
and 4.000 MHz.
*/
#if PROC_CLOCK_FREQ == 10000000
maxtime_us /= 8;
#else
#if PROC_CLOCK_FREQ == 19660800
maxtime_us /= 4;
#else
#if PROC_CLOCK_FREQ == 4000000
maxtime_us /= 16;
#else
#error Incompatible Processor Clock Frequency.
#endif
#endif
#endif
/* Spin until the operating mode changes or until timeout. */
for (change = FALSE; !change && maxtime_us; --maxtime_us)
change = mft_opmode_sys_participants_changed();
/*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*/
for

Spin until a Master exists. While the previous test ensured that
something happened as a result of the recovery action, we really
can't continue until a Master exists. The specific problem which
occurs here is that the opmode-change ISR can't respond as fast as
mft_opmode_sys_config_changed() can see a unit go offline; the
reset happens so fast that if the recovery action is released too
quickly and P0 was the target, it can come back online before the
ISR can move Mastership to P1! If this happens, P0 will think it
needs to ask others to join while P1 and P2 will go back to being
in mft_check() -- then timeout an reset P0 and the process repeats
forever!!!
This fix also should spread Mastership more evenly between P0 and P1.
(
;

return

; !mft_opmode_master_exists()

&&

maxtime_us;

change;

}
#endif

/* MFT_TMR */
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--maxtime_us)

#if MFT_TMR
void mft_recover( MFT_STATUS_t *status, UINT16 maxtime_us )
{
if (status->outcome == MFT_Status_Opmode_Changed)
return;
/* If the unit isn't online, it can't express an intelligent
*
opinion. If it really thinks the system is screwed up, it
*
should directly issue a mft_resolver_reset_all(). But
*
it can't properly express an opinion like "Fail_Peers";
*
besides, if it's offline that request will result (in the
*
next test) in a reset of everything... Not really the aim.
*/
if (mft_opmode_self_is_offline())
pic_restart();
/* If no peer exists, we're running in self-checking pair
*
mode and the only option is to reset everyone.
*/
if (!mft_opmode_sys_is_tmr())
mft_resolver_reset_all();
switch( status->outcome )
{
case MFT_Status_Fail_Master:
mft_resolver_reset_master();
break;
case MFT_Status_Fail_Left_Checker:
if (mft_opmode_is_master)
mft_resolver_reset_left_peer();
else
mft_resolver_reset_peer_checker();
break;
case MFT_Status_Fail_Right_Checker:
if (mft_opmode_is_master)
mft_resolver_reset_right_peer();
else
mft_resolver_reset_peer_checker();
break;
case MFT_Status_Fail_Peer_Checker:
mft_resolver_reset_peer_checker();
break;
case MFT_Status_Fail_Peers:
mft_resolver_reset_both_peers();
break;
case MFT_Status_Fail_All:
mft_resolver_reset_all();
break;
/* for good form; statement never executes
case MFT_Status_Fail_Self:
default:
mft_resolver_reset_self();
break;
/* for good form; statement never executes
}
if (mft_recover_await_new_opmode( maxtime_us ))
mft_resolver_go_online();
/* Remove action request.
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*/

*/

*/

else
mft_resolver_reset_self();
}
#else

/* SCP */

/* The Opmode can't change and there is no ability to take any action
*
other than simply resetting both processors.
*/
#define mft_recover(s,t)
mft_resolver_reset_all()
#endif

MFT External Resolver Interface: mft-rslv.c
/*****************************************************************************
*
MFT-RSLV.C
*
*
External Conflict Resolution Support.
*
These function generates the control signals which drive the external
*
conflict resolution circuits, the Resolver.
*
*
File created: 980224
*/
#include
#include
#include

"gen.h"
"pic16C7x.h"
"mft-locl.h"

/******************************************************************************
Resolver Output Port
Four bits are required to define the action to be taken by the External
Resolver (2 bits) and upon which device it should act (2 bits).
******************************************************************************/
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

MFT_RSLV_PORT
MFT_RSLV_TRIS
MFT_RSLV_PORT_INPUT_mask
MFT_RSLV_PORT_OUTPUT_mask
MFT_RSLV_PORT_REQUEST_mask
MFT_RSLV_PORT_DEVSEL_mask

#define MFT_RSLV_TRIS_SETUP

pic_portd
pic_trisd
0b00000000
0b00001111
0b00000011
0b00001100
( bit_clear( pic_status, 6 ),
\
(pic_trise &= 0x07),
\
(MFT_RSLV_TRIS &= ~MFT_RSLV_PORT_OUTPUT_mask) )

/******************************************************************************
Action Request Bits
These macros define the bits which select which action is being requested
according to the following truth table:
NOT RESET
NOT CYCLE
Requested Action
------------------------------------------------------------------0
0
Idle Offline.
Unpowered or not voting.
1
1
Idle Online. Active voter but no action requested.
0
1
Vote to initiate a reset action.
1
0
Vote to initiate a power-cycling action.
------------------------------------------------------------------******************************************************************************/
#define MFT_RSLV_NOT_RESET_bit
#define MFT_RSLV_NOT_RESET_mask

0
BIT2MASK( MFT_RSLV_NOT_RESET_bit )
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#define MFT_RSLV_NOT_RESET_CLR()

bit_clear( MFT_RSLV_PORT, MFT_RSLV_NOT_RESET_bit )

#define MFT_RSLV_NOT_CYCLE_bit
#define MFT_RSLV_NOT_CYCLE_mask
#define MFT_RSLV_NOT_CYCLE_CLR()

1
BIT2MASK( MFT_RSLV_NOT_CYCLE_bit )
bit_clear( MFT_RSLV_PORT, MFT_RSLV_NOT_CYCLE_bit )

/* Portability Constraint.
*
*
The first two macros must set the two action bits simultaneously since
*
either macro should be executable at any time and the External Resolver
*
will react instantaneously to one bit being set before the other.
*
Request to reset or cycle can only be issued from the IDLE_ONLINE state
*
so it is OK to activate (by setting to zero) only one applicable bit.
*/
#define MFT_RSLV_ACTION_IDLE_OFFLINE()
(MFT_RSLV_PORT &= ~MFT_RSLV_PORT_OUTPUT_mask)
#define MFT_RSLV_ACTION_IDLE_ONLINE()
( MFT_RSLV_TRIS_SETUP,
\
(MFT_RSLV_PORT &= ~MFT_RSLV_PORT_OUTPUT_mask), \
(MFT_RSLV_PORT |= MFT_RSLV_PORT_REQUEST_mask))
#define MFT_RSLV_ACTION_REQUEST_RESET() ( MFT_RSLV_TRIS_SETUP,
(MFT_RSLV_PORT |= MFT_RSLV_PORT_REQUEST_mask),
MFT_RSLV_NOT_RESET_CLR() )
#define MFT_RSLV_ACTION_REQUEST_CYCLE() ( MFT_RSLV_TRIS_SETUP,
(MFT_RSLV_PORT |= MFT_RSLV_PORT_REQUEST_mask),
MFT_RSLV_NOT_CYCLE_CLR() )

/******************************************************************************
Device Select (DEVSEL) Bits
These macros define the bits which select which device is to be acted upon
according to the following truth table:
DEVSEL1|DEVSEL0
SCP Usage
TMR Usage
-------|----------------------------0
0
Self Cycle or Reset All
0
1
N/A
Right
1
0
N/A
Left
1
1
Both Devices
Both Peers
-------|----------------------------******************************************************************************/
#define MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL0_bit
#define MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL0_SET()
#define MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL0_CLR()

2

#define MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL1_bit
#define MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL1_SET()
#define MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL1_CLR()

3

#define
#define
#define
#define

bit_set( MFT_RSLV_PORT, MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL0_bit )
bit_clear( MFT_RSLV_PORT, MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL0_bit )
bit_set( MFT_RSLV_PORT, MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL1_bit )
bit_clear( MFT_RSLV_PORT, MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL1_bit )

MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL_SELF_ALL() (MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL1_CLR(),
MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL_LEFT_PEER() (MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL1_SET(),
MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL_RIGHT_PEER()(MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL1_CLR(),
MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL_BOTH_PEERS()(MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL1_SET(),

MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL0_CLR())
MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL0_CLR())
MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL0_SET())
MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL0_SET())

/******************************************************************************
void mft_resolver_init( void )
Description:
Initialization for communication with the External Resolver.
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\
\
\
\

Side-Effects:
Restrictions:
Remarks:

None.
None.
None.

Change Log:
980221 DWC
Function created.
******************************************************************************/
void
{

mft_resolver_init( void )
/* Set output port bits (4) to zero, then set them to be outputs.
MFT_RSLV_PORT &= ~MFT_RSLV_PORT_OUTPUT_mask;
MFT_RSLV_TRIS &= ~MFT_RSLV_PORT_OUTPUT_mask;
MFT_RSLV_TRIS |= MFT_RSLV_PORT_INPUT_mask;

*/

}

/******************************************************************************
void mft_resolver_go_offline( void )
void mft_resolver_go_online( void )
void mft_resolver_reset_self( void )
void mft_resolver_reset_all( void )
void mft_resolver_reset_left_peer( void )
void mft_resolver_reset_right_peer( void )
void mft_resolver_reset_both_peers( void )
void mft_resolver_cycle_self( void )
void mft_resolver_cycle_all( void )
void mft_resolver_cycle_left_peer( void )
void mft_resolver_cycle_right_peer( void )
void mft_resolver_cycle_both_peers( void )
Inputs:
Outputs:

None.
None.

Description:
These functions signal the External Resolver.
Side-Effects:
Restrictions:
Remarks:

None.
None.
None.

Change Log:
980223 DWC
Functions created.
980315 DWC
Power-cycling functions created.
******************************************************************************/
void
{

mft_resolver_go_offline( void )
/* Setting the action *first* is a must. The devsel during idle is
*
"don't care" but setting it first will allow the prevailing action
*
to suddenly be taken on the selected devices!
*/
MFT_RSLV_ACTION_IDLE_OFFLINE();
MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL_SELF_ALL();

}
void
{

mft_resolver_go_online( void )
/* Setting the action *first* is a must. The devsel during idle is
*
"don't care" but setting it first will allow the prevailing action
*
to suddenly be taken on the selected devices!
*/
MFT_RSLV_ACTION_IDLE_ONLINE();
MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL_SELF_ALL();

}
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void
{

mft_resolver_reset_self( void )
pic_restart();

}
void mft_resolver_reset_all( void )
{
#if 1 // MFT_DEBUG
/* Strobe both devsel lines to facilitate debugging with a scope.
MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL_BOTH_PEERS();
#endif
for (;;)
{
/* This function never returns;
*
the External Resover takes over from here.
*/
MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL_SELF_ALL();
MFT_RSLV_ACTION_REQUEST_RESET();
}
}
void
{

mft_resolver_reset_left_peer( void )
MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL_LEFT_PEER();
MFT_RSLV_ACTION_REQUEST_RESET();

}
void
{

mft_resolver_reset_right_peer( void )
MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL_RIGHT_PEER();
MFT_RSLV_ACTION_REQUEST_RESET();

}
void
{

mft_resolver_reset_both_peers( void )
MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL_BOTH_PEERS();
MFT_RSLV_ACTION_REQUEST_RESET();

}

void
{

mft_resolver_cycle_self( void )
MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL_SELF_ALL();
MFT_RSLV_ACTION_REQUEST_CYCLE();

}
void
{

mft_resolver_cycle_all( void )
MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL_SELF_ALL();
MFT_RSLV_ACTION_REQUEST_CYCLE();

}
void
{

mft_resolver_cycle_left_peer( void )
MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL_LEFT_PEER();
MFT_RSLV_ACTION_REQUEST_CYCLE();

}
void
{

mft_resolver_cycle_right_peer( void )
MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL_RIGHT_PEER();
MFT_RSLV_ACTION_REQUEST_CYCLE();
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*/

}
void
{

mft_resolver_cycle_both_peers( void )
MFT_RSLV_DEVSEL_BOTH_PEERS();
MFT_RSLV_ACTION_REQUEST_CYCLE();

}

/******************************************************************************
void mft_resolver_reset_master( void )
void mft_resolver_reset_peer_checker( void )
Inputs:
Outputs:

None.
None.

Description:
These functions generate the External Resolver signals for resetting
the Master or a peer Checker.
Side-Effects:
None.
Restrictions:
None.
Remarks:
The notion of "Master" or "Checker" are determined by the Operating Mode;
the Resolver knows only about absolute, physical positions.
These functions provide an additional level of Resolver abstraction.
Change Log:
980223 DWC
Functions created.
******************************************************************************/
void
{

mft_resolver_reset_master( void )
if (mft_opmode_left_is_master())
mft_resolver_reset_left_peer();
else if (mft_opmode_right_is_master())
mft_resolver_reset_right_peer();

}
void
{

mft_resolver_reset_peer_checker( void )
if (mft_opmode_right_is_checker())
mft_resolver_reset_right_peer();
else if (mft_opmode_left_is_checker())
mft_resolver_reset_left_peer();

}

MFT Fault Injection, Header: mft-finj.h
/******************************************************************************
*
MFT-FINJ.H
*
*
Header file for communication between the MFT functions and the external
*
fault-injection program.
*
*
980401 DWC
File Created.
*/
/*

Fault Injection Message Structure
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*/

Control Word:
Bit 7
unused = 0
Bit 6
unused = 1
Bit 5
if 0, inject specific faults; if 1, inject fault at address
Bits 4,3,2 if bit5 == 1, specifies the bit number to flip (SEU)
Bits 1,0
the ID of the processor to hit
Target Word:
If Control.5 == 0, then the second byte is the fault ID.
If Control.5 == 1, then the second byte is the target address;
the additional part of the target spec is the TARGET_BIT.
The bits are defined in terms of macros rather than structures
to avoid problems between different processors and compilers;
the generator runs on an x86 computer and is compiled under Microsoft C,
while the receiver is on the PIC processor with the CCS compiler.

#define MFT_FAULT_CONTROL_WORD_INIT(msg)(msg[0] = 0x40)
#define MFT_FAULT_TARGET_PROC_SET(msg,id)
#define MFT_FAULT_TARGET_PROC_GET(msg)

(msg[0] |= ((id) & 3))
(msg[0] & 3)

#define MFT_FAULT_TARGET_BIT_SET(msg,bit)
#define MFT_FAULT_TARGET_BIT_GET(msg)

(msg[0] |= (((bit) & 7) << 2))
((msg[0] >> 2) & 7)

#define MFT_FAULT_IS_ADDRESSED_SET(msg)
(msg[0] |= 0x20)
#define MFT_FAULT_IS_ADDRESSED_TEST(msg)(msg[0] & 0x20)
#define MFT_FAULT_TARGET_ADDRESS(msg)
#define MFT_FAULT_TARGET_ID(msg)

(msg[1])
(msg[1])

#define MFT_FAULT_MESSAGE_DELIMITER(msg)(msg[2])
#define MFT_FAULT_MESSAGE_DELIMCHAR
'\n'

MFT Fault Injection: mft-finj.c
/******************************************************************************
*
MFT-FINJ.C
*
*
Microcontroller Fault-Tolerance (MFT) Fault-Injection Functions.
*
*
980302 DWC
File Created.
*/
#include "gen.h"
#include "mft-finj.h"
#ifndef MFT_FAULT_INJECTION
#define MFT_FAULT_INJECTION
#endif

0

#if MFT_FAULT_INJECTION
static char
static int
void
{

mft_fault_msg[2] = { 0, 0 };
mft_fault_msg_chars = 0;

mft_fault_init( void )
bit_set( pic_rcsta, PIC_RCSTA_CREN_bit );
bit_set( pic_pie1, PIC_PIE1_RCIE_bit );

}
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#INT_RDA
void mft_fault_injection_isr( void )
{
int
c;
byte
*target;
byte
mask;
while (bit_test( pic_pir1, PIC_PIR1_RCIF_bit ))
{
c = pic_rcreg;
if (c == '\r' || c == '\n')
mft_fault_msg_chars = 0;
else if (mft_fault_msg_chars < sizeof(mft_fault_msg))
mft_fault_msg[ mft_fault_msg_chars++ ] = c;
}
bit_clear( pic_rcsta, PIC_RCSTA_OERR_bit );
bit_clear( pic_rcsta, PIC_RCSTA_CREN_bit );
bit_set( pic_rcsta, PIC_RCSTA_CREN_bit );
if (mft_fault_msg_chars >= sizeof(mft_fault_msg)
&& MFT_FAULT_IS_ADDRESSED_TEST(mft_fault_msg)
&& MFT_FAULT_TARGET_PROC_GET(mft_fault_msg) == mft_static_id)
{
mft_fault_msg_chars = 0;
mask
= (1 << MFT_FAULT_TARGET_BIT_GET(mft_fault_msg));
target = (byte *) MFT_FAULT_TARGET_ADDRESS(mft_fault_msg);
if (target != &pic_pcl)
*target ^= mask;
else
{
/* The PIC architecture makes it impossible to do anything
*
realistic with respect to the PC from within an ISR.
*
So don't do anything and assume that the other fault
*
injection is sufficiently aggressive.
*/
return;
}
}
}
#endif

#if

/* MFT_FAULT_INJECTION */

!MFT_FAULT_INJECT_TARGETED

#define MFT_FAULT_INJECT_XOR(i,t,m)
#define MFT_FAULT_INJECT_JAM(i,t,v)
#define MFT_FAULT_INJECT_LOCKUP(i)
#else
#define MFT_FAULT_INJECT_XOR(i,t,m)
#define MFT_FAULT_INJECT_JAM(i,t,v)
#define MFT_FAULT_INJECT_LOCKUP(i)
typedef int

_mft_fault_inject_xor(i,t,m)
_mft_fault_inject_jam(i,t,v)
_mft_fault_inject_lockup(i)

MFT_FAULT_ID_t;

#define MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_NONARRIVAL
#define MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MASTER_LOCKUP1
#define MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MRC1_LOCKUP

'A'
'B'
'C'
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#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MRC1_BAD_DATA
MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MRC2_LOCKUP
MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MRC2_BAD_DATA
MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MSTAT_RIGHT_CHECK
MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MSTAT_LEFT_CHECK
MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MXC1_LOCKUP
MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MXC1_BAD_DATA
MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MXC2_BAD_DATA
MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MXC2_LOCKUP
MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MASTER_LOCKUP2
MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_MASTER_LOCKUP3
MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_CHECKER_LOCKUP1
MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_CXM_BAD_DATA
MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_CRM_BAD_DATA
MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_CCOMP_BAD_RESULT
MFT_FAULT_IN_CHECK_CHECKER_LOCKUP2

#define
#define
#define
#define

MFT_FAULT_MASTER_REQUESTS_WRITE_INSTEAD_OF_READ
MFT_FAULT_MASTER_REQUESTS_READ_INSTEAD_OF_WRITE
MFT_FAULT_BAD_USER_DATA
MFT_FAULT_BAD_USER_CONTROL_FLOW_DATA

int
{

'D'
'E'
'F'
'G'
'H'
'I'
'J'
'K'
'L'
'M'
'N'
'O'
'P'
'Q'
'R'
'S'
'W'
'R'
'U'
'V'

mft_fault_test( char test_id )
if (mft_fault_msg_chars >= 2
&& MFT_FAULT_TARGET_PROC_GET(mft_fault_msg) == mft_static_id)
{
if (MFT_FAULT_TARGET_ID(mft_fault_msg) == test_id)
{
mft_fault_msg_chars = 0;
return TRUE;
}
else if (MFT_FAULT_TARGET_ID(mft_fault_msg) == '!')
{
mft_fault_msg_chars = 0;
pic_pcl = pic_tmr0;
}
else
return FALSE;
}
else
return FALSE;

}

void
{

_mft_fault_inject_xor( MFT_FAULT_ID_t id, byte *target, byte mask )
if (mft_fault_test( id ))
*target ^= mask;

}
void
{

_mft_fault_inject_jam( MFT_FAULT_ID_t id, byte *target, byte value )
if (mft_fault_test( id ))
*target = value;

}
void
{

_mft_fault_inject_lockup( MFT_FAULT_ID_t id )
if (mft_fault_test( id ))
for (;;)
;

}
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#endif

/* MFT_FAULT_INJECT_TARGETED */

#endif

/* MFT_FAULT_INJECTION */
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